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To Alina, Micah, and Ian (big and little) 
 
 

I always knew you 
In your mother’s arms 

I have called your name 
I’ve an idea 

Placed in your mind 
To be a better man 

I’ve made a crown for you 
Put it in your room 

And when the bridegroom comes 
There will be noise 
There will be glad 
And a perfect bed 

And when you write a poem 
I know the words 
I know the sounds 

Before you write it down 
When you wear your clothes 

I wear them too 
I wear your shoes 
And the jacket too 
I always knew you 

In your mother’s arms 
I have called you son 

I’ve made amends 
Between father and son 
Or if you haven't one 

Rest in my arms 
Sleep in my bed 
There is a design 

To what I did and said 
 

- Sufjan Stevens (Vitto’s Ordination Song, used with permission) 
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Abstract 

The language varieties classified under the official ISO heading Jiarong [ISO 639-3: jya], 

a.k.a. rGyalrong, spoken in parts of the mountainous north-western Sìchuān province of 

China, have been generally accepted as a single, distinct, synchronic language belonging 

to the rGyalrongic subgroup within Tibeto-Burman. The research provided in this thesis 

casts doubt on the hypothesis that rGyalrong is a single synchronic language and reveals 

some of the previously undocumented variation within rGyalrongic. The research in this 

study provides evidence that intelligibility of a representative lect from the east-central 

rGyalrongic region is low among speakers of many lects in the southern rGyalrongic 

region. In addition, ethnic identity at the lowest embedded layer is not cohesive 

throughout the rGyalrongic regions. Language attitudes, contact, ethnohistory, perceptual 

dialectology, core lexical comparisons, and structural comparisons are also examined. As 

a result rGyalrong emerges as five distinct languages—Situ, South-central, Japhug, 

Tshobdun, Zbu—with Situ and Japhug having the most robust evidence. This study 

integrates the field research of the author—including the first rigorous intelligibility 

testing among rGyalrongic language varieties—as well as previous research by external 

sources.  
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General Abbreviations and Conventions 

1  First person 
2  Second person 
3  Third person 
s  Singular person 
p  Plural person 
PTB  Proto Tibeto-Burman 
PST  Proto Sino-Tibetan 
RTT  Recorded text test 
TAM  Tense, aspect, and modality 
WT  Written Tibetan 
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Data Source, Location Conventions, and Abbreviations 
 

In this study, a letter followed by a hyphen (e.g. H-) indicates the elicitor (source) of the 
data. The letters following the hyphen (e.g. GQ) indicate the location where the data was 
collected. Thus, ‘H-GQ’ means that Huáng (2007) was the elicitor of data collected from 
Guānyīnqiáo/Thugs-chen-zam Township, ‘P-JZ’ means that Prins (1997) was the elicitor 
of data collected from Jiǎomùzú/Kyom-kyo Township, etc. For the location of the village 
where the data was collected (when known), see §1.4 and Tables 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3. When 
only a location abbreviation is given (e.g. JZ) in the body of the text, the author is 
referring to all townships in that county or all villages in that township, unless otherwise 
specified (e.g. in the case of RTT locations). Because of these above conventions and to 
avoid redundancy the following will only list the data elicitor once and the data location 
once. For English translations of autonomous administrative units I will only include the 
short name (e.g. Ābà/rNga-ba Tibetan and Qiāng Autonomous Prefecture > Ābà/rNga-ba 
Prefecture). 
 
Abb. Data source 
D- Tshe-dbang sGron-ma (2009-2011) 
G- Gates (2010) 
H- Huáng (2007) 
P- Prins (1997) 
 
Abb. (Proposed language name) Location [Map reference number(s)] 
BAI  (Situ): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County, Báiwān/Brag-bar 

Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州马尔康县白湾乡 [5a, 5b] 
BD Gānzī/dKar-mdzes Prefecture, Dānbā/Rong-brag County, Bādǐ/Brag-steng 

Township 甘孜藏族自治州丹巴县巴低乡 [25, 52, 53] 
BE Gānzī/dKar-mdzes Prefecture, Dānbā/Rong-brag County, Biāněr Township  

甘孜藏族自治州丹巴县边耳乡 [27a, 27b] 
BJ  (South-central): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha County, Bājiǎo 

Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州小金县八角乡 [31a, 31b, 47] 
BM  (South-central): Gānzī/dKar-mdzes Prefecture, Dānbā/Rong-brag County, 

Bànshànmén Township 甘孜藏族自治州丹巴县半扇门乡 [29] 
BW Gānzī/dKar-mdzes Prefecture, Dānbā/Rong-brag County, Bāwàng/Dpal-dbang 

Township 甘孜藏族自治州丹巴县巴旺乡 [26]  
BX  (South-central): Yǎ’ān Municipality, Bǎoxìng County, Yáojí Township 

雅安市宝兴县硗碛藏族自治乡 [42, 57] 
BZ (Situ): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County, Běnzhèn/Pin-cin 

Town 阿坝藏族羌族自治州马尔康县本真 [1] 
CD (Tsobdun): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County, 

Cǎodēng/Tsho-bdun Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州马尔康县草登乡 [9a, 9b] 
CL (South-central): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha County, Zháilǒng 

Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州小金县宅垄乡 [32] 
DB (Situ): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County, Dǎngbà/Dam-pa 

Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州马尔康县党坝乡 [6a, 6b, 50] 
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DD Gānzī/dKar-mdzes Prefecture, Dānbā/Rong-brag County, Dāndōng Township  
甘孜藏族自治州丹巴县丹东乡 [28] 

DZ (Japhug): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County, Dàzàng/Da-
tshang Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州马尔康县大藏乡 [12a, 12b] 

DW  (South-central): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha County, Dáwéi 
Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州小金县达维乡 [33] 

EK       Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County, Èrè Township, Érkǎi 
Village 阿坝藏族羌族自治州金川县俄热乡二楷村 [49] 

FB (South-central): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha County, Fǔbiān 
Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州小金县抚边乡 [34] 

GB Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Lǐ/Lis County, Gānbǎo Township  
阿坝藏族羌族自治州里县甘堡乡 [39] 

GQ (Lavrung): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County, 
Guānyīnqiáo/Thugs-chen-zam Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州金川县观音桥乡
[44] 

HN  (South-central): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha County, Hànniú/Ha-
nyi Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州小金县汗牛乡 [35] 

JCD     Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County, Céngdá (a.k.a. Zēngdá) 
Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州金川县曾达乡 [23] 

JDS Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County, Dúsōng Township 阿坝藏

族羌族自治州金川县独松乡 [21] 
JHD Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County, Hédōng Township 阿坝藏

族羌族自治州金川县河东乡 [20] 
JJM  (Situ): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, , Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County, Jímù/Kye-mo 

Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州金川县集木乡 [17a, 17b] 
JKJ Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County, Kǎlājiǎo Township 

阿坝藏族羌族自治州金川县卡拉脚乡 [16, 51] 
JMB Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County, Mǎ’ěrbāng Township 阿坝

藏族羌族自治州金川县马尔邦乡 [22] 
JMN Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County, Mǎnài Township  

阿坝藏族羌族自治州金川县马奈乡[23] 
JMR  Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County, Máorì Township  

阿坝藏族羌族自治州金川县毛日乡 [18] 
JSJ Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County, Sāwǎjiǎo Township 

阿坝藏族羌族自治州金川县撒瓦脚乡 [15] 
JS Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha County, Jiésī Township 

阿坝藏族羌族自治州小金县结斯乡 [36] 
JWL Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County, Wànlín Township 

阿坝藏族羌族自治州金川县万林乡  [19] 
JZ (Situ): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County, Jiǎomùzú/Kyom-

kyo Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州马尔康县脚木足乡 [7a, 7b] 
KS (Zbu): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County, Kāngshān/Khang-

sar Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州马尔康县康山乡 [11] 
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LJ        (Japhug): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County, 
Lóngěrjiǎ/gDong-brgyad Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州马尔康县龙尔甲乡 
[13a, 13b] 

MEZ (Lavrung): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County, 
Mù’ěrzōng/'Brong.rdzong Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州马尔康县木尔宗乡 
[8] 

ML Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Lǐ/Lis County, Mǐyàluó/Myag-lo Township 
阿坝藏族羌族自治州里县米亚罗乡 [40] 

MP (South-central) Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha County, Mùpō 
Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州小金县木坡乡 [37] 

MZ (sTau): Gānzī/dKar-mdzes Prefecture, Dàofú/rTau County, Mázī/Ma-zur 
Township 藏族羌族自治州道孚县麻孜乡 [43] 

RB (Zbu): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County, Rìbù/rDzong-'bur 
Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州马尔康县日部乡 [10] 

SD Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu County, Sháshíduō/Sa-stod Township  
阿坝藏族羌族自治州黑水县沙石多乡 [41a, 41b]  

SG  (Situ): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County, Sōnggǎng/rDzong-
'gag Town 阿坝藏族羌族自治州马尔康县松岗真  [4] 

SM  (Situ): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County, Suōmò/So-mang 
Township [2] 阿坝藏族羌族自治州马尔康县梭磨乡   

SZ (Japhug): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County, 
Shāěrzōng/gSar-rdzong Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州马尔康县沙尔宗乡 [14]  

TQ   (South-central): Gānzī/dKar-mdzes Prefecture, Dānbā/Rong-brag County, 
Tàipíngqiáo/The-phan-ch’o Township 甘孜藏族自治州丹巴县 平桥乡 [30, 54, 
55] 

WR (South-central): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha County, Wòrì 
Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州小金县沃日乡 [48] 

XG  (South-central): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha County, Xīngé 
Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州小金县新格乡 [38] 

XJ        (South-central): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha County 阿坝藏族羌

族自治州小金县 [31a, 31b, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 47, 48, 56]  
XM  Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Lǐ/Lis County, Xiàmèng Township  

阿坝藏族羌族自治州里县下孟乡 [46, 58]  
YL  (Lavrung): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County, Yèlóng/nDzo-

rogs Township 阿坝藏族羌族自治州金川县业隆乡 [45] 
ZJ  (Situ): Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County, Zhuókèjī/lCog.rtse 

Town 阿坝藏族羌族自治州马尔康县卓克基真 [3] 
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   Map 2. Broad geographic orientation of the ‘Sìchuān Ethnic Corridor’ and Qiangic distribution area (background from Google     
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      Map 3. County level overview of rGyalrongic distribution patterns 
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1. Introduction 

rGyalrongic [ˈrɟæˌroŋɪk] languages are spoken by about 160,000 people living in the 

northwest of Sìchuān Province, China, scattered throughout central and southern 

Ābà/rNga-ba Tibetan and Qiāng Autonomous Prefecture and the northeastern quarter of 

Gānzī/dKar-mdzes Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, on the far eastern edge of the 

Tibetan plateau (see Maps 1 and 3).1 Speakers of rGyalrongic languages live in a 

geographic region larger than the mountain kingdom of Bhutan, spreading over 65,000 

square kilometers—roughly the size of Sri Lanka or Lithuania. The rGyalrongic linguistic 

region abounds with breathtaking scenic beauty crisscrossed by high altitude grasslands 

and mountain ranges with peaks over 6000 meters high, dropping vertiginously into deep 

river valleys below.2 

rGyalrongic languages are genetically related; all belonging to an established 

linguistic grouping called ‘rGyalrongic’ which is a historical offshoot of the great Tibeto-

Burman language family. Although demonstrated by J. Sun (2000a, 2000b) to be a 

genetic sub-branch linguistically, rGyalrongic’s specific placement within Tibeto-

Burman is still undetermined. Traditionally, rGyalrongic has been placed as a sub-branch 

under the putative, but not rigorously established, Qiangic group of Tibeto-Burman (J. 
                                                 

1 Out of deference to both Chinese and Tibetans I will try to display the Chinese and Tibetan toponyms 
together whenever possible, separated by a forward slash (/) with the Chinese on the left and the Tibetan on 
the right. The exception to this will be in tables where I will only include the Chinese toponym to avoid 
cluttering. I must also apologize for the fact that I have not yet researched many of the Tibetan toponyms, 
and in such situations only the Chinese name will be displayed.  
2 See §§6.2-6.7 and Maps 3, 4 and 5 for more information on the distribution of rGyalrongic languages. 
rGyalrong is also spelled ‘rGyarong’ and ‘Gyarong’, particularly by Nagano (e.g. 1979a, 1979b, and 1984), 
Dài & Yanmuchu (1992), Wen (1943), Mansier (1983), and Kin et al. (1957). Jacques (2004, etc.) 
capitalizes the first letter (e.g. ‘Rgyalrong’). Jiāróng (嘉戎, 嘉绒) is used by Chinese scholars in mainland 
China, which has found its way into the Ethnologue 16th edition (Lewis 2009). 
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Sun 2000a, 2000b; see also §1.3).3  

Although much attention has been given to the description of rGyalrongic 

languages in recent years, little progress has been made in rGyalrongic dialectology. This 

present work seeks to fill in some of the gaps, but perhaps more importantly, reveal how 

many gaps are still left to be filled. The actual number of rGyalrongic languages and the 

internal historical relationships within the rGyalrongic subgrouping has not been 

satisfactorily answered. Prior to this present project, no formal intelligibility testing had 

been conducted among the rGyalrongic languages. The following guiding hypothesis, 

presented in (1.1) serves as the thesis statement for this present work: 

(1.1) Guiding hypothesis: 
Intelligibility of a representative lect from the east-central rGyalrongic region is 
low among speakers of many lects in the southern rGyalrongic region and ethnic 
identity, at the lowest layer of embedding, is not cohesive between the northern, 
east-central, and southern regions.4 

The word ‘rGyalrongic’ has been derived from the word ‘rGyalrong’ [ˈrɟæˌroŋ], an 

exoethnonym and loanword from the Tibetan word rGyal-mo tsha-wa rong, which means 

‘the hot valleys of the queen’ (Prins 2011: 18).5 ‘rGyalrong’ today has many different 

meanings: political, geographical, historical, and linguistic (Prins 2011: 18). At one level 

the category rGyalrong is a folk-oriented ethnolinguistic grouping of people belonging to 

the Tibetan nationality (Zàngzú 藏族), one of the 56 official Chinese political 

nationalities (Mínzú 民族). At another level, rGyalrong specifies a medieval geographical 

                                                 

3 In any case, rGyalrongic’s external relationships and placement within Tibeto-Burman are not the major 
concerns of this study. 
4 See Map 5 and discussion at the beginning of §3 for details about these regions. 
5 “The ‘queen’ refers to mount Mòěrduō (dMu-rdo), the seat of the rGyalrong protector deity” (Prins 2011: 
18). The pronunciation of rGyalrong (i.e., ˈrɟæˌroŋ) is based on the Jiǎomùzú/Kyom-kyo lect graciously 
provided by Tshe-dbang sGron-ma. 
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territory (especially from the 13th until the 20th centuries AD) that consisted of 18 semi-

autonomous principalities, each with its own ‘king’ or tǔsī 土司 (see §5.1.1), a system 

which lost currency in the 1950s due to the establishment of the Communist Party’s rule.6 

Before proceeding, an important distinction needs to be made between the usage 

of the linguistic terms rGyalrong and rGyalrongic. rGyalrong, at the lay level, is a folk-

linguistic designation referring to varieties that are traditionally perceived to be closely 

related. Speakers of these rGyalrong varieties often refer to themselves with the autonym 

kəruʔ  (and/or related allonyms) or roŋba (and/or related allonyms) and refer to their own 

speech varieties with such names as kəruskə, tsanlaskə, stopaskɛt, capuskɛt, etc.—in 

which skə, ska and skɛt forms refer to ‘language’ or ‘speech’. Similarly, at the technical 

level, rGyalrong refers to what many scholars (e.g., Dài & Yanmuchu 1992; Huáng 2007; 

Lín 1993; Prins 2011: 20; J. Sun 2000a, 2000b; Sūn 2001; and others) consider a group of 

closely related language varieties. At the technical linguistic level, rGyalrong is often 

discussed as ‘the rGyalrong language’ or ‘the rGyalrong dialects’. Chinese scholars often 

refer to rGyalrong as Jiāróng yǔyán 嘉戎语言 or the Jiāróng language.7 The Ethnologue 

(Lewis 2009) lists only one language for rGyalrong under the heading Jiarong and ISO 

639-3 language code jya. 

                                                 

6 Also translated as ‘minority hereditary headman’ or ‘hereditary local ruler’ (see Prins 2011: 19). 
7 The Mandarin Chinese concept and word yǔyán 语言 often corresponds well with the Western perception 
of ‘macrolanguage’ or even ‘language cluster’ and the word fāngyán 方言 often corresponds well with 
‘language’, while huà 话 corresponds well with ‘dialect’, ‘lect’ or ‘variety’ (cf. Hattaway 2000: 9). This is 
especially true in the rGyalrongic context. I will not attempt, however, to suggest how the implications of 
this study should be translated into Mandarin Chinese, but will leave that to more qualified scholars of the 
Mandarin Chinese language. 
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Conversely, as J. Sun (2000a, 2000b) has rigorously demonstrated, rGyalrongic is 

a diachronic group consisting of several unique languages. It is important to note that not 

all people of the folk ethnolinguistic group called rGyalrong speak a rGyalrongic branch 

language variety or even a rGyalrong language variety.8 In addition, not all speakers of 

the rGyalrongic languages belong to the folk ethnolinguistic group called rGyalrong.9 

The remainder of this study will demonstrate the falsifiability and plausibility of the 

hypothesis presented in (1.1). First I will preview the results of my research and give an 

overview of this thesis’ argument structure.  

1.1  Organization and preview of results 

In the remainder of this chapter, I set rGyalrongic in its typological context (§1.2), 

discuss previous historical-comparative linguistic analysis and dialectology work 

undertaken in rGyalrongic (§1.3), and present the data sources used in this thesis (§1.4). 

In the second chapter, I discuss an integrated approach to defining languages and dialects 

(§2.1) and the methodologies (§§2.2-2.3) used in this study. 

Synchronic perspectives on rGyalrong’s linguistic ecology and phylogenesis are 

examined in §§3-5. In §3 I examine core lexical comparisons of rGyalrongic language 

varieties. At the beginning of §3 I divide the rGyalrongic languages into four regions 

based primarily on the observations of Prins (2011)—east-central, western, northern, and 
                                                 

 
8 Some of these non-rGyalrongic branch groups were subjugated to the 18 rGyalrong principalities. These 
include speakers of Guìqióng (J. Sun 2000a: 162), dGudzong Tibetan (a.k.a. ‘twenty-four-villages’ patois; 
see Suzuki 2011), and speakers of the Western rGyalrongic languages (introduced in Gates, in preparation; 
a.k.a. J. Sun’s 2000a ‘Horpa-Shangzhai’). 
9 Most speakers of Western rGyalrongic languages (Gates, in preparation) and Lavrung do not consider 
themselves rGyalrong. 
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southern—for the purposes of further inquiry (see  Map 5). In §3.1 I discuss some 

methodological preliminaries for doing core lexical comparison among rGyalrongic 

languages. A 70% core lexical similarity threshold is used as an operational metric for 

defining geographic zones for further comparison.10 

Chapter 4 discusses intelligibility testing results. The method of intelligibility 

testing used in this study was the recorded text test (RTT; see §2.3.2). The RTT evaluates 

a test participant’s comprehension of an audio-recorded narrative. Theoretically, how 

well a participant understands the text should indicate something about how much s/he 

understands the language of the recorded text. The results of the RTT can be used to 

estimate a rough level of intelligibility. In this study, the results of such RTT testing 

indicate that an east-central rGyalrongic lect spoken in Jiǎomùzú/Kyom-kyo Township of 

Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County (JZ; see Map 4 data point 7b) has low intelligibility among 

speakers of one east-central rGyalrongic lect (SD; see Map 4 data points 41a&b) and 

speakers of four south-regional rGyalrongic lects (JKJ, BX, TQ, XJ; see Map 4 data 

points 42, 47, 48, 51, 54, 55, 56, and 57).10 Conversely, intelligibility testing indicated 

that a south-regional rGyalrongic lect spoken in Bājiǎo Township of Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha 

County (BJ; Map 4 data point 47) can be evaluated as having ‘marginal-to-high inherent 

intelligibility’ among speakers of the south-regional lect spoken in Tàipíngqiáo/The-

phan-ch’o Township of Dānbā/Rong-brag County (TQ; Map 4 data points 54 and 55). 

Additionally, the results of intelligibility testing indicate that the east-central JZ lect has 

                                                 

 
10 The term ‘data point’ is used here and throughout this thesis as a geographical location from which 
linguistic and/or sociolinguistic data was obtained.   
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high intelligibility among the speakers of the lect spoken in Dǎngbà/Dam-pa Township of 

Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County (DB; see Map 4 data point 50). Further intelligibility 

testing indicated that the south-regional BJ lect has low or marginal-to-low intelligibility 

among speakers of the lect spoken in Shāshíduō Township of Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu County 

(SD; see Map 4 data points 41a&b), south-regional Xiàmèng Township of Lǐ/Lis County 

(XM; see Map 4 data points 46 and 58), and in south-regional Bādǐ/Brag-steng Township 

of Dānbā/Rong-brag County (BD; see Map 4 data point 52 and 53). BJ and JZ can be 

inferred as having marginal intelligibility among speakers on the border of the east-

central and southern regions in Mǐyàluó/Myag-lo Township of Lǐ/Lis County (ML; see 

Map 4 data point 40). Furthermore, intelligibility testing indicates the BJ lect has 

marginal intelligibility among speakers of the south-regional Kǎlājiǎo Township of 

Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County (JKJ) and DB. See §4.1 for the results of RTT testing in the 

southern region. See §4.1 for a summary of the RTT testing results from the southern 

region and §4.2 for the results in the east-central region. See §4.3 for a summary of all 

RTT testing results. It is important to note that the language definitions given in §6 do not 

hinge on intelligibility alone but also rely on evidence from ethnic identity, language 

attitudes, contact, ethnohistory, perceptual dialectology, and structural comparisons.  

Chapter 5 presents an integration of known history, onomastics, identity, 

perceptual dialectology, and synchronic linguistic comparison. The focus of §5.1 is the 

east-central and southern rGyalrongic regions. Section 5.1.1 examines the impact of the 

tǔsī system on identity in the east-central rGyalrongic region. Section 5.1.2 discusses 

ways that the Jīnchuān/Chu-chen wars shaped identity in the southern rGyalrongic 

region. Sections 5.1.3-5.1.6 are concerned with four ethnolinguistic communities that 
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resulted from the restructuring of the southern region after the second Jīnchuān/Chu-chen 

war. These communities are Chos-skyabs (§5.1.3), Chu-chen (§5.1.4), Chu-chen to Brag-

steng along the Greater Jīnchuān River (§5.1.5), and bTsanlha (§5.1.6). Section 5.1.7 

discusses perceptions of intelligibility in part of the east-central region. Section 5.2 

examines identity (§5.2.1), perceptual dialectology (also §5.2.1) and linguistic variation 

(§5.2.2) in north-regional rGyalrongic.  

The factors presented in Chapter 5, combined with the results from core lexical 

comparisons (§3) and intelligibility testing (§4) indicate that rGyalrong consists of 

several distinct synchronic languages. Section 6.1 reviews the evidence presented in this 

thesis for dividing rGyalrong into five distinct languages. Two languages—Situ 

rGyalrong and South-central rGyalrong—can also be considered a dialect continuum (see 

beginning of §6 for discussion). The clearest rGyalrong languages to define are Situ 

(§6.2) and Japhug (§6.3). Other language definitions—South-central, Zbu, and 

Tshobdun—are also postulated in §§6.4-6.6, although more research will be needed to 

confirm or disconfirm these hypotheses. Subsection §6.7 highlights some areas left for 

further research in the southern and east-central regions. In §6.8 I summarize and provide 

closure, highlighting the key contributions of this study. 

1.2 Typological overview of rGyalrongic 

rGyalrongic languages are in between agglutinative and fusional, with nominal and 

verbal affixation (including both prefixation and suffixation) (Huáng 2007: 46). 

rGyalrongic morphology is of interest to comparative Tibeto-Burmanists, since much of 

Proto-Tibeto-Burman (PTB) morphology has given way to isolating typology (e.g., the 
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Ngwi languages). Much rGyalrongic prefixation is retained from PTB and yet has also 

undergone complex processes of semantic shift and lexicalization. 

Inflectional affixes grammatically encode “person-number orientation, 

transitivity, direction, evidentiality, as well as tense-aspect” (J. Sun 2000b: 217). In 

addition, verbs also often have intricate TAM marking systems expressed through 

processes of vowel, aspiration, tone, and/or glottal alternations (J. Sun 2000a, 2000b). 

Complex pronominal systems are common in rGyalrongic. Many rGyalrongic 

pronominal systems have an inclusive-exclusive distinction (LaPolla 2003: 2). 

rGyalrongic phonologies have large consonant inventories, among the most 

complex in the world, often having up to nine contrastive distinctions in place of 

articulation. Three affricate sets (alveolar, retroflex, and palatal), with voiced, voiceless 

and aspirated distinctions, are common. It is also expected that a rGyalrongic language 

will feature large consonant cluster combination possibilities for syllable onsets, often 

numbering between 250-300 combinations. Syllable codas may also have consonant 

clusters, but to a far less impressive degree. Consonant cluster onset combinations have 

been increasing over time (Duanmu 2009: 225). Huáng (2007: 31) reports as many as 

five consonants stacked together in words like GQ Lavrung ʁvrdʑɣə⁵⁵ ‘hatch’/‘sprout’. 

Some rGyalrongic languages have tonal systems e.g., Lavrung (Huáng 2007) and Púxī 

(see J. Sun 2000b), while many do not. Tone appears to be a relatively recent innovation 

in the phonology of some rGyalrongic languages (J. Sun 2005).  

rGyalrongic languages have borrowed heavily from Tibetan; both from Old 

Tibetan (‘Written Tibetan’) and modern Tibetan lects (e.g., Amdo varieties). All 

rGyalrongic languages have also been in contact with Chinese varieties for some time, 
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with many loanwords from Chinese varieties (almost exclusively Sìchuānese) borrowed 

into rGyalrongic languages. Most of the loanwords in rGyalrongic languages from 

Chinese have been borrowed over the past 50 years. rGyalrongic languages in the 

westernmost parts of the rGyalrongic distribution are also in contact with Qiangic 

languages such as Zhābā 扎坝 (or 扎巴, a.k.a. nDrapa), Quèyù 却域 (a.k.a. tɕʰoy) and 

Mùyǎ 木雅 (a.k.a. Minyak) as well as dGudzong Tibetan (a.k.a. ‘twenty-four-villages’ 

patois; see Suzuki 2011). The official nationality affiliation for all of these groups is 

‘Tibetan’ (Zàngzú 藏族).  

 Besides the written works that have been mentioned above, other recent 

phonological and morphosyntactic descriptions of rGyalrongic languages include Lín 

(1993), Prins (2011), J. Sun (1994, 2006a, 2006b, 2007, 2012), J. Sun & Shí Dānluó 

(2002, 2004), Jacques (2004, 2010a, 2010b, 2012a, 2012b, 2012c), Xiàng & Chén 

(2007), Xiàng (2008), Duō’ěrjí (1998), Qú (1983, 1984), Mansier (1983), Huáng (1990, 

1991, 2007), Yǐn (2007), Lin You-Jing (2000, 2002, 2003, 2011), and Lin & Luóěrwǔ 

(2003). Jacques & Chén (2010) is the first glossed text corpus in any rGyalrongic 

language. A dictionary based on South-central rGyalrong has been recently published 

(bTsan-lha 2009b). Lin You-Jing has written a PhD dissertation on the discourse and 

prosody of lCog-tse (2009). Nagano has done historical reconstruction of rGyalrong 

(1979a, 1979b, 1984) as well as a synchronic verbal system description of the lCog-tse 

lect (1984).  
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1.3 Previous dialectology and subclassification 

rGyalrongic is considered by many scholars to be part of the Qiangic branch of Tibeto-

Burman. Tibeto-Burman is considered by some scholars as a subfamily of the great Sino-

Tibetan language family, as shown in Figure 1.1.11 

 

Figure 1.1. Sino-Tibetan Stammbaum (from Matisoff 2003: 5) 
 

Figure 1.1 displays seven branches within Tibeto-Burman, which are assumed to 

be genetic subgroups descending from a common proto-language, namely Proto-Tibeto-

Burman (PTB). Daughter languages within each subgroup (Qiangic, Himalayish a.k.a. 

Bodic, Lolo-Burmese-Naxi a.k.a. Burmic, etc.) are theoretically also descending from 

mother proto-languages, which are daughter proto-languages of PTB, e.g., Proto-Burmic. 

As I will briefly discuss in this section, the Qiangic subgroup is doubtful and problematic. 

                                                 

11 Others, e.g., van Driem (2001: 348-407), do not divide Sinitic (Chinese) and Tibeto-Burman, but place 
Sinitic under the same node as the other Tibeto-Burman branches. There are a number of competing 
hypotheses concerning the division of Sino-Tibetan and Tibeto-Burman, which will not be discussed in this 
thesis. For general overviews see van Driem (2001: 333-462) and Matisoff (1991).  
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However, the main focus of this section is rGyalrongic subgrouping, dialectology, and 

ethnohistory. 

The story of rGyalrongic diachronic research and dialectology increases in 

complexity and mystery with each new insight gained. The earliest documentation of any 

rGyalrongic language (or Qiangic language for that matter) was done by explorer and 

scholar Hodgson (1853 as cited in Nagano 1984: 9-10). Work from Hodgson was 

followed by Rosthorn (1897), Laufer (1916), Edgar (1933-4), Wolfenden (1929, 1936), 

and Migot (1957).12 More linguistic descriptions of rGyalrongic languages were done by 

Chinese linguists, e.g., Wen Yu (1943, 1944), Kin P’eng (1949, as cited in Prins 2011), 

Kin P’eng et al. (1957/58), Chang Kun (1968) and Chang & Chang (1975).13 However, it 

was the esteemed Chinese linguist Sūn Hóngkāi in the 1960s and 1970s who first 

proposed that rGyalrong along with 10 other languages belonged to the Qiangic branch of 

Tibeto-Burman (1962: 561, 1983, 1990; for a summary see Chirkova 2011: 3-4).14 The 

Qiangic languages are spoken by about 350,000 people in Sìchuān’s ‘ethnic corridor’ as 

well as northern Yúnnán (see Map 2). 

 Sūn used the following names for languages belonging to this Qiangic branch: 

Qiāng, Ěrsū, Ěrgōng, Púmǐ (a.k.a. Primi), Quèyù, Guìqióng, Zhābā, Shǐxīng, Nàmùyī 

(a.k.a. Nàmùzī), and Mùyǎ. Sūn’s most current proposal (2001) includes a total of 13 

Qiangic languages, adding the extinct Tangut language in the 1990s (Chirkova 2011: 3), 

                                                 

12 These sources are as cited in J. Sun (1992 and 2000b: 165) and Nagano (1984: 10-11). Except for Migot 
(1957), I have not yet been able to consult the original documents.  
13 All as cited in Nagano 1984: 12-15. Except for Chang & Chang (1975) I have not yet been able to 
consult the original documents. 
14 It should be noted that Thomas (1948: 88-109) was a little earlier than Sūn to propose a similar group 
that he entitled ‘Hsifan’ (as cited in Chirkova 2011: 3). 
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and Lavrung in the 2000s.15 His proposal, until recently widely accepted by the academy, 

is based on typological features and cognate counts and not the rigorously proven 

“evidence in terms of exclusively shared innovations in vocabulary, phonology, and 

grammar relative to a reconstructed...proto-language” (J. Sun 2000a: 187). Evans (2010, 

pc) states that “...‘Qiangic’ as a family is a useful concept, but is not proven in the way 

that Loloish or Lolo-Burmese [Burmic] is.”  

 Chirkova has recently demonstrated that Qiangic as a genetic subgroup is 

improbable due to the lack of shared innovations, low percentage shared common 

vocabulary, limited supporting evidence, and the areal historical ethnolinguistic 

complexity (2011: 4-5). Instead she proposes a Qiangic Sprachbund hypothesis 

(Chirkova 2011: 15-16). As a result of her research among four Qiangic languages in 

Mùlǐ County 木里县 of Liángshān Yí Nationality Autonomous Prefecture 凉山彝族自治

州, southern Sìchuān, she found Shǐxīng to be more conclusively related to Na (a.k.a. 

Mósuō) while Lizu and Nàmùzī may belong to the Ngwi branch (2011: 18-21). However, 

Púmǐ, Qiāng and Mùyǎ are “easily and fully substantiated [as a genetic subgroup] by 

careful examination of cognate sets” according to Thurgood (2003: 17), but Thurgood 

does not list these cognate sets. Chirkova admits, however, that these are still only 

tentative hypotheses that need further analysis and testing (2011: 18). 

                                                 

15 In the literature Ěrsū, Lizu and Duōxū are often used interchangeably and are often thought of as 
‘dialects’ of one ‘language’. However, both Lizu and Duōxū are different enough to be separate languages 
from Ěrsū according to Chirkova (pc). Dominic Yu (2012) has reconstructed Proto-Ersuic using two 
varieties from Ěrsū and four varieties of Lizu. Shǐxīng use the autonym ɕumi. Báimǎi was also added to 
Qiangic, but has been a more controversial member, as some consider Báimǎi a separate Bodic language 
(Sūn et al. 2007: 207-223; Chirkova 2011: 6).  
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 Within the Qiangic branch, Sūn (1983, 1990, 2001) includes a group of lects he 

calls the single language ‘Ěrgōng’ spoken by about 50,000 people and spread through 

Dàofú/rTau, Dānbā/Rong-brag, Lúhuò/Brag-'Go, Xīnlóng/Nyag-rong Counties of 

Gānzī/dKar-mdzes Prefecture, and Jīnchuān/Chu-chen and Rǎngtáng Counties of 

Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture.16 Sūn postulates that Ěrgōng is more closely related to 

rGyalrong than to the other Qiangic languages, based on a high amount of shared 

common vocabulary between Ěrgōng and rGyalrong. Ěrgōng is roughly equivalent to 

Huáng’s (1988, 1990, 1991) ‘Dàofú’ and J. Sun’s (2000a&b) ‘Horpa-Shangzhai’. Early 

versions of Ěrgōng as well as Dàofú included Huáng’s later unique language ‘Lavrung’ 

(a.k.a. Guānyīnqiáo; Huáng 2001, 2007). For our purposes, this proposal will be called 

‘Dàofú-Ěrgōng’, following J. Sun (2000a: 168). Although this split makes an important 

synchronic distinction between Dàofú-Ěrgōng/Horpa-Shangzhai and rGyalrong, it does 

not reveal how the two ‘languages’ are historically related to each other. Sūn and 

Huáng’s conceptualization of Dàofú-Ěrgōng and rGyalrong are illustrated in Figure 1.2.17  

 Daofu (extended sense =           rGyalrong 
 Sun Hongkai’s Ergong)             (proper) 
         
 
       Daofu      Geshiza      Guanyinqiao    West           North        East 
            
     Horpa     (Sidaba)  (Chabao)     (Situ)     

Figure 1.2. Sūn and Huáng’s Dàofú-Ěrgōng and rGyalrong (from J. Sun 2000a: 168) 

                                                 

16 Gānzī/dKar-mdzes and Sèdá Counties of Gānzī/dKar-mdzes Prefecture have also been suggested to have 
speakers of ‘Ěrgōng’ (see Huáng 1988, 1990, 1991) but this has not been attested through any of my 
research. However, from my preliminary research, there is one location in Sèdá County that has a 
rGyalrongic language variety: Gēlètuó Township. The language variety spoken in Gēlètuó is closest to RB 
(part of J. Sun’s rGyalrong), from a cursory analysis of wordlists and sentences.   
17 The Stammbaum diagram used in Figure 1.2 is not a traditional diachronic Stammbaum diagram. Figure 
1.2 is a synchronic representation of dialect relations (i.e. the West, North and East dialects belong to the 
rGyalrong language, etc.). 
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 Alternatively, Qú (1990, as cited in J. Sun 2000a: 167) and Lín (1993: 411-414) 

considered Ěrgōng-Dàofú to be a mere dialect of rGyalrong, which they call ‘Western 

rGyalrong’ (not to be confused with ‘Western rGyalrongic’ proposed in Gates, in 

preparation). Lín and Qú’s rGyalrong does not take into account synchronic intelligibility 

phenomena nor do Lín and Qú use diachronic evidence for subgrouping. Their 

conception of rGyalrong should not be thought of as a diachronic subgrouping by any 

means, but rather as a single language (rGyalrong) with Western, Northern and Eastern 

dialects, and more specific subdialects. J. Sun (2000a: 167) illustrates Lín and Qú’s 

rGyalrong using a Stammbaum diagram as can be seen in Figure 1.3.18 However, the 

Stammbaum diagram in Figure 1.3 is not being used to show historical relationships, as a 

Stammbaum diagram is traditionally used. Rather, Figure 1.3 is J. Sun’s interpretation of 

Lín and Qú’s rGyalrong and Lín and Qú’s conception of the synchronic dialect 

relationships within rGyalrong. 

         rGyalrong 
               (extended sense) 
 
 
      Western      Northern            Eastern 
              (Situ) 
 
 
      Danba  Shangzhai   Zhongzhai         Caodeng          Dazang 
      (Horpa)                    (Guanyinqiao)    (Sidaba)           (Chabao) 
  
Figure 1.3. Qú and Lín’s rGyalrongic hypothesis (from J. Sun 2000a: 167) 
 

                                                 

18 Stammbaum is German for ‘family tree’. Stammbaum diagrams are typically used to display the 
historical and genetic relationships between languages. 
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 In a landmark paper by Jackson T.-S. Sun, rGyalrongic was advanced as a 

“distinct linguistic group” (2000a: 161) consisting of Lavrung, Shangzhai-Horpa and 

rGyalrong, based on four typologically rare verb stem alternations. This was the first 

attempt at using shared innovations in morphological patterns as a basis for subgrouping 

with any Qiangic languages. In addition, J. Sun’s grouping is a synthesis of Qú/Lín’s 

approach (one language with many dialects) and Sūn/Huáng’s approach (two languages, 

each with many dialects). J. Sun’s tree subsumed all under one sub-branch and allowed 

for three independent languages as illustrated in Figure 1.4. 

     rGyalrongic 
 
 
        Horpa-Shangzhai   Lavrung       rGyalrong 
 
 
 
Horpa       Shangzhai   Sidaba      Chabao Situ 
 
Figure 1.4. J. Sun’s rGyalrongic sub-branch (from J. Sun 2000a: 187) 

More recently, influenced by J. Sun’s work, both Sūn and Huáng have agreed to 

separating Ěrgōng and Lavrung into separate synchronic languages (see Sūn 2001).  

 Suzuki, having done extensive fieldwork among rGyalrongic and Tibetan 

languages, agrees with the proposed sub-branch, but perspicaciously surmises that J. 

Sun’s rGyalrongic language numbers and names need revising (2009, 2010b). My own 

synchronic classification owes much to Suzuki. He names eight distinct rGyalrongic 

languages: sTau, Geshitsa, Puxi and Nyagrong-Minyag, Situ-rGyalrong, Japhug-

rGyalrong, sTodpa-rGyalrong, and Lavrung (Suzuki 2012: 35-36). Suzuki bases this 

primarily on grounds of speaker perceptions (2012: 35-36). He does not however, claim 

this is the final word on the number of distinct synchronic rGyalrongic languages.  
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Prins, an independent scholar, also makes some important distinctions about 

rGyalrongic dialectology (1997, 2011; and Nagano & Prins, forthcoming). Her divisions, 

found in her PhD dissertation at the Universiteit Leiden, use geographical terminology 

that synchronically divide J. Sun’s rGyalrong Proper into Northern, Central, and Southern 

(2011: 23). Northern is then divided into North-Eastern and North-Western “dialects” 

(2011: 24). North-Eastern and North-Western roughly correspond to J. Sun’s Chabao and 

Sidaba, respectively. Her reasons for dividing Northern from Central and Southern are on 

“[p]honological as well as morphological grounds” although she does not provide any 

morphological examples (2011: 24). Her phonological grounds for identifying a 

synchronic Northern cluster of language varieties is based on the presence of uvular 

consonants, which are lacking in Central and Southern varieties (2011: 24; see also 

§5.2.2, Table 5.1).  

It is important to note that Prins’ Central and Southern varieties correspond 

approximately with what I will call Situ rGyalrong and South-central rGyalrong, 

respectively; although, several qualifying distinctions are in order (see §6.2 and §6.4). 

Notably, Prins remains uncertain as to whether Central and Southern are two dialects of 

one synchronic language, or two separate synchronic languages. Her only criteria in print 

for synchronically splitting Southern from Central and Northern are tonal systems found 

in a handful of Southern lects “that significantly differ from anything presented by the 

Central or Northern groups” (2011: 24). However, Prins does not provide any examples 

of these tonal systems in the Southern lects. Prins’ geographical divisions roughly 

correspond to the geographical regions that I use as a point of departure for core lexical 

comparisons and intelligibility testing (see §3.1). 
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Despite the fact that J. Sun claims rGyalrongic has “six separate languages” or 

“six speech forms” he subsumes these six into three synchronic languages: rGyalrong, 

Lavrung, and Horpa-Shangzhai (2000a: 162). J. Sun’s Horpa and Shangzhai are 

subsumed under a synchronic language called Horpa-Shangzhai. Sidaba, Chabao and 

Situ, previously stated as “different members” or “speech forms” (2000a: 162-164), J. 

Sun reduces to dialects under the single language of rGyalrong. His reasons are as 

follows: “There seems to be general agreement that Situ, Sidaba, and Chabao are dialects 

of a single language: rGyalrong (proper). In deference to this consensus, I will henceforth 

make their dialectal status explicit by referring to these three as Situ rGyalrong, Sidaba 

rGyalrong, and Chabao rGyalrong” (2000a: 167). The Ethnologue follows J. Sun’s 

reasoning yet states that the Situ, Sidaba, and Chabao “[d]ialects are likely three separate 

mutually unintelligible languages” (Lewis 2009). 

In addition, J. Sun’s Horpa-Shangzhai does not reveal the gradient nature of this 

conglomeration of synchronically similar lects. While he admits, “that with their 

numerous differences, especially in phonology and morphosyntax, Horpa and Shangzhai 

are by no means mutually intelligible” he still uses Horpa-Shangzhai “to temporarily 

represent this unified language” (J. Sun 2000a: 166). However, not only is there 

anecdotal information that Horpa and Shangzhai share low intelligibility and firm 

evidence that Horpa and Shangzhai have numerous differences in phonology and 

morphosyntax; there is also the collateral evidence that Horpa and Shangzhai do not 

share a common orthographic script and do not have a cohesive ethnic identity.19 Thus, it 

                                                 

19 See §2.1 for why script and identity issues are important for language definitions. 
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stands to reason that Horpa and Shangzhai should not be called a unified synchronic 

language. However, the synchronic similarities between Horpa and Shangzhai may be 

reflexes from a common meso-level proto-language that broke from Proto-rGyalrongic. 

In this case, Horpa-Shangzhai may be a diachronic clade within rGyalrongic, consisting 

of several synchronic languages, proposed as ‘Western rGyalrongic’ (Gates, in 

preparation). This may also be the same for J. Sun’s rGyalrong—a better description and 

definition may be that rGyalrong is a single diachronic clade with several synchronic 

languages within rGyalrongic.  

The problem on one hand is a lack of consistency in terminology. In addition, 

another problem is an obfuscation of the complexity of variation that is found within the 

rGyalrongic branch. I will argue that rGyalrong is better understood as consisting of five 

distinct synchronic languages. Working toward that end, I will next summarize the data 

sources that I have drawn from for this study. 

1.4 Data sources 

This present work incorporates data from over 50 language varieties (including proto-

languages) obtained primarily from eight sources. Other minor sources have also been 

consulted, and these will be introduced and cited in the text when used. For a complete 

list of data source and data point abbreviations see ‘Data Source, Location Conventions, 

and Abbreviations’ in the front matter (pp. vii-ix). The benefit of incorporating so many 

second-hand sources is research breadth, but this does not come without pitfalls, e.g., data 

errors, ambiguities, and potential misinterpretation on the part of the researcher, etc. 

Second-hand data sources are less reliable than first-hand collection. This has limiting 

implications for my analysis. In particular, core lexical comparisons (§3) should be seen 
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as necessarily preliminary and thereby require further research and substantiation. 

§§1.4.1-1.4.8 reviews these data sources and discusses who the data collector was, when 

the data was collected, what recording equipment was used, and other pertinent details. 

1.4.1 Gates (2010) 

The first data source to introduce is Gates (2010)—a conference paper and unpublished 

wordlist of 980 words and 200 sentences collected on June 26, 2010 from a speaker of a 

lect found in Érkǎi Village, Èrè Township, Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County, Ābà/rNga-ba (EK 

henceforth, see Map 4, data point #49). J. Sun (pc), who has had personal experience with 

this region, classifies this lect under Shangzhai (ISO-639-3: jih) in terms of synchronic 

dialectology, although this has yet to be fully demonstrated. In terms of diachronic 

subgrouping within rGyalrongic, the place of EK has also not been adequately 

determined. 

The data was recorded digitally on-site with a Fostex FR2LE (with Oade Bro's 

Basic Mod) preamp recorder and an AKG C555L head-worn cardioid condenser 

microphone.20 All utterances were recorded as 24-bit WAV files, 44HZ sample rate. 

Transcriptions were done in IPA partially onsite and partially offsite via listening to the 

sound recordings. Unfortunately, without onsite transcriptions these recordings lack 

insights that can only be gained from visual perception (e.g., lip-rounding). Some of the 

transcriptions were initially done by Luobsang; however I have carried out significant 

revisions and editing to ensure more consistency and accuracy. Luobsang is a Primi 

                                                 

20 I also used an AKG MPAVL phantom power adapter for the AKG C555L microphone. Special thanks to 
Eric Jackson for loaning all of this equipment to me! 
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speaker from Mùlǐ County.21 He received training in basic linguistic field methods, e.g., 

phonetic transcription and computer data management, from Royce Flaming, Steve 

Penner (Mr. Penner is further introduced in §1.4.8), and myself in the summer of 2009 

and from myself only in the summer of 2010.22 The transcriptions are a mixture of close 

phonetic and phonologized forms. Variation notes have only been minimally kept. The 

elicitation instrument, its origins and construction, will be discussed in §2.2.1. A sample 

of the 191 words used in this study from Gates (2010) along with Tshe-dbang sGron-ma 

(2009-2011) and Huáng (2007) are given in Appendix A.  

1.4.2 Tshe-dbang sGron-ma (2009-2011) 

Tshe-dbang sGron-ma was also trained in the summer of 2009 by Flaming, Penner, and 

myself. Tshe-dbang sGron-ma (2009-2011) collected data from 64 data points from the 

fall of 2009 through the fall of 2011—each data point with about 425 words and 200 

sentences. For the purposes of this thesis I have selected wordlists from 41 of these data 

points. The wordlists are transcribed in IPA and include some comments on variation. In 

addition, for each data point Tshe-dbang sGron-ma recorded digital sound files of the 

wordlists and sentences using an Edirol R-09 recorder and inbuilt microphone. All 

utterances were recorded as 24-bit WAV files, 44HZ sample rate. This data was also 

edited by Prins, who checked for consistency and errors in the transcriptions.  

                                                 

21 Primi (a.k.a. Púmǐ) is a Qiangic language, mentioned in §1.3. 
22 Royce Flaming is a SIL East Asia Group sociolinguistic researcher. See Castro, Crook & Flaming (2010) 
for an example of Flaming’s work. Flaming has 2 years experience working with Ngwi and Miao 
languages, as well as high fluency in Mandarin. He partnered with me in training Luobsang and in phonetic 
transcription. His experience and skill with phonetics contributed greatly to this training and the collection 
of the data used in this thesis. 
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Table 1.1 lists each data point by county, township, and village with 

corresponding map numbers and abbreviations (see also Map 4). Data locations from 

Tshe-dbang sGron-ma (2009-2011) that share the same township as Prins (1997; Table 

1.2, §1.4.3) but do not share the same village have the same map number as Prins (1997) 

followed by the letter ‘a’. However, I am not assuming a correlation between spatial 

adjacency and ethnolinguistic similarity or identity in this notation device.23 As presented 

in the front matter, data in this thesis with ‘D’ preceding a place name abbreviation 

indicates the data is from Tshe-dbang sGron-ma (2009-2011); e.g., D-BD for Tshe-dbang 

sGron-ma, Bādǐ/Brag-steng Township. A sample of 191 words from Tshe-dbang sGron-

ma (2009-2011) along with Gates (2010) and Huáng (2007) is given in Appendix A. The 

elicitation instrument, its origins and construction, will be discussed in §2.2.1.  

The data points in Table 1.1 are defined in the literature as follows: 

1. All of the data from Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams (except Mù’ěrzōng/'Brong.rdzong 
Township), Lǐ/Lis, Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu, and Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha Counties are 
considered to belong to rGyalrong (ISO 639-3: jya) in Lewis (2009), Prins (1997), 
and Sun (2000a: 163). Dānbā/Rong-brag County’s Bādǐ/Brag-steng, 
Tàipíngqiáo/The-phan-ch’o and Bànshànmén Townships are also considered to 
belong to rGyalrong by Prins (1997).  

2. Mù’ěrzōng/’Brong.rdzong is considered to belong to Lavrung (ISO 639-3: jiq) by 
Huáng (2007). 

3. Dānbā/Rong-brag’s Biāněr, Bāwàng/Dpal-dbang and Dāndōng are considered to 
belong to Horpa (ISO 639-3: ero) J. Sun (2000b: 165) and Geshitsa by Suzuki 
(2009, 2010a, 2010b, 2012). 

  
 

 

 

                                                 

23 This applies also to Table 1.2 (§1.4.3).   
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Table 1.1. Tshe-dbang sGron-ma (2009-2011) data points 

Map # County Township/Town Village Ethnonym(s) Abbreviation 

1 Mǎ’ěrkāng Běnzhèn Yingbolo  rGyalrong D-BZ 

2 Mǎ’ěrkāng Suōmò Seermi  rGyalrong D-SM 

3 Mǎ’ěrkāng Zhuókèjī Xisuo  rGyalrong D-ZJ 

4 Mǎ’ěrkāng Sōnggǎng Zhibo  rGyalrong D-SG 

5a Mǎ’ěrkāng Báiwān Muerji  rGyalrong D-BAI 

6a Mǎ’ěrkāng Dǎngbà Geerda  rGyalrong D-DB 

7a Mǎ’ěrkāng Jiǎomùzú Konglong  rGyalrong D-JZ 

8a Mǎ’ěrkāng Mù’ěrzōng Kharve24 Lavrung D-MEZ 

9a Mǎ’ěrkāng Cǎodēng Shazuo  rGyalrong D-CD 

10a Mǎ’ěrkāng Rìbù mBram25 rGyalrong D-RB 

11 Mǎ’ěrkāng Kāngshān Dawei  rGyalrong D-KS  

12a Mǎ’ěrkāng Dàzàng Chunkou rGyalrong D-DZ 

13a Mǎ’ěrkāng Lóngěrjiǎ Mene rGyalrong D-LJ 

14 Mǎ’ěrkāng Shāěrzōng Shaerzong rGyalrong D-SZ 

15 Jīnchuān Sāwǎjiǎo Yī(cūn) rGyalrong D-JSJ 

16 Jīnchuān Kǎlājiǎo Èrpǔlǔ rGyalrong D-JKJ 

17a Jīnchuān Jímù Zhoushan rGyalrong D-JJM 

18 Jīnchuān Máorì Máorì rGyalrong D-JMR 

19 Jīnchuān Wànlín Xīlǐzhài rGyalrong D-JWL 

20 Jīnchuān Hédōng Jiémù rGyalrong D-JHD 

21 Jīnchuān Dúsōng Zhènglǐtáng rGyalrong D-JDS 

22 Jīnchuān Mǎ’ěrbāng not specified rGyalrong D-JMB 

                                                 

24 The Chinese name for this village is uncertain. 
25 The Chinese name for this village is uncertain. 
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Map # County Township/Town Village Ethnonym(s) Abbreviation 

23 Jīnchuān Céngdá not specified rGyalrong D-JCD 

24 Jīnchuān Mǎnài Gēnzhā rGyalrong D-JMN 

25 Dānbā Bādǐ not specified rGyalrong D-BD 

26a Dānbā Bāwàng “Kǎkǎ” Horpa, 
Geshitsa D-BW 

27a Dānbā Biāněr Yákē Horpa, 
Geshitsa D-BE 

28 Dānbā Dāndōng Dāndōng Horpa, 
Geshitsa D-DD 

29 Dānbā Bànshànmén not specified rGyalrong D-BM 

30 Dānbā Tàipíngqiáo not specified rGyalrong D-TQ 

31a Xiǎojīn Bājiǎo Taiyang  rGyalrong D-BJ 

32 Xiǎojīn Zháilǒng Selong  rGyalrong D-CL 

33 Xiǎojīn Dáwéi Dishui  rGyalrong D-DW 

34 Xiǎojīn Fǔbiān Daping  rGyalrong D-FB 

35 Xiǎojīn Hànniú Dawa  rGyalrong D-HN 

36 Xiǎojīn Jiésī Muluo  rGyalrong D-JS 

37 Xiǎojīn Mùpō Qingchun rGyalrong D-MP 

38 Xiǎojīn Xīngé not specified rGyalrong D-XG 

39 Lǐ Gānbǎo Xionger rGyalrong D-GB 

40 Lǐ Mǐyàluó Mǐyàluó rGyalrong D-ML 

41a Hēishuǐ Sháshíduō Mùyè rGyalrong D-SD 
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1.4.3 Prins (1997) 

Prins (introduced in §1.3) collected 225 words from 25 rGyalrongic locations from 1995-

1996.26 She recorded these words on cassette tapes, which have been recently digitalized. 

She took careful transcriptions in IPA that include notes on variation, etc. She put these 

wordlists into an unpublished paper (Prins 1997). Prins’ elicitation instrument origins and 

construction are discussed in Prins (1997). Table 1.2 displays the data collection points 

from Prins (1997) used in this study. Data locations from Prins (1997) that share the same 

township as Tshe-dbang sGron-ma (2009-2011; Table 1.1, §1.4.2) but do not share the 

same village have the same map number as Tshe-dbang sGron-ma (2009-2011) followed 

by the letter ‘b’ (see Map 4). In this thesis, data with ‘P’ preceding a place name 

abbreviation indicates the data is from Prins (1997); e.g., P-BW for Prins, Bāwàng/Dpal-

dbang Township. A sample of the 193 words used for comparison in this study from 

Prins (1997) is given in Appendix B.  

As can be seen in Table 1.2, there is much overlap with Tshe-dbang sGron-ma (2009-

2011). Locations not listed in Tshe-dbang sGron-ma (2009-2011) are: 

1. Mázī/Ma-zur Township of Dàofú/rTau County; considered to belong to Horpa 
(ISO 639-3: ero) by J. Sun (2000b:165) and sTau by Suzuki (2009, 2010a, 2010b, 
2012). 

2. Sháshíduō/Sa-stod Township of Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu County; considered to belong 
to rGyalrong (ISO 639-3: jya) by Prins (1997). 

3. Yáojí Township of Bǎoxìng County; considered to belong to rGyalrong (ISO 639-
3: jya) by Prins (1997). 

 

                                                 

26 Thanks to Luobsang for his many hours in digitalizing these wordlists in Excel spreadsheets. 
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 Table 1.2. Prins (1997) data points 

 

                                                 

27 Although the official transcription (pīnyīn) for the Chinese characters for this township is Qiāoqì 硗碛, 
the locals refer to it as Yáojí, thus I have chosen the later in this study. 
28 Prins (1997) has written ‘Linzheng Township, Luoerwa Village’ (洛尔瓦). However, I believe this is a 
typo as no Linzheng Township can be found in Dàofú. The Chinese characters for Línzhèng (林政) look 
much like Mázī (麻孜), which may have been the cause for confusion. In addition, Mázī is the only 
township that I have found a Luò’ěrwǎ Village. So I have tentatively concluded that this is the location 
Prins is discussing. Prins is currently unavailable for discussing this problem and will be unavailable until 
2013. 

Map # County Township Village Ethnonym(s) Abbreviation 

5b Mǎ’ěrkāng Báiwān Seli rGyalrong P-BAI 

6b Mǎ’ěrkāng Dǎngbà Jianbei rGyalrong P-DB 

7b Mǎ’ěrkāng Jiǎomùzú Jiaomuzu rGyalrong P-JZ 

8b Mǎ’ěrkāng Mù’ěrzōng Muerduo Lavrung P-MEZ 

9b Mǎ’ěrkāng Cǎodēng Xiaqiuli rGyalrong P-CD 

10b Mǎ’ěrkāng Rìbù not specified rGyalrong P-RB 

12b Mǎ’ěrkāng Dàzàng Deerba rGyalrong P-DZ 

13b Mǎ’ěrkāng Lóngěrjiǎ Muerzha rGyalrong P-LJ 

17b Jīnchuān Jímù Muzu rGyalrong P-JJM 

25 Dānbā Bādǐ Qilou rGyalrong P-BD 

26 Dānbā Bāwàng Jiyu Horpa, 
Geshitsa P-BW 

27b Dānbā Biāněr Zheng Horpa, 
Geshitsa P-BE 

30 Dānbā Tàipíngqiáo Xiazhai rGyalrong P-TQ 

31b Xiǎojīn Bājiǎo Zangqing rGyalrong P-BJ 

40 Lǐ Mǐyàluó Miyaluo rGyalrong P-ML 

41b Hēishuǐ Sháshíduō Jiazu rGyalrong P-SD 

42 Bǎoxìng Yáojí27 Zegen rGyalrong P-BX 

43 Dàofú Mázī28 Luò’ěrwǎ Horpa, sTau P-MZ 
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1.4.4 Huáng (2007) 

Huáng is a renowned retired linguistics professor at Běijīng’s Central University for 

Nationalities. Huáng (2007) is a published grammar of Lavrung, containing roughly a 

1000 word wordlist in two lects (GQ and YL).  The data appears to be phonologized. In 

any case, Huáng is a careful phonetician and I believe the transcriptions can be trusted as 

much as any. No notes for variation are given. Table 1.3 displays Huáng’s data points 

with corresponding map numbers and abbreviations (see Map 4): 

Table 1.3. Huáng (2007) data points 

 

 

The selection of words used in this study from Huáng (2007) along with Gates (2010) 

and Tshe-dbang sGron-ma (2009-2011) is given in Appendix A. 

1.4.5 Jacques (2004) 

Jacques, faculty member of the Centre National de la Recherché Scientifique (French 

National Centre for Scientific Research) in Paris, wrote his PhD dissertation (2004) on 

the phonology and morphology of Japhug rGyalrong (equivalent to J. Sun’s Chabao and 

Prins’ Northwestern rGyalrong, ISO 639-3: jya). Jacques’ Japhug includes LJ, SZ and 

DZ (see Map 4 data points #12, 13a, 13b, 14a, and 14b). Chapter 4 of Jacques’ 

dissertation (2004:201-335) contains comparative work among various rGyalrong Proper 

lects. Jacques has reconstructed a ‘restricted Proto-rGyalrong’ as it does not reflect many 

of the rGyalrong lects (2004: 201). Jacques reconstructed 56 rhymes (2004: 266) and 23 

initials with all of their cluster combinations (2004: 331-334) as well as a number of 

Map # County Township Abbreviation 
44 Jīnchuān Guānyīnqiáo GQ 
45 Jīnchuān Yèlóng YL 
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protoforms. Jacques reconstruction was essential for quantifying cognates in my core 

lexical comparisons (§3).  

1.4.6 Nagano (1979a & b, 1984) 

Nagano, director of the rGyalrongic Languages Survey Project (see ‘Acknowledgments’, 

p. iii), did his PhD dissertation entitled A Historical Study of the rGyarong Verb System 

(1983) at University of California, Berkeley, building off of previous work (1979a and 

1979b). The dissertation was revised in 1984 under the same name and includes a 

synchronic study of the verbal system of the Zhuókèjī/lCog-rtse lect (see ZJ, Map 4 data 

point #3), as well as a diachronic reconstructive work incorporating only a handful of 

rGyalrongic varieties, e.g., Zhuókèjī/lCog-rtse, Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha, Suōmò/So-mang, 

Hànniú/Ha-nyi, Bādǐ/Brag-steng, among others.29 Nagano (1979a&b, 1984) has 

reconstructed 56 rhymes, 23 initials, and a number of proto-lexemes (see especially 1984: 

132-139). He also has attempted a reconstruction of the prefix system (1979a: 60-62). 

These reconstructions should be viewed as tentative and restricted due to the limited 

amount of data Nagano had to work with at the time. However, Nagano has made some 

invaluable contributions to comparative work within rGyalrongic that this study will take 

into account. His reconstructions were also essential for my core lexical comparisons. 

                                                 

29 Nagano (1984: 19) also lists ‘Kham-to’ from Wolfenden (1936), ‘Tsa-kou-nao’ from Kin P’eng (1949), 
‘Chos-kia’ (Edgar 1932), ‘Waszu’ from Rosthorn (1897) and ‘Tzu-ta’ from Chang Kun (1968), but I have 
not had time to research these place names. Nagano also lists a Lavrung lect Ganli (a.k.a. Èrgālǐ) from Lín 
(1982/1983), but it does not appear that Ganli was incorporated into Nagano’s reconstruction decisions.  
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1.4.7 STEDT database (2011) and Matisoff (2003) 

I have consulted the Sino-Tibetan Etymological Dictionary and Thesaurus database 

(STEDT database 2011) primarily for comparison with PTB, PST, WT and other Tibetan 

varieties, Burmese, Tangut and other Qiangic languages.30 I have also at times consulted 

rGyalrongic data therein. STEDT is a linguistic research project at the University of 

California at Berkeley founded in 1987 and directed by Matisoff (STEDT 2011). The 

goal of STEDT is to create an etymological dictionary of Proto-Sino-Tibetan (2011). The 

STEDT database contains (as of January 1, 2011) “432,976 lexical items from 566 

languages, protolanguages, and dialects of the Sino-Tibetan linguistic area” (2011). 

Matisoff (2003) has reconstructed over 1,500 PTB roots. PTB reconstructions cited in 

this paper have been taken from the STEDT database (2011) or from Matisoff (2003). 

1.4.8 Penner (2007a & b) 

Penner, is an independent researcher of rGyalrongic and Tibetan languages living in 

Chéngdū, Sìchuān. Penner (2007a & 2007b) are unpublished natural texts recordings 

from two different rGyalrongic lects; both belonging to the current ISO 639-3 code [jya]. 

Penner (2007a) is a recording of a 2′49″ story in the JZ variety recorded March 31, 2007 

and told by Haerjia a native speaker of the JZ lect (see Map 4, #7a). Penner (2007b) is a 

recording of a 2′58″ story in the BJ variety recorded October 23, 2007 and told by a 

native speaker of the BJ lect (see Map 4, #47). Both stories were also transcribed in IPA 

and interlinearized by Mr. Penner, and edited by Marielle Prins and myself (see 

                                                 

30 See §1.3 for an brief overview of the languages belonging to Qiangic. 
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Appendix C for an English free translation of Penner 2007a). See §2.2.2 for elicitation 

methodology and §2.3.2 for how recorded texts are used in intelligibility testing.  

We now turn to look at the methodologies used in this study; including the 

integrative approach used in defining languages and dialects. 
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2. Methodology 

In this chapter, I discuss the integrative approach used in this thesis for defining 

languages and dialects (§2.1) and the methodologies (§§2.2-2.3) that underlie the work 

presented in later chapters (§§3-6). Subsection 2.2 deals with the data elicitation 

instruments and §2.3 discusses the methods of assessment, analysis and interpretation. 

2.1 Defining languages and dialects: an integrative approach 

Scientists from almost every branch of science (e.g., physics, chemistry and biology) 

have developed criteria for defining subtypes of their own sets. However, in linguistics 

criteria for defining individual languages have not been agreed upon (see ISOL 2007 and 

Pelkey 2011: 36 for discussion). An example of the lack of agreement on the criteria for 

defining individual languages can be seen in comparing a statement from Chambers and 

Trudgill (1998) with a statement by ISOL (2007). Chambers and Trudgill state, “[i]t 

seems, then, that while the criterion of mutual intelligibility may have some relevance, it 

is not especially useful in helping us to decide what is and is not a language” (1998: 4). 

Thus, Chambers and Trudgill do not consider intelligibility phenomena as a criterion in 

defining languages; or at the most a non-essential criterion. However, ISOL (2007) 

considers intelligibility as an important criterion for defining languages, as discussed 

below in (2.1a). However, ISOL does not consider intelligibility the most important 

criterion as a written script (2.1b) and ethnic identity (2.1c) may outweigh the importance 

of intelligibility when defining languages.  

Some linguists would argue that defining languages is not only impossible but 

also fruitless. The task of defining languages for the linguist is no less impossible or 
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unimportant than is the task of defining species for the biologist (Pelkey 2011: 37). It 

does, however, require that the linguist also rely on knowledge that may be outside of her 

field. In order to make accurate divisions and definitions for the world’s languages, a 

linguist must integrate insights from a number of fields of knowledge besides just 

linguistics e.g., politics, geography, history, sociology, and anthropology. An integrative 

approach is mandatory because all scientific inquiry “is naturally implicated in 

(frequently neglected) domain-external dynamics such as geography, history, sociology 

and culture” (Pelkey 2011: 37). The dialectologist is in a special position to make these 

definitions since, “the person who has been trained to understand the complexities, 

contingencies and limits of her field of study is uniquely qualified to interpret and 

incorporate criteria external to her field of study for defining the subtypes of her own set” 

(2011: 37).  

 With the above thoughts in mind, what criteria does a dialectologist follow in 

defining individual languages? The International Organization for Standardization, in 

cooperation with SIL linguists, has set some clear and reasonable criteria for individual 

language definition in the ISO639-3 code guidelines (ISOL 2007). These ISO guidelines 

for defining individual languages are presented in (2.1): 

(2.1) ISO639-3 language code guidelines (ISOL 2007)  

a. Two related varieties are normally considered varieties of the same language if speakers 
of each variety have inherent understanding of the other variety (that is, can understand 
based on knowledge of their own variety without needing to learn the other variety) at a 
functional level. 

b. Where spoken intelligibility between varieties is marginal, the existence of a common 
literature or of a common ethnolinguistic identity with a central variety that both 
understand can be strong indicators that they should nevertheless be considered varieties 
of the same language. 

c. Where there is enough intelligibility between varieties to enable communication, the 
existence of well-established distinct ethnolinguistic identities can be a strong indicator 
that they should nevertheless be considered to be different languages. 
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Unfortunately, the ISOL criteria presented in (2.1) is lacks a diachronic component. 

As Pelkey has pointed out, “[i]nsights from historical dialectology, subgrouping, internal 

reconstruction and comparative reconstruction are also essential for understanding 

distinctions between individual varieties” (2011a: 39). For example, shared innovations 

can be used as supporting evidence not only for diachronic subgroups but also for 

synchronic language definitions. In addition, diachronic subgrouping based on rigorous 

criteria may aid in the efforts of intelligibility testing for the purposes of language 

definition (2011: 422). For example, “[i]f two language varieties in the same genetic 

clade are demonstrated to share low inherent intelligibility, this pre-empts the need to test 

for inherent intelligibility between either of these two lects and any other lect which 

belongs to a distinct genetic clade…” (2011: 422). To echo Pelkey, diachrony “should 

be” included in future versions of ISOL’s criteria for defining individual languages 

(2011a: 39).  

I will be using the criteria provided in (2.1) for defining languages in this study. 

However, part of criteria (2.1b) is not relevant in the rGyalrongic context as a broad, 

common written literature does not exist and there are no standardized orthographies.31 

Thus, what we will be evaluating is intelligibility (2.1a) and ethnolinguistic identity (2.1b 

& 2.1c).  

                                                 

  

31 It should be noted that old texts in various lects of rGyalrong employing an adaptation of the Tibetan 
syllabary have been discovered (Prins and bTsan-lha 2006) and there is also a recent publication of 
classical rGyalrong folk texts (bTsan-lha 2009a). However, literacy in the local lects has never been 
widespread in the rGyalrongic context and there is no, neither has there been, a unified and standardized 
orthography for any of the rGyalrongic languages (Prins 2011: 20). Sound representation systems and 
literacy may be coming, however, in the near future. 
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As stated in (2.1a), I will be making a distinction between the “inherent 

understanding of the other variety” (‘inherent intelligibility’) and ‘contact-based 

intelligibility’. Quick introductions to the concepts of ‘inherent’ and ‘contact-based’ 

intelligibility are in order. The concept of inherent intelligibility is linked closely to the 

concept of first language acquisition. If language A is inherently intelligible to a person it 

means that they acquired language A in childhood or adolescence without conscious 

effort. Inherent intelligibility is juxtaposed to ‘contact-based intelligibility’. Contact-

based intelligibility is related to the concept of second language acquisition—a person 

spends time learning language B perhaps only from sustained contact with language B or 

from the conscious effort of learning language B. The methodologies for evaluating 

intelligibility and ethnolinguistic identity is discussed in the following section (§2.2). 

2.2 Elicitation instruments and methods 

This subsection (§2.2) will discuss wordlist design and elicitation (§2.2.1), natural text 

elicitation (§2.2.2) and pre- and post-RTT questionnaire design (§2.2.3). 

2.2.1 Wordlist design and elicitation 

The elicitation instruments for Gates (2010) consisted of a wordlist of 985 words. The 

original areally based wordlist was created by Nagano for the Nagano rGyalrongic 

Language Survey Project (see §1.4). The original Nagano wordlist had 1200 lexical 

items. Nagano created the wordlist specifically focusing on the rGyalrongic context and 

with the problems and needs of the rGyalrongic region in mind.  

The wordlist used in Tshe-dbang sGron-ma (2009-2011) was also the wordlist 

initially designed by Nagano discussed above for Gates (2010). However, due to time 
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constraints the wordlist was pared down to 425 items. Penner and Prins finalized which 

items were to be included in the 425 item wordlist. They based their decisions on ease of 

elicitation, cultural appropriateness and semantic ambiguities. Each page of the 

wordlist—a landscape layout printout—had 7 columns ordered left to right as seen in 

(2.2): 

(2.2) Columns in Nagano wordlist 
  
Column 1: item-number 
Column 2: transcription column 
Column 3: comments column 
Column 4: Chinese gloss (characters) 
Column 5: Chinese gloss (pīnyīn) 
Column 6: English gloss 
Column 7: WT gloss 

The methods of elicitation for both Gates (2010) and Tshe-dbang sGron-ma 

(2009-2011) were essentially the same. The general method started by introducing a 

lexeme to the lexical elicitation consultants in Mandarin or Sìchuānese and then we’d ask 

them to think of the equivalent in their language. Tshe-dbang sGron-ma, being a native 

speaker of the JZ lect and an Amdo lect, had the advantage of using her language skills in 

the elicitation process to clarify semantic difficulties and ambiguities. The consultant 

would then pronounce the lexeme in their local lect while the transcriber would write 

down that pronunciation in IPA. Each word would be transcribed in this manner until the 

entire wordlist was transcribed. Next, the consultants were asked to repeat each word 

clearly at least 2 times; this time being recorded by a digital audio recording device (see 
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§1.4.1-1.4.2).32 However, one shortcoming of this methodology was that only citation 

utterances were recorded, with no framed utterances. Framed utterances are sentences 

that a word can be placed into to provide a natural environment for the elicited word. 

Without such environments aspects of the elicited word’s phonetics and phonology 

cannot be researched. Another method in the elicitation process was to imitate the 

consultant’s pronunciation of the lexeme and ask the consultants to point out any errors. 

However, imitating their pronunciation was not used for every lexical item.  

Consultants were selected and screened by personal interview. Important factors 

for selecting a consultant included birthplace, parent’s birthplace, amount of time in 

target location, language pathologies (including a significant lack of teeth), estimated 

proficiency and main language spoken. A participant screening questionnaire developed 

by Penner, Barnabas Moon and myself, which can be viewed in Appendix D, was used to 

screen participants and record important sociolinguistic information about the lexical 

elicitation consultant.33 Besides the above screening criteria the questionnaire included 

age, gender, marital status, education level, personal history of travel, family history, etc. 

(see Appendix D).  

 

 

 

                                                 

32 There were at times variations to this method. For example Gates (2010) would transcribe some items, 
and then record some items and then repeat the process until finished with the wordlist. It should also be 
noted, as discussed in §1.4.1 that Gates (2010) was not all transcribed onsite. 
33 Barnabas Moon is an SIL East Asia Group field worker working in primarily in the Khams Tibetan 
language spoken in Xiāngchéng County 乡城县, Gānzī/dKar-mdzes Prefecture, Sìchuān. 
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2.2.2 Natural text elicitation 

As mentioned in §1.2, the method of assessing intelligibility that was used in this study is 

called the recorded text test (RTT; see §2.3.2). The RTT evaluates a speaker’s 

comprehension of an audio-recorded narrative. How well a speaker understands the 

audio-recorded story infers a rough level of intelligibility in regards to the language used 

for the audio-recording. Several natural texts were elicited, but only 2 were chosen to be 

transcribed and developed into RTTs (see §1.4.8). The consultants for the natural texts 

were asked to tell a personal story—the more vivid, dramatic or humorous the better. The 

reasoning behind asking for personal narratives has to do with the nature of intelligibility 

testing. Since the stories would be used to test inherent intelligibility through the retelling 

of the story, it was important to avoid stories that may already be known by a wider 

audience (e.g., legends, folktales, history, jokes, etc.) in which case it would be uncertain 

as to whether the one being tested was revealing their knowledge of the lect or their 

knowledge of a story they had already heard.  

Penner first made digital audio recordings of the narratives and then, with the help 

of the language consultants, relistened to each sentence of the stories and transcribed each 

sentence in IPA word by word, making glosses in English for each of the words 

transcribed. These transcriptions were then typed into the computer by Penner and 

checked by Prins and myself (see §1.4.8). The development of these texts into recorded 

text tests (RTT) is discussed in §2.3.2. 
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2.2.3 Participant screening/pre- and post-RTT questionnaires 

Before and after the RTT tests were administered the participants were asked some 

questions. The pre-RTT questionnaire was primarily used to screen participants with the 

same questions asked in the participant screening questionnaire discussed in §2.2.1. The 

post-RTT questionnaire was primarily used to understand the participant’s perception of 

his or her ability to understand the story as well as the participant’s attitudes toward the 

language variety used in the story. Both the pre- and post-RTT questionnaires served as a 

aid for interpreting RTT results as well as providing qualitative data for understanding 

language attitudes, identity, marriage patterns, language use and perceptual dialectology 

among other things (Preston 1999). The participant screening/pre-RTT questionnaire and 

post-RTT questionnaire can be viewed in Appendix D.  

2.3 Methods of testing and analysis 

In §2.2 we looked at the methodology and tools used in this study for eliciting raw data—

i.e., lexical items (§2.2.1), natural texts (§2.2.2), and ethnolinguistic perceptual data 

(§2.2.3). In the following subsection (§2.3), we will examine how this raw data was 

analyzed. Lexical items were analyzed using the comparative method (discussed in 

§2.3.4) and core lexical comparison (§2.3.1). Natural texts were developed into 

intelligibility tests and the results of the intelligibility tests were further analyzed as 

discussed in §2.3.2. Data from pre- and post-RTT questionnaires were analyzed 

qualitatively. The insights from these questionnaires were compared to insights from 

known history and other anecdotal information (discussed in §2.3.3.).   
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2.3.1 Core lexical comparison 

Core lexical comparison is a quantitative means of analyzing synchronic language 

relationships. Core lexical comparisons have been demonstrated to be “useful for 

identifying the likely presence of low intelligibility between related language varieties” 

(Pelkey 2011: 119). Studies from different areas of the world have shown that there is a 

strong correlation between 60% or fewer cognates in areally based wordlists of 200 

words and low intelligibility between the varieties in comparison (Allen 2004, Casad 

1987, Grimes 1992, Pelkey 2011, Simons 1979). I argue in §4.4 that for morphologically 

rich languages, such as found in rGyalrongic, 70% similarity can be a threshold to safely 

predict low intelligibility. Evidence from Allen (2007: 26), Pelkey (2011: 130) and Casad 

(1987) also support a 70% threshold even among languages that do not have elaborate 

morphological systems. Although low core lexical similarity correlates well with 

unintelligibility between varieties, high lexical similarity does not necessarily correspond 

with high intelligibility (Pelkey 2011: 119). However, there is no causal relationship 

between low core lexical similarity and low intelligibility—there is merely a strong 

correlation between the two.  

In this study about 190 words were chosen for comparison.34 Words from each 

lect were compared by using the comparative method (see §2.3.4). To discover sound 

correspondences it was necessary to also compare with larger wordlists (§§1.4.1-

1.4.7). Binary results (cognates similar, non-cognates dissimilar) are then converted into 

percentages of similarity. §3.1 will discuss the methodological preliminaries that are 
                                                 

34 Only about 130-150 words overlapped between P- wordlists and D-, G-, and H- wordlists. 
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necessary for lexical comparison in the rGyalrongic context. In §3.2 through §3.6 I 

discuss the results of the core lexical comparison done in this study.  

It cannot be overly emphasized that these results are not to be used for directly 

demonstrating diachronic relationships between the lects compared. I am not advocating 

or using glottochronology. Like Pelkey (2011: 83), my use of core lexical comparison, 

“neither seeks to use the similarity results for establishing genetic relationships between 

varieties nor does it attempt to make positive claims about intelligibility.” The results of 

core lexical comparisons given in §3 are used as supporting evidence for identifying 

synchronic relationships (including language contact and intelligibility)—not as a 

primary source of evidence. 

2.3.2 Assessing intelligibility 

Intelligibility is a difficult phenomenon to measure. However, instruments and methods 

have been developed in recent years to help qualitatively and empirically assess 

intelligibility. One of the methods for intelligibility testing with a substantial history is 

the recorded text test (RTT). The RTT, as will be explained in further detail below, 

evaluates a RTT test subject’s comprehension of an audio-recorded narrative. In theory, 

how well a test subject understands the text should indicate something about how much 

s/he understands the language of the recorded text. The results of the RTT can be used to 

estimate a rough level of intelligibility. Some foundational literature for the theory and 

praxis of the RTT includes Simons (1979), Casad (1987), Blair (1990), J. Grimes (1995), 

O’Leary (1994), and Kluge (2005, 2007).  

The RTT method used in this study is based on Kluge (2005, 2007). Kluge’s 

method is a variation on the traditional RTT method developed by Casad, Blair, Grimes, 
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etc.35 The main difference between the traditional method and Kluge’s method is that the 

former evaluates the listener’s understanding of the recorded text through questions and 

answers while the later evaluates the listener’s understanding based on the listener’s 

retelling of the recorded text. See Kluge (2007:13) for potential advantages and 

disadvantages of her RTT retelling method compared with the traditional RTT question-

answer method. Some advantages pointed out by Hugoniot (2006: 16) are that the RTT 

retelling method is not as test-like as the traditional method; “avoids arbitrary and 

unknowable semantic/pragmatic problems that might be found in questions;” and 

recorded retellings may “yield a good database of comparable texts” for dialectological 

comparison.  

The methodology for the RTT retelling method can be broken down into three 

stages: test creation, test administration, and analysis of results. Each stage in the RTT 

method encompasses several procedures. The first stage, test creation, involves eliciting a 

short personal narrative (usually about 3 minutes in length) that is transcribed and audio-

digitally recorded (see §1.4.8 and §2.2.2). This recorded text is divided into 10-12 short 

sections that are “natural segments of one or two sentences each” based on perception of 

breath and stress groups as well as perception of a ‘completed thought’ (Kluge 2007: 7). 

After making these section divisions, the recorded text is pilot tested through what is 

called a ‘hometown panel pre-testing’ (Kluge 2007: 8).36 The hometown panel pre-testing 

is conducted by having 8-12 subjects listen to the recorded narrative over headphones and 

                                                 

35 Ken Hugoniot introduced me to and taught me how to use Kluge’s method. I am grateful for the many 
hours he spent in coaching me through test creation, administration and analysis. 
36 “The ‘hometown panel pre-testing’ of an RTT should not be confused with the ‘hometown test’ that is 
used to screen potential testees during the actual RTT testing” (Kluge 2007: 8fn.). 
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retell the narrative segment by segment. The retold narrative is audio-digitally recorded. 

In our situation, we had each retelling translated into Chinese, segment by segment, so 

that we could understand what was being retold. Kluge’s reasons for the hometown panel 

pre-test are presented in (2.3):  

(2.3) Kluge’s (2007: 8) reasons for the hometown panel pre-testing  

a. Ensure that the recorded text is representative of the speech variety in question. 
b. Verify that the researcher who designed the test understands the text in the same way that 

the text is understood by mother-tongue speakers of that language.  
c. Identify the core elements that L1 speakers regard as pertinent for each segment to 

establish a base-line scoring system based on panel subjects’ responses... 
  

In order to confirm that the lect chosen was a “representative of the speech variety 

in question” (2.3a) it was deemed necessary to conduct the hometown panel pre-test not 

only in the village of origin, but in several locations within the rGyalrongic east-central 

region (see §3; Map 5).  

Core elements are then identified (2.3c) based on how the panel subjects respond:  

To determine the level of exactness which can be expected from an L1 speaker of the 
language variety in question, each panel respondent’s response is compared to the 
original narrative and to the responses given by the other panel respondents. Those 
elements of the original text that were not mentioned by all panel subjects are discarded. 
Likewise, added information mentioned by some or all of the panel subjects but not 
found in the original text is discarded (Kluge 2007: 9). 
 

Kluge also mentions that the threshold may be set lower, e.g., “six out of eight or seven 

out of ten subjects” (2007: 9 fn. 6). For the creation of the BJ RTT the threshold was set 

to ten out of twelve subjects. Theoretically, this increases the amount of core elements 

slightly. In my adaptation of the method, each retelling from the home town panel was 

translated into Mandarin and typed into documents for comparison. An example of how 

core elements were identified from the BJ RTT narrative can be seen in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1. Sample of core elements for segment #5 of BJ RTT 

In many respects, the hometown panel pre-testing is an unsupervised learning 

experiment (Taylor 2007: 259-260) as the subjects in the hometown panel unconsciously 

decide which categories are the most salient in the recorded text.37 This is also a major 

advantage over the traditional question-answer RTT method. The traditional question-

answer RTT method leans more toward supervised learning as the categories are chosen 

for the tested subjects during the pilot test and in the final RTT test. 

All of the core elements determined by the hometown panel’s responses are 

converted into a ‘base-line scoring system’ (2.3c). The base-line scoring system is the 

means to evaluate a subject’s understanding of the recorded text in future data points. In 

                                                 

37 The traditional RTT is not a pure supervised learning experiment since feedback is not provided to the 
subject as to whether his answer is correct or not. However, by providing the questions the subject is 
automatically confronted with a set of ‘correct’ categories, which may not be the same categories that the 
subject would create. 

 
Segment #5 
 
Very early in the morning, we went up, some would stand next to each other…there and there…to 
watch and to stand guard…here, here and here…all down the mountain  next to the [log] chute.  
 
Hometown panel answers: 
1. Early in the morning, we went up a ways to move the logs, some went down to stand guard. 
They were standing guard all along the line/road. 
2. Early in the morning, there were some who went to stand guard, some to send [the logs]. 
3. In the morning, it was early, only one road [lit. row] to stand guard was ok, otherwise to send 
[the logs] would be dangerous.  
 
Core Elements:  
 
 ― early in the morning/in the morning, it was early 
 ― some went to stand guard/some went down to stand guard/only one row [lit.  
      row] to stand guard 
 
2  core elements = 2 points 
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the base-line scoring system, each segment is assigned a certain number of points based 

on how many core elements are in the segment (Kluge 2007: 10). A total number of 

points are then assigned to each test. For our tests, 43 points were assigned to the JZ RTT 

and 33 points were assigned to the BJ RTT.  

When the test has been created and piloted as discussed above, it is ready to serve 

as a diagnostic in the desired data points (see also Pelkey 2011: 80-81). Next is the actual 

testing stage. Kluge’s method recommends recording each response and then transcribing 

each response for comparison with the base-line scoring system. However, I adapted 

Kluge’s method and created a base-line scoring sheet (see Appendix E) during the test 

creation stage, which provided on-site evaluation in the testing stage.38 We still audio-

digitally recorded each response, in order to refer to the recordings for further refinement.  

In most RTT methodologies, 10 subjects per data point is considered an adequate 

sample. Hugoniot (pc) has pointed out that a sample size of 10 subjects assumes that all 

of the RTT test subjects will score almost the same, resulting in a standard deviation of 

about 5, which in reality rarely happens. However if the sample size is increased there is 

more potential for getting a low standard deviation. A low standard deviation (below 15) 

indicates that subjects understand the stories generally to the same degree. “Having 

higher [standard deviations] with lower averages potentially indicates that subjects who 

scored anonymously high might have somehow learned some of the dialect in the test 

story” (Hugoniot, pc). Thus, the larger the sample size, the more rigorous the 

methodology and the less likely your results are based on pure chance. In addition, larger 

                                                 

38 The BJ RTT was scored off-site by listening to the audio recordings and using a base-line scoring sheet.  
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sample size gives a more trustworthy standard deviation—increasing the potential for 

seeing a more realistic picture of variation in intelligibility levels between subjects. Thus, 

if the subject sample size is increased, to say 30, the methodology becomes more rigorous 

and it may be possible to find meaningful correlations between test scores, standard 

deviations and contact indicators. Of course an even larger sample size would be better, 

but given time restraints, 30 is a realistic number to achieve. Thus, I increased the sample 

to 30 subjects per each data point for this study.  

Subjects were screened and information was gathered on the background of the 

subject (see §2.2.3). In most locations a 50:50 ratio of male and female were tested. 

However, in some locations it was difficult obtaining a close corresponding ratio. In 

addition, some locations I intentionally wanted more women subjects as women over the 

age of 30 tend to have less contact with people from outside of their village. If the 

average scores were low with men as a strong majority of our subject sample (as in TQ 

see §4), then there is an even stronger argument for low inherent intelligibility in those 

data points.39 

Each subject was given two auditions. In the first audition, subjects would listen 

to the story in its entirety. In the second audition, the subject would listen to the story a 

segment at a time. After the subject listened to a segment, the subject would be asked to 

retell that segment. If the subject said they could not retell anything, the segment would 

be replayed one more time and the subject would be asked to retell that same segment 

again. If s/he still could not retell anything from that segment, the test administrator 

                                                 

39 See §2.1 for a brief discussion on the differences between ‘inherent’ and ‘contact-based’ intelligibility. 
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would move on to the next segment. The procedure would continue until all the segments 

of the recorded story were finished. The test administrator would record all the answers 

and with the base-line score sheet calculate the score of each subject. After the test was 

completed, post-RTT questions were asked the subject to gain more information on 

language attitudes, how well the speaker perceived s/he understood the story, etc.  

The final stage in the RTT process is analyzing the results of all the tests. For 

each data point the mean scores and their standard deviations are calculated. A high 

standard deviation (e.g., above 15; Blair 1990), especially with 30 test subjects, may 

indicate the presence of contact-based intelligibility. In cases where there is a standard 

deviation above 15, it is often useful to revisit the background information of the subjects 

to see if there are any indicators for contact-based intelligibility, e.g., gender, mobility, 

age, etc. (Pelkey 2011: 81). In the past an intelligibility threshold was placed on an 85% 

mean test score (Pelkey 2011: 81). For the purposes of my study, I follow Pelkey (2011: 

81) in interpreting the mean scores qualitatively (i.e., low-marginal-high) “resisting the 

temptation to quantify the unquantifiable” (see §4).  

The RTT is a qualitative tool although quantitative methods are used in the 

process of analysis (e.g., calculating test scores, test averages, standard deviation, etc.). 

However, the results of these quantitative methods need to be interpreted qualitatively. 

For example, test score averages should not be considered a direct measure of the exact 

level of intelligibility shared between lects, but should rather be considered a rough gauge 

or valid supporting evidence (O’Leary 1994; Pelkey 2011: 81). Other supporting 

evidence to be considered are speaker perceptions, identity, core lexical comparison, 

anecdotal information, etc. O’Leary (1994: 9-10), leery of taking RTT test results as a 
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direct measure of dialect intelligibility, has pointed out some variables which may affect 

RTT results. O’Leary’s list of variables are presented in (2.4): 

(2.4) O’Leary’s list of variables which may affect RTT results (adapted) 

a. Subject’s memory and attentiveness.  
b. Intelligence.  
c. Test-taking skills. 
d. Attitudes toward the language.  
e. Attitudes toward the test-taking situation  
f. Audio clarity, both in recording or in playback situation. 
g. Text differences: relative difficulty or complexity of text and of comprehension questions asked.  
h. Slight inequivalence of translation of test questions into each hometown dialect.  
i. Selection of questions, that is, questions may or may not hit crucial items of difference. There may 

be wide variation caused by the influence of particular lexical items. 
j.  Inconsistent administration (for example, replays, checking to be sure seemingly correct answers 

are understood, giving help to subjects appearing to lack confidence, inconsistently investigating 
unexpected answers). 

k. Different researchers scoring slightly differently (for example, generic for specific, replayed items 
scores, influence of one key lexical item which may recur in questions, scoring of possible 
answers from elsewhere in the text). 

l. Researchers with versus without proficiency in some dialect of the language.  
m. Language of response (subject’s hometown dialect versus LWC).  
n. Order of administration for multiple RTTs (learning and fatigue effects). 
 

Some of the above variables are somewhat controllable, while others are 

completely uncontrollable. Variables (2.4a & b) are not completely controllable, but 

efforts were made to reduce distractions and make the subjects feel comfortable. Variable 

(2.4c) was reduced by the method of RTT that was chosen for this study (retelling vs. 

question-answer; see above). Likewise, variables (2.4h & i) were completely eliminated 

due to the choice of using the RTT retelling method. Variables (2.4d & e) are of course 

totally uncontrollable, however, post-RTT questions were asked to discover language 

attitudes, which help in gauging whether attitudes were indeed interfering with listening 

comprehension. Variable (2.4f) was not a factor as we had clear recordings of the stories 

as well as clear playback. The recorded stories used were average in terms of complexity 

and difficulty—an advantage when dealing with variable (2.4g). Variable (2.4j) was kept 

in mind. A relatively high amount of consistency was maintained: replays were regulated 
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and helps were rarely given. Variable (2.4k) was also reduced as I administered roughly 

80% of the testing and, when combining checking administration and administration 

itself, I was present for roughly 95% of the RTT testing process. Variable (2.4n) was not 

a general problem as we only administered two RTTs and the total time of testing was 

usually between 30-45 minutes per person. 

Variables (2.4l & m) cause the most difficulty in interpreting the RTT results of 

this study. I certainly do not claim to have a proficiency level of any kind in the varieties 

studied. However, I did become intimately familiar with the texts that were used. I also 

relied heavily on help from those who were bilingual in the rGyalrong variety and the 

language of wider communication (usually Sìchuānese, but also Mandarin). My level of 

Sìchuānese and Mandarin was high enough to administer the test. Subjects who were not 

sufficiently bilingual always had a translator. Subjects were encouraged to answer in their 

own language if they were very uncomfortable with Sìchuānese or Mandarin and on 

average the results within each testing location did not vary much based on whether the 

subject answered in their local rGyalrongic language variety or in Sìchuānese.  

 The above variables and limitations, however, do not negate the usefulness of the 

RTT. If the limitations of the RTT are taken into consideration, the results of a well 

constructed and administered RTT can be a useful tool for drawing inferences of the 

intelligibility level shared between varieties (O’Leary 1994, Pelkey 2011: 81). Some 

other examples of rigorous and successful RTT testing in China are Allen (2004, 2007); 

Castro & Hansen (2010); Castro, Crook & Flaming (2010), Pelkey (2011) and C. Yang 

(2010). The results and a discussion of the RTT testing used in this study is in §4.  
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2.3.3 Identity, onomastics, folk perception, language attitudes, and known history 

Identity, language attitudes, and linguistic intelligibility are interrelated. One way to 

understand identity is through the names that people give to their own group (autonyms). 

Another pathway to understanding identity is through the names outsiders give to a group 

(exonyms). It is also useful to investigate the names that a group of speakers call their 

own lect (glossonyms). These and other helpful onomastic identity distinctions have been 

discussed by Matisoff (1986). Onomastic identity was investigated through the pre- and 

post-RTT questionnaires, as is discussed further in §2.2.3 (see also Appendix D).  

Folk perception and anecdotal information concerning ethnic and linguistic 

identity has also been incorporated into this study, primarily through the pre- and post-

RTT questionnaires. Other anecdotal information has come through numerous informal 

interviews and conversations with rGyalrong people over the years. These qualitative 

means of investigation are taken seriously as potential clues in solving a mystery, but 

they are not relied upon as complete nor authoritative (Preston 1999). 

 The integration of known history has come primarily through the research of 

trained historians (e.g., Theobald 2010; Greatrex 1992; Martin 1990) and secondarily 

through discussions with rGyalrong people (oral history). Ethnic clothing (in §5.1.6 

only), onomastic identity, folk perceptions, attitudes, known history, intelligibility, and 

linguistic variation will be compared throughout §5, yielding insights to language and 

identity boundaries. 
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2.3.4 Comparative method 

In order to do synchronic core lexical comparisons by counting cognates, it was 

necessary to do some diachronic research. Besides relying on diachronic reconstructions 

from other scholars, I also used the long-standing historical linguist’s qualitative tool: the 

comparative method.40 The comparative method aided my ability to determine what was 

and was not cognate as well as rule out relatively recent loan words. I was guided by 

Trask’s (1996) and Campbell’s (2004: 122-135) standard explanation and procedures for 

the comparative method. However, the use of the comparative method for core lexical 

comparison should be considered a tentative enterprise. Indeed the reader should assume 

that only ‘apparent cognates’ have been compared.  

                                                 

40 Jacques (2004), Nagano (1979a & b, 1984); see §1.4.5 and §1.4.6 respectively.  
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3. Core lexical comparisons 

To provide a starting point for discussion, I divide the rGyalrongic language varieties into 

four rough geographic regions (see §1.3 for how these regions are indebted to Prins’ 

geographic divisions): 

1. Western: southern Rǎngtáng, northern and western Jīnchuān/Chu-chen, western 
and southern Dānbā/Rong-brag/Rong-brag, most of Dàofú/rTau, southern 
Lúhuò/Brag-'Go, and eastern Xīnlóng/Nyag-rong Counties.  

2. East-Central: especially in southern and central Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams, but also 
spilling over into southern Hóngyuán/Hong-yon, western Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu, 
northwestern Lǐ/Lis, and northeastern Jīnchuān/Chu-chen Counties.  

3. Northern: especially in northern Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams, but also in two townships 
of southern Rǎngtáng, one township of eastern Sèdá, and two townships of 
southern Ābà/rNga-ba Counties. 

4. Southern: the south-eastern half of Jīnchuān/Chu-chen, eastern Dānbā/Rong-
brag, Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha, and Lǐ/Lis Counties and one township of northern 
Bǎoxìng County.  

It must be emphasized that these regions are not claims of diachronic genetic 

relationships nor synchronic dialectological relationships. There is not always a direct 

correspondence between geographic distance and genetic distance or synchronic 

language relationships (Pelkey 2011: 97). Although these regions are somewhat artificial, 

they loosely overlap with the observations and geolinguistic divisions of Lín (1993) and 

Prins (1997, 2011). The majority of the discussion in this present study will focus on the 

southern and east-central regions, although I will also briefly discuss the northern region. 

Even less attention will be given to the western region since the western regional 

rGyalrongic varieties fall out of the scope of this study.  

3.1 Methodological preliminaries 

Several factors have been taken into consideration for conducting core lexical 

comparisons between rGyalrongic varieties. Only roots of lexical items are compared; 
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prefixes, even obligatory prefixes, are not considered as a factor for similarity or 

dissimilarity. For example, rGyalrongic varieties of the east-central, northern, and 

southern regions have obligatory and inflectional nominal prefixation on many nouns, 

which are not found in the west-regional rGyalrongic varieties. Due to the lack of 

research done in all rGyalrongic lects, from a wordlist it is not always possible to 

distinguish what person marker (1s, 2p, 3s, etc.) or other nominal marker is being used. 

Thus, the words for ‘head’ in P-MZ, P-BX, P-JZ, and P-CD which have been recorded in 

wordlists as ʁəʔ, naˈɡoʔ, t̪aˈwɔ, and təˈkoʔ, respectively, are ‘lexically similar’. In P-MZ 

there is no prefix, in P-BX na is a 2s genitive marker, in P-JZ t̪a is a distal relationship 

marker and tə in P-CD could also be a spatial relationship marker (Prins 2011: 138). 

Therefore, for this study, the prefixation of all words was intentionally not compared so 

that the roots could be accurately compared.41  

Another factor is split cognates, attributable to the fact that different rGyalrongic 

varieties have differed in their processes of lexicalization. Morpheme compounding has 

been common, but different varieties have chosen different morphemes to compound in 

the creation of corresponding lexemes. Similar to what Pelkey discovered among Phula 

varieties (2011a: 120), rGyalrongic lects “frequently feature corresponding lexical items 

that share at least one cognate morpheme compounded with one or more non-cognate 

morphemes.” Corresponding lexical items that are bimorphemic must have both 

                                                 

41 My criteria for distinguishing between affixation and compounding follow Jacques (2004), Xiàng (2008) 
and Prins (2011). In sum, affixation in rGyalrongic languages is derivationally and inflectionally 
productive, whereas compounding is an unproductive lexical process that only adds to word meaning 
without changing person, tense, aspect, modality, etc. See Jacques (2004), Xiàng (2008) and Prins (2011) 
for examples and detailed discussion. 
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morphemes cognate in order to be considered as ‘lexically similar’. For example ‘roof’ in 

P-BJ, pronounced cəmˈkʉʔ, and D-JCD, pronounced spə³ku¹, are considered ‘lexically 

dissimilar’ because, although the second syllable is cognate, the first syllable is not 

cognate. However, monomorphemic lexemes are considered ‘lexically similar’ with a 

corresponding multimorphemic lexeme if one of the morphemes is cognate. Thus, D-

JWL spu³ ‘roof’ is considered lexically similar with D-JCD spə³ku¹ ‘roof’, since spu³ is 

cognate with spə³. We can apply the same principle in comparing multimorphemic 

lexemes to each other. The lexical item ‘leaf’ in H-GQ and P-MZ, lpha⁵⁵lɑ⁵⁵ and 

ləˌpurbaˈlaʔ respectively, are considered lexically similar because the last two syllables of 

the corresponding lexeme in P-MZ, rbaˈlaʔ , are cognate with H-GQ,  lpha⁵⁵lɑ⁵⁵. The 

lexeme ‘leaf’ in P-MZ is a compound of ‘tree’ ləˈpuʔ and ‘leaf’ rbaˈlaʔ (from PTB *r-

pak). ‘Tree’ in H-GQ is sɛ⁵⁵pho⁵³ or se⁵³, neither of which are ‘lexically similar’ with the 

corresponding lexeme in P-MZ.  

Another consideration is loan lexemes. Because of punctuated equilibrium and a 

long sustained contact with Tibetan languages, especially varieties of Amdo Tibetan and 

also with WT, a high percentage of lexemes in rGyalrongic languages (particularly in the 

northern and western regions) have been borrowed from Tibetan languages. This causes 

two complications, among others: 1. many lexemes are difficult to identify as cognate 

with PTB or WT or both, and 2. if all loans were eliminated, including very old loans, it 

may be difficult to come up with 200 words for core lexical comparison. A solution to 

this problem is as follows. As much as possible, easily-identifiable recent loans from 

Chinese or Tibetan (e.g., Amdo Tibetan varieties) were not compared (e.g. ‘tobacco’, 

‘aluminum’, ‘cell-phone’, etc.). However, if a lexeme is cognate with both WT and PTB 
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then the lexeme will be considered worthy of comparison. In addition, I selected apparent 

loanwords from WT that have fully phonologized to the point of lexicalizing with 

rGyalrong-distinctive features. Lastly, I also chose to include apparent loanwords from 

WT if 60% or more of the varieties use a given apparent loanword.42  

3.2 Overview of rGyalrongic regional core lexical comparisons 

The results from applying the methods discussed in §2.3.1 and §3.1 may be organized 

into a lexical similarity percentage matrix. In Table 3.1 below, the results of the 

comparison of 14 rGyalrongic varieties can be seen—providing a good representation of 

each region. Based on these results, a safe prediction can be made that the represented 

lects from G-EK, P-BW, and P-MZ (all part of the western region) will not share 

adequate inherent intelligibility with the southern, east-central, and northern regions. P-

BW’s slightly higher percentages may reveal a higher level of contact with east-central 

and southern regions. 

Although H-GQ shares 66-78% lexical similarity with east-central and south-

regional rGyalrongic varieties in this study, enough evidence has been established by 

Huáng (2007) to grant H-GQ and other lects classified as Lavrung (ISO 639-3: jiq) 

distinct language status. For the purposes of this study Lavrung will not be compared 

further. However, it is worth noting that south and east-central regional rGyalrongic 

varieties generally share higher lexical similarity with Lavrung than they do with north-

regional rGyalrongic varieties.  

                                                 

42 Note that I am not making claims that these apparent loanwords are worthy for inclusion in historical 
reconstruction nor am I making claims that these apparent loanwords have an old time depth. 
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Table 3.1. Core lexical comparison of regional representative rGyalrongic varieties  

 South-Regional East-Central 
Regional North-Regional West-Regional 
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 D-BJ D-TQ D-JKJ P-BX D-BD D-DB D-JZ D-LJ D-CD D-RB H-GQ G-EK P-BW P-MZ 

D-BJ x 89% 88% 87% 83% 82% 81% 64% 66% 63% 73% 53% 61% 56% 

D-TQ 89% x 84% 85% 83% 80% 78% 66% 68% 65% 74% 56% 63% 60% 

D-JKJ 88% 84% x 82% 79% 82% 81% 65% 66% 62% 73% 55% 64% 58% 

P-BX 87% 85% 82% x 80% 80% 83% 70% 74% 67% 66% 58% 52% 52% 

D-BD 83% 83% 79% 80% x 80% 78% 67% 67% 63% 72% 55% 60% 57% 

D-DB 82% 80% 82% 80% 80% x 87% 70% 70% 66% 74% 54% 62% 60% 

D-JZ 81% 78% 81% 83% 78% 87% x 73% 70% 66% 78% 56% 63% 59% 

D-LJ 64% 66% 65% 70% 67% 70% 73% x 76% 77% 73% 56% 60% 59% 

D-CD 66% 68% 66% 74% 67% 70% 70% 76% x 83% 76% 53% 59% 55% 

D-RB 63% 65% 62% 67% 63% 66% 66% 77% 83% x 74% 54% 58% 56% 

H-GQ 73% 74% 73% 66% 72% 74% 78% 73% 76% 74% x 69% 68% 66% 

G-EK 53% 56% 55% 58% 55% 54% 56% 56% 53% 54% 69% x 80% 80% 

P-BW 61% 63% 64% 52% 60% 62% 63% 60% 59% 58% 68% 80% x 74% 

P-MZ 56% 60% 58% 52% 57% 60% 59% 59% 55% 56% 66% 80% 74% x 
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 As can be seen in Table 3.1, east-central and south-regional varieties have higher 

lexical similarity with each other than they do with north-regional varieties. Section 3.3 

and §4.4 provides discussion on how high lexical similarity between the south-regional 

and east-central varieties should be interpreted. As §§3.4-3.5 illuminate, south-regional, 

east-central, and north-regional varieties also have generally higher region-internal 

lexical similarity than region-external. High region-internal lexical similarity could be 

evidence to support a Sprachbund hypothesis within the respective southern and northern 

regions. The following sections will discuss further the south-regional (§3.3), east-central 

(§3.4), and north-regional results (§3.5).  

3.3 South-regional comparisons 

The results of a selection of south-regional rGyalrongic varieties compared to a 

representative selection from the rest of the rGyalrongic regions can be seen in Table 3.2. 

When compared with the south-regional varieties, east-central rGyalrongic varieties D-

DB (see Table 3.1), and D-JZ fall between 78-83%. The results of the lexical comparison 

of southern and east-central regions would not lead to a safe prediction of low 

intelligibility. However, as will be discussed further in §§4.2-4.4, intelligibility testing 

between the east-central region and southern region is indicative of low inherent 

intelligibility between the two regions despite moderately higher lexical similarity 

percentages.  

The north-regional rGyalrongic varieties are generally less than 70% lexically 

similar with south-regional rGyalrongic (except for P-BX compared with D-CD at 74%). 

West-regional H-GQ shares between 66-74% core lexical similarity with south-regional 

varieties. These numbers usually indicate the presence of low inherent intelligibility 
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between language varieties. Nevertheless, it must be restated that there is no direct 

causation between core lexical similarity and intelligibility.  

It should also be noted that south-regional rGyalrongic core lexical similarity is 

much higher region internally than with the northern and western regions. However, core 

lexical similarity percentages between the southern and east-central regions are close to 

the southern regional internal percentages. D-BJ compared with D-TQ, D-JKJ, and P-BX 

is 89%, 88% and 87% lexically similar, respectively. On the other end of the spectrum is 

D-BD, which has compared percentages similar to the east-central region variety D-JZ. 

Further lexical comparison of D-BJ, D-TQ, D-JKJ, and P-BX, in Table 3.2, coupled with 

RTT test results (in §4.1) provides evidence for a possible dialect continuum within the 

south-regional rGyalrongic varieties as suggested in §6. 

3.4 East-central comparisons 

As seen in Table 3.1, east-central regional varieties share higher lexical similarity 

region-internally than region-externally. Close contenders, with sometimes overlapping 

lexical similarity results, are the southern region lects. Adjusting to a marginally 

acceptable 70% threshold, as I later argue for in §4.4, suggests low shared intelligibility 

with most of the north-regional varieties. 70% lexical similarity is suggested as a 

threshold for predicting low intelligibility based on studies that consistently found low 

intelligibility between language varieties that share 70% or less lexical similarity in core 

vocabulary. Evidence from this current study confirms this as does evidence found in 

studies done by Allen (2007: 26), Casad (1987), and Pelkey (2011: 130).    
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Table 3.2 Core lexical comparison for south-regional rGyalrongic varieties 

Other rGyalrongic regions 

 South-Regional rGyalrongic East-
central North-Regional West-Regional 
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 D-BJ D-TQ D-JKJ P-BX D-BD D-JZ D-LJ D-CD D-RB H-GQ G-EK P-MZ 

D-BJ x 89% 88% 87% 83% 81% 64% 66% 63% 73% 53% 56% 

D-TQ 89% x 84% 85% 83% 78% 66% 68% 65% 74% 56% 60% 

D-JKJ 88% 84% x 82% 79% 81% 65% 66% 62% 73% 55% 58% 

P-BX 87% 85% 82% x 80% 83% 70% 74% 67% 66% 58% 52% 

D-BD 83% 83% 79% 80% x 78% 67% 67% 63% 72% 55% 57% 

D-JZ 81% 78% 81% 83% 78% x 73% 70% 66% 78% 56% 59% 

D-LJ 64% 66% 65% 70% 67% 73% x 76% 77% 73% 56% 59% 

D-CD 66% 68% 66% 74% 67% 70% 76% x 83% 76% 53% 55% 

D-RB 63% 65% 62% 67% 63% 66% 77% 83% x 74% 54% 56% 

H-GQ 73% 74% 73% 66% 72% 78% 73% 76% 74% x 69% 66% 

G-EK 53% 56% 55% 58% 55% 56% 56% 53% 54% 69% x 80% 

P-MZ 56% 60% 58% 52% 57% 59% 59% 55% 56% 66% 80% x 
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3.5 North-regional comparisons 

A selection of north-regional rGyalrongic varieties compared with a selection of 

rGyalrongic varieties representing the other rGyalrongic regions is given in Table 3.3. 

The north region-internal lexical similarity percentages are only slightly higher than 

percentages shared with east-central regional varieties and with H-GQ. For example, D-

CD compares at 76% lexically similar with both D-LJ and H-GQ (Lavrung). D-RB is 

77% lexically similar with D-LJ and 74% similar with H-GQ. D-CD and D-RB are 83% 

lexically similar.  

Further distinctions can be made within the north-regional varieties. D-DZ and D-

LJ, both considered Japhug by Xiàng (2008), are 80% lexically similar; however D-DZ 

and D-RB are only 69% lexically similar. Using a 70% threshold—reasons for which are 

discussed in §4.4—we can predict low intelligibility between D-DZ and D-RB. 

3.6 Summary of core lexical comparisons 

To summarize, using a 60% or lower threshold of lexical similarity to indicate the likely 

presence of low inherent intelligibility we can only predict that some west-regional 

varieties (e.g., P-BW and P-MZ) will not share adequate intelligibility with the other 

rGyalrongic regional varieties. However, evidence from intelligibility testing between the 

southern and east-central regions and evidence in studies done by Allen (2007: 26), 

Casad (1987), and Pelkey (2011: 130) suggest that 70% or less core lexical similarity (as 

argued in §4.4) is a reasonable threshold for predicting low inherent intelligibility.  
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Table 3.3. Core lexical comparison for north-regional rGyalrongic varieties

North-Regional East-Central 
Regional Other rGyalrongic regions 
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D-LJ D-CD D-RB D-JZ D-DB H-GQ P-BX D-BJ D-TQ D-JKJ D-BD G-EK P-BW P-MZ 

D-LJ x 76% 77% 73% 70% 73% 70% 64% 66% 65% 67% 56% 60% 59% 

D-CD 76% x 83% 70% 70% 76% 74% 66% 68% 66% 67% 53% 59% 55% 

D-RB 77% 83% x 66% 66% 74% 67% 63% 65% 62% 63% 54% 58% 56% 

D-JZ 73% 70% 66% x 87% 78% 83% 81% 78% 81% 78% 56% 63% 59% 

D-DB 70% 70% 66% 87% x 74% 80% 82% 80% 82% 80% 54% 62% 60% 

H-GQ 73% 76% 74% 78% 74% x 66% 73% 74% 73% 72% 69% 68% 66% 

P-BX 70% 74% 67% 83% 80% 66% x 87% 85% 82% 80% 58% 52% 52% 

D-BJ 64% 66% 63% 81% 82% 73% 87% x 89% 88% 83% 53% 61% 56% 

D-TQ 66% 68% 65% 78% 80% 74% 85% 89% x 84% 83% 56% 63% 60% 

D-JKJ 65% 66% 62% 81% 82% 73% 82% 88% 84% x 79% 55% 64% 58% 

D-BD 67% 67% 63% 78% 80% 72% 80% 83% 83% 79% x 55% 60% 57% 

G-EK 56% 53% 54% 56% 54% 69% 58% 53% 56% 55% 55% x 80% 80% 

P-BW 60% 59% 58% 63% 62% 68% 52% 61% 63% 64% 60% 80% x 74% 

P-MZ 59% 55% 56% 59% 60% 66% 52% 56% 60% 58% 57% 80% 74% x 
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A synopsis of regional representative lects that were compared and had less than 

70% core lexical similarity is presented in Table 3.4. Cells with ‘-’ among columns D-

CD, D-LJ, and D-RB are over 70%; cells with ‘-’ among G-EK are not compared.  

Table 3.4. >70% core lexical similarity among select rGyalrongic language varieties 

  North-regional West-regional 
  D-CD D-LJ D-RB G-EK 

P-BD >70% >70% >69% >60% 
D-BM >70% - >69% >60% 
D-CL >70% >70% >69% >60% 
D-JMB >70% >70% >69% >60% 
D-JWL >70% >70% >69% >60% 
D-JCD >70% >70% >69% >60% 
D-JDS >70% >70% >69% >60% 
D-JHD >70% >70% >69% >60% 
D-JJM >70% >70% >69% >60% 
P-JJM >70% >70% >62-66% >60% 
D-JMN >70% >70% >62-66% >60% 
D-BD >70% >70% >62-66% >60% 
D-BJ >70% >70% >62-66% >60% 
P-BJ - >70% >65-66% >60% 
D-TQ >70% >70% >62-66% >60% 
P-TQ - >70% >65-66% 62% 
P-BX - >70% >65-66% >60% 
D-XG >70% >70% >62-66% >60% 
D-HN >70% >70% >62-66% >60% 
D-BD >70% >70% >62-66% >60% 
D-FB >70% >70% >62-66% >60% 
D-JS >70% >70% >62-66% >60% 
D-MP >70% >70% >62-66% >60% 
D-DW >70% >70% >62-66% >60% 
D-JKJ >70% >70% >62-66% >60% 
D-JMR >70% >70% >62-66% >60% 

South-
regional 

D-JSJ >70% >70% >62-66% >60% 
D-BAI >70% >70% >65-66% >60% 
D-DB >70% >70% >62-66% >60% 
D-SM >70% >70% >62-66% >60% 
D-ML - >70% >69% >60% 
D-BZ - >70% >69% >60% 
D-SG - >70% >69% >60% 
D-ZJ - >70% >62-66% >60% 

East-central 

D-JZ - - >62-66% >60% 
P-LJ - - >68% >60% North-

regional D-DZ - - >69% >60% 
H-GQ - - - >69% West-

regional Y-YL - - - >69% 
 

The results of the core lexical comparisons are supporting evidence for predicting 

possible language divisions as presented in Table 3.5, below. In Table 3.5, below, ‘x’ 
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indicates ‘supporting evidence for a probable language division’ previously unrecognized 

by the Ethnologue (Lewis 2009). Thus, ‘x’ can be interpreted as ‘lect____ is unlikely to 

belong to the same language as lect_____’ (e.g., P-BD is unlikely to belong to the same 

language as D-CD). 

Table 3.5. Supporting evidence for probable rGyalrongic language divisions based on 
core lexical comparisons 
 

  North-regional West-regional 
  D-CD D-LJ D-RB G-EK 

P-BD x x x  
D-BM x  x  
D-CL x x x  
D-JMB x x x  
D-JWL x x x  
D-JCD x x x  
D-JDS x x x  
D-JHD x x x  
D-JJM x x x  
P-JJM x x x  
D-JMN x x x  
D-BD x x x  
D-BJ x x x  
P-BJ  x x  
D-TQ x x x  
P-TQ  x x  
P-BX  x x  
D-XG x x x  
D-HN x x x  
D-BD x x x  
D-FB x x x  
D-JS x x x  
D-MP x x x  
D-DW x x x  
D-JKJ x x x  
D-JMR x x x  

South-
regional 

D-JSJ x x x  
D-BAI x x x  
D-DB x x x  
D-SM x x x  
D-ML  x x  
D-BZ  x x  
D-SG  x x  
D-ZJ  x x  

East-central 

D-JZ   x  
P-LJ   x  North-

regional D-DZ   x  
H-GQ    x West-

regional Y-YL    x 
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Table 3.5 is restated below in (3.1): 
 
(3.1) Restatement of supporting evidence for probable rGyalrongic language divisions 
based on core lexical comparisons 
 

a. EK is unlikely to belong to the same language as GQ and YL (both a.k.a. 
Lavrung).  

b. CD is unlikely to belong to the same language as BD, BJ, TQ, XG, HN, FB, CL, 
JS, MP, DW, JKJ, JMR, JSJ, JWL, JCD, JDS, JHD, JJM, JMB, JMN, BAI, DB, 
and SM. All data points a.k.a. rGyalrong in (Lewis 2009). CD belongs to the 
North-Western dialect of Northern rGyalrong according to Prins (2011: 23-24) 
and the Sidaba dialect of rGyalrong Proper according to J. Sun (2000a).  

c. LJ is unlikely to belong to the same language as RB, BX, BZ, BD, BJ, TQ, XG, 
HN, FB, CL, JS, MP, ML, DW, JKJ, JMR, JSJ, JWL, JCD, JDS, JHD, JJM, JMB, 
JMN, BAI, DB, SG, SM, and ZJ. All data points a.k.a. rGyalrong in (Lewis 
2009). LJ belongs to the North-Eastern dialect of Northern rGyalrong according 
to Prins (2011: 23-24) and the Chabao dialect of rGyalrong Proper according to J. 
Sun (2000a). RB belongs to the North-Western dialect of Northern rGyalrong 
according to Prins (2011: 23-24) and the Sidaba dialect of rGyalrong Proper 
according to J. Sun (2000a).43 

d. RB is unlikely to belong to the same language as LJ, BAI, BZ, BD, BJ, BX, CL, 
DB, DW, DZ, TQ, XG, HN, FB, JS, MP, ML, JKJ, JMR, JSJ, JWL, JCD, JDS, 
JHD, JJM, JMB, JMN, SM, JZ, SG, and ZJ. All data points a.k.a. rGyalrong in 
(Lewis 2009). LJ belongs to the North-Eastern dialect of Northern rGyalrong 
according to Prins (2011: 23-24) and the Chabao dialect of rGyalrong Proper 
according to J. Sun (2000a). RB belongs to the North-Western dialect of Northern 
rGyalrong according to Prins (2011: 23-24) and the Sidaba dialect of rGyalrong 
Proper according to J. Sun (2000a). 

 
The results of the core lexical comparisons given in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 also 

correlate well with speaker perceptions as well as significant synchronic differences in 

phonology and morphosyntax as is discussed in §5. From the results in Tables 3.1, 3.4, 

and Table 3.5 we still cannot predict the presupposed synchronic relationship between 

CD and LJ and between CD and RB, nor can we predict the presupposed synchronic 

                                                 

43 There is a caveat to the core lexical comparisons between LJ and RB. Comparing wordlists from D-LJ 
and D-RB, LJ and RB are 77% lexically similar (see §3.5, Table 3.3). However, comparing wordlists from 
P-LJ and D-RB, LJ and RB are 68% lexically similarity (see §3.6, Table 3.4). I have not fully researched 
the reasons for why there is such a discrepancy between these results.  
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relationship between the east-central and southern regions. We will need to investigate 

through other methods to understand the synchronic relationships between the southern 

and east-central regions (see §§4-5). 
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4. Recorded text testing 

 
The previous chapter (§3) explored core lexical comparisons between representative lects 

from each of the rGyalrongic regions. It was discussed in §§3.3-3.4 that we cannot 

predict low intelligibility between the south-regional and east-central rGyalrongic 

varieties based on the results of the core lexical comparisons presented in Tables 3.1 and 

3.2. In this chapter (§4), I will discuss intelligibility assessment conducted in the east-

central and southern regions. The recorded text test (RTT) was the methodology used for 

assessing intelligibility (see §2.3.2). Results from RTT testing in the southern region are 

given in §4.1 and results from RTT testing in the east-central region are given in §4.2. 

Section §4.3 summarizes and compares the RTT test results in both the southern and east-

central regions. Section §4.4 compares results from RTT tests and core lexical 

comparisons. 

 Due to time constraints, so far only two oral texts—representing one lect from 

the southern region (henceforth BJ RTT) and one lect from the east-central region 

(henceforth JZ RTT)—have been developed for intelligibility testing (see §1.4.8; §2.2.2). 

Both of these were pilot tested as discussed in §2.3.2. It is hoped that many more texts 

will be developed into RTT tests and used in the future. For the western region, it was not 

deemed necessary to test against the northern, east-central, and southern zones, since 

lexical similarity was sufficiently low, except for Lavrung. For Lavrung, internal and 

intelligibility testing is necessary to determine intelligibility levels, but from previous 

research by Huáng (2001, 2007), J. Sun (2000a & b), and from anecdotal information 

concerning perceptions of intelligibility it is safe to conclude that Lavrung is a distinct 

language even without Lavrung-external testing. Within the rest of the western region, 
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extensive internal intelligibility testing will be needed to help confirm or falsify the 

hypothesis of four unique languages proposed by Suzuki: Puxi (a.k.a. 

Shangzhai/sTodsde), sTau, Geshitsa, and Nyagrong-Minyag (2012: 35-36). The RTT 

results from the southern and east-central regions reveal that there may be little need to 

test the northern region against the east-central and southern regions respectively; 

although for completeness it may be wise to carry out the already developed east-central 

regional test in the northern region. Within the northern and southern regions, however, 

extensive internal intelligibility testing is a priority.  

Intelligibility is far more complex than any one test can reveal due to the fact that 

intelligibility is connected with a number of variable factors. In addition, the tool used for 

testing intelligibility in this study (RTT) is limited in that it cannot factor out variables 

such as nervousness and memory loss (see §2.3.2 for RTT methodology). Following 

Pelkey (2011), scores from RTT tests will not be represented in terms of “quantitative 

certainty,” but rather as qualitative indicators of gradient intelligibility levels (Pelkey 

2011: 128). Thus, scores represented herein are scalar averages—0 representing the 

lowest and 100 representing the highest—and will be coupled with qualitative terms such 

as low (60 and below), high (85 and above), and marginal (60-85). To help interpretation 

of the scores, I will also occasionally discuss the social strata of the participants. In 

addition, I will discuss where there is evidence of contact-based vs. inherent 

intelligibility.   

The JZ RTT was tested in 9 locations; 6 south-regional locations and 3 east-

central locations. The BJ RTT was tested in 7 locations; 4 south-regional locations and 3 

east-central regional township locations. Normally about 30 people were tested, both 
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male and female. Table 4.1 displays the RTT test locations with corresponding map 

numbers (see Map 4). 

Table 4.1. RTT test locations 
 

Map #s County Township Village/Location Region Abbreviation 

50 Mǎ’ěrkāng Dǎngbà Dìlāqiū  East-central DB 

51 Jīnchuān Kǎlājiǎo Township seat Southern JKJ 

52 Dānbā Bādǐ Township seat  Southern BD 

53 Dānbā Bādǐ Shenluo Southern BD 

54 Dānbā Tàipíngqiáo Nàbā  Southern TQ 

55 Dānbā Tàipíngqiáo Dānzā Southern TQ 

56 Xiǎojīn Mùpō Dēngqīng  Southern XJ 

47 Xiǎojīn Bājiǎo BājiǎoValley Southern XJ 

48 Xiǎojīn Wòrì Township seat Southern XJ 

40 Lǐ Mǐyàluó Township seat East-central ML 

41b Hēishuǐ Sháshíduō Jiǎzú  East-central SD 

near 41a&b Hēishuǐ Sháshíduō Xiàxīdǐ East-central SD 

near 41a&b Hēishuǐ Sháshíduō Shàngxīdǐ East-central SD 

42 Bǎoxìng Bǎoxìng Zégēn Southern BX 

57 Bǎoxìng Bǎoxìng Kārì   Southern BX 

58 Lǐ/Lis Xiàmèng Bāndá Southern XM 

46 Lǐ/Lis Xiàmèng Township seat  Southern XM 

 

As can be seen in Table 4.1, three townships Bājiǎo, Mùpō, and Wòrì are 

considered for our purposes as one location (XJ). XJ was the location of the hometown 

panel pretesting for the BJ RTT. Conducting the hometown panel pretesting in these 

locations provides strong supporting evidence that BJ, MP, and WR are all share high 
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intelligibility. The hometown panel pretesting for the JZ RTT was administered in JZ, 

SG, and ZJ among speakers of JZ, BAI, SG, SM, BZ, and ZJ. Conducting the hometown 

panel pretesting in these locations provides strong supporting evidence that JZ, SG, SM, 

BZ, and ZJ are all share high intelligibility. In all other testing locations (DB, JKJ, BD, 

TQ, ML, SD, BX, and XM) participants were not screened by village but rather by 

township. Potential participants had to be born and raised in a village from the township 

where the RTT testing was being administered in order to qualify as participants of that 

township. For example, for BD, a qualifying test participant needed to have been born 

and raised in a village of BD. Informal perceptual dialectological research conducted by 

Steve Penner, Marielle Prins, and myself provided evidence that rGyalrong test 

participants from any village of DB, JKJ, BD, TQ, ML, SD, BX, and XM could represent 

the whole respective township. Thus, the testing locations given in Table 4.1 do not 

account for all of the villages that the participants are from, but rather the location that 

the RTT was administered. With the exception of the township seats, the majority of the 

test participants tended to be from the village in which the testing was administered.   

4.1 South-regional results 

The JZ RTT (east-central region) was administered in 6 south-regional locations and the 

BJ RTT (southern region) was administered in 4 south-regional locations. Geographic 

distance was the basis for choosing the RTT testing locations. The RTT testing locations 

were selected in order to give a broad geographic representation of the southern and east-

central regions. All five counties that are in the southern region are represented. Two 

locations were chosen for Dānbā/Rong-brag County, TQ, and BD, since anecdotal 

information suggested that there may be a language boundary between BD and TQ. Three 
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of the four counties in the east-central region are represented. Hóngyuán/Hong-yon 

County was not chosen as a testing location since only a few east-central rGyalrongic 

speaking families live in Hóngyuán/Hong-yon (Prins, pc. See also §6.2 and fn. 64). The 

results of this testing can be seen in Table 4.2 in which a colon is used to separate mean 

scores on the left from corresponding standard deviations on the right (e.g., 59:13 = mean 

score 59%; standard deviation 13%). An interpretation of high, low, and marginal 

intelligibility is noted with H, L, and M, respectively.  

Table 4.2. Summary of south-regional RTT results 

 JKJ BX TQ XJ XM BD 
JZ RTT results 59:13 L 43:10 L 40:13 L 36:14 L 39:13 L 29:11 L 
BJ RTT results 78:7 M - 82:9 M/H - 65:16 M/L 67:15 M/L 
# of Participants 30 21 30 30 30 30 

 

As indicated in the mean scores, JKJ, BX, TQ, XJ, XM, and BD can be 

considered as sharing low intelligibility with JZ. Among BX and BD the standard 

deviations indicate low inherent intelligibility and less contact than TQ, XJ, and XM. TQ, 

XJ, and XM can also be considered as having low inherent intelligibility, but more 

contact, and thus more contact-based intelligibility with east-central regional varieties 

due to geography, transportation, and economy. The pre- and post-RTT questionnaires 

indicate that RTT test participants, particularly men, from TQ, XJ, and XM tend to travel 

to or work in the east-central region more than participants from BD and BX. According 

to pre- and post-RTT questionnaires, BD participants had exceptionally negative 

language attitudes towards the JZ language variety (as discussed in §5.1.5). BX is not a 

common destination for rGyalrong from the east-central region. It is also common for 

rGyalrong from the east-central region to travel through and work in the entire southern 
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region, except for BX. A standard deviation of 13 reveals that there is also a moderately 

high level of contact between JKJ and east-central regional varieties, much the same as 

with TQ, XJ, and XM. There was only 1 participant who scored 91, 4 others who scored 

in the 70s and 5 others who scored 65-69. By removing the participants that scored 70 

and above the standard deviation drops to10, but the mean score only drops to 55. Thus, 

although there is probably some contact-based intelligibility, as may be inferred by those 

who scored high, JKJ may have more inherent intelligibility with JZ than the other south-

regional varieties have with JZ. 

 The results of the BJ RTT in the south indicate a marginal amount of 

intelligibility in most locations. Only TQ can be considered to have a high level of 

inherent intelligibility with BJ. From the test results we may infer that JKJ shares 

marginal-to-high intelligibility with BJ. The BJ RTT still scores higher than JZ RTT in 

XM and BD, but the standard deviations, 16 and 15 respectively could indicate contact-

based intelligibility. In BD contact-based intelligibility of BJ may be the result of contact 

in Dānbā/Rong-brag County Town, which is a major trade center for rGyalrong from BD 

and XJ. About a quarter of BJ RTT test participants in XM indicated that they had travel 

frequently to XJ or had spent more than 10 days in XJ.  

4.2 East-central results 

The JZ and BJ RTTs were administered in three east-central regional locations. The mean 

scores separated by a colon from corresponding standard deviations (e.g., 86:8) are 

presented in Table 4.3. An interpretation of high, low, and marginal intelligibility is noted 

with H, L, and M, respectively.  
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Table 4.3. Summary of east-central RTT results 

 DB ML SD 
JZ RTT results 86:8 H 70:7 M 53:12 L 
BJ RTT results 73:12 M 78:7 M 40:17 L 
# of Participants 32 7 30 
 

 In the east-central region, the results of the JZ RTT in SD are comparable with the 

results in JKJ. Both SD and JKJ scored low with the JZ RTT, and yet score higher than 

any other south-regional locations tested. The standard deviation in SD, also like that of 

JKJ, indicate most likely that the scores correspond with inherent intelligibility. ML may 

be evaluated as having ‘marginal inherent intelligibility’ with JZ from the JZ RTT results, 

but more participants should be tested to cross-check these results. Finally, DB should be 

considered as having high intelligibility of JZ.  

 The BJ RTT reveals low intelligibility in SD. The high standard deviation (17) 

indicates that the scores of the participants who did score high are indications of contact-

based intelligibility. Both DB and ML should be evaluated as having ‘marginal inherent 

intelligibility’ with BJ from the BJ RTT results.   

4.3 Summary of RTT test results 

A comprehensive summary of all the RTT results in the southern and east-central regions 

are given in Table 4.4. Where number of participants differs for each RTT test, the first 

number corresponds to the JZ RTT and the second number corresponds to the BJ RTT 

separated by a slash (e.g., 32/30). Bear in mind that “many (if not most) speakers of 

rGyalrong languages are bilingual in another rGyalrong language, so that real 

intelligibility might be lower than what the results indicate” (Jacques, pc).  
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Table 4.4. Comprehensive summary of RTT results 

 East-central region Southern region 

 DB ML SD JKJ BX TQ XJ XM BD 

JZ RTT 
results 

86:8 
H 

70:7 
M 

53:12 
L 

59:13 
L 

43:10 
L 

40:13 
L 

36:14 
L 

39:13 
L 

29:11 
L 

BJ RTT 
results 

73:12 
M 

78:7 
M 

40:17 
L 

78:7 
M - 82:9  

M/H - 65:16 
M/L 

67:15 
 M/L 

# of 
Participants 

32/30 7 30 30 21 31/30 30 30 30 

 

In summary, JZ RTT test results in all south-regional testing locations can be given 

‘low inherent intelligibility’ evaluations. BJ RTT test results in the southern region can be 

given inherent intelligibility evaluations of ‘marginal’ (JKJ), ‘marginal-to-low’ (BD, 

XM), and ‘marginal-to-high’ (TQ). The JZ RTT test results in the east-central lect DB 

can be evaluated as ‘high inherent intelligibility’; however, the BJ RTT test results in DB 

should be interpreted as ‘marginal inherent intelligibility’. Both the JZ and BJ RTT tests 

results in another east-central lect (SD) can be given evaluations of ‘low inherent 

intelligibility’, but in the south-regional lect ML can be evaluated as ‘marginal inherent 

intelligibility’.  

Regarding directionality, the results of the south-regional BJ RTT in the east-

central region have higher intelligibility evaluations than the results east-central regional 

JZ RTT in the southern region. This implies that east-central variety speakers can 

understand south-regional variety speakers better than south-regional variety speakers 

can understand east-central variety speakers. A probable reason for this trend in 

intelligibility directionality may be due to the importance of Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams Town, 

prefectural seat of Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture. Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams Town is located in the 

heartland of the east-central region, with a majority of its population speaking east-
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central regional rGyalrongic varieties. However, since Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams Town is the 

prefectural seat of Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture, it is also the center for politics, education, and 

trade for all of Ābà/rNga-ba Prefecture. People from all over Ābà/rNga-ba come to  

Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams Town to find a job, conduct business, or get further education. 

Thus, people from all over the southern rGyalrongic region come to  Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-

kams Town, more so than people from the east-central region will go to the southern 

region.  

 The results of the JZ RTT gives strong supporting evidence that south-regional 

XJ, JKJ, BX, TQ, XM, BD, and SD does not belong to the same language as east-central 

JZ. By extension these results are also indicative that east-central BAI, SG, SM, and ZJ 

does not belong to the same language as south-regional XJ, JKJ, BX, TQ, XM, BD, and 

SD since BAI, SG, SM, and ZJ were all part of the JZ RTT hometown panel pretesting. 

From the east-central JZ RTT results there is strong supporting evidence that DB does 

belong to the same language as east-central JZ, BAI, SG, SM, and ZJ. The results of the 

south-regional BJ RTT gives strong supporting evidence that TQ belongs to the same 

language as BJ (and by extension all of XJ). In addition, the results of the south-regional 

BJ RTT gives strong supporting evidence that east-central SD does not belong to the 

same language as BJ. However, there is not adequate evidence from the south-regional 

BJ RTT results to claim that east-central DB and ML and south-regional JKJ, XM, BD, 

all belong to the same language as BJ. In §5, we will revisit south-regional JKJ, XM, and 

BD and their neighboring lects in order to investigate their synchronic language 

relationships and dialectology. Before moving on to examine further research I will 
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compare the intelligibility assessment results discussed in this chapter with the core 

lexical comparisons discussed in §3.   

4.4 Intelligibility and core lexical comparisons 

The purpose of this subsection is twofold. Firstly, I wish to use examples from §3 and 

§§4.1-4.3 to affirm the claim that lexical comparisons cannot be used to make positive 

claims about intelligibility. Secondly, I wish to affirm that there is a strong correlation 

between low lexical similarity and low intelligibility, although this relationship is not 

causal. I will also suggest that 70% core lexical similarity is a reasonable threshold to 

predict low intelligibility between rGyalrongic lects.  

Intelligibility testing between east-central and south-regional lects reveal that 

there is very low inherent intelligibility between the two regions (see §§3.1-3.4). Table 

4.5 combines the JZ RTT results with the results of corresponding JZ core lexical 

comparisons.  

Table 4.5. JZ RTT compared with lexical comparison 

 East-central South-regional 

 DB ML SD JKJ BX TQ XJ XM BD 

RTT 
results 

86 H 70 M 53 L 59 L 43 L 40 L 36 L 39 L 29 L 

Lexical 
comp 87% 86% 84% 81% 83% 78% 81%  -  78%  

As may be seen from these results in Table 4.5, south-regional rGyalrongic lects 

JKJ, BX, TQ, XJ, XM, and BD all score too low to confirm adequate intelligibility, 

despite having high lexical comparison percentages that range from 78%-83%. East-

central regional rGyalrongic lect SD also scores far too low for adequate intelligibility 
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despite its high lexical similarity of 84%. East-central regional lects ML and DB, having 

only slightly higher lexical similarity than SD and BX have higher intelligibility results. 

BX has 83% lexical similarity with JZ and DB has 87% lexical similarity with JZ—only 

a 4% difference. However, BX has low intelligibility with JZ and DB has high 

intelligibility with JZ. 

A generalization can be made for rGyalrongic varieties concerning the correlation 

of >70% lexical similarity and negative intelligibility. rGyalrongic varieties with lexical 

similarity of 86% or lower also have inadequate inherent intelligibility. This can be seen 

in Table 4.6 where the darker fields have inadequate intelligibility with JZ.  

Table 4.6. JZ core lexical comparison 

East-regional South-regional North-regional West-regional 

D-SG 90% D-JWL 84% D-CL 81% D-LJ 73% H-GQ 78% 

D-ZJ 90% D-JMR 83% D-XG 80% D-CD 70% Y-YL 76% 

D-BAI 89% D-JSJ 83% D-JMN 80% D-RB 66% P-MEZ 75% 

D-BZ 89% D-JCD 83% D-FB 79%   D-KR 67% 

D-DB 87% D-JHD 83% D-JMB 79%   P-DS 66% 

D-ML 86% D-JJM 83% D-BD 78%   P-BW 63% 

D-HS 84% D-JS 82% D-TQ 78%   P-BE 62% 

  D-MP 82% D-HN 78%   D-BE 60% 

  D-JDS 81% D-DW 78%   P-MZ 59% 

  D-JKJ 81%    D-DD 59% 

  D-BJ 81%    D-BW 59% 

  D-BM 81%    G-EK 56% 
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As mentioned §2.2.2.1, one of the reasons for the discrepancy between lexical 

similarity and intelligibility testing may be morphological complexity. rGyalrongic 

languages are morphologically rich, and thus comparing lexical roots will not reveal 

morphological dissimilarities, which is probably one factor that causes major barriers for 

intelligibility. This reason and the results of east-central and south-regional comparison 

gives rise to the notion that 70% or fewer cognates is a conservative place to predict 

inadequate intelligibility between rGyalrongic lects. Evidence found in these sources also 

suggest this: Allen (2007: 26), Casad (1987), and Pelkey (2011: 130). However, less than 

60% core lexical similarity is still the most widely demonstrated cross-linguistic 

correlation with low intelligibility. 
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5. Integration of linguistic and interdisciplinary criteria 

Because the task of defining languages and dialects is by nature implicated in factors 

outside the realm of linguistics, as discussed in §2.1, it is imperative that this present 

study integrate interdisciplinary criteria along with linguistic criteria. In §§3-4, above, I 

have examined some linguistic and sociolinguistic criteria for language definitions within 

rGyalrongic, primarily in the east-central, northern, and southern regions. In this chapter 

(primarily §§5.1.1-5.1.6 and §5.2.1) we will venture outside the field of linguistics and 

allow voices from history and anthropology to speak into our study. However, I will also 

briefly discuss linguistic variation found within the northern rGyalrongic region in §5.2.2. 

Section 5.1 focuses on perceptual and social dynamics at the intersection of identity, 

history, and language variation in the southern and east-central rGyalrongic regions. 

Section 5.2 focuses on these same dynamics in north-regional rGyalrongic.  

5.1 Identity, history, and perceptual dialectology in the southern and east-central 

rGyalrongic regions 

It is impossible to discuss identity without also discussing known history. Thus, the 

following subsections will integrate ethnolinguistic identity with what we know about 

formative historical events in the southern and east-central rGyalrongic regions, namely 

the tǔsī system (discussed in §5.1.1) and the Jīnchuān/Chu-chen wars (discussed in 
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§5.1.2).44 The impact of the tǔsī system and Jīnchuān/Chu-chen wars on language and 

identity in the southern rGyalrongic region will be discussed primarily in §§5.1.3-5.1.6. 

Since ‘rGyalrong’ is an ethnonym that all speakers of rGyalrongic varieties in east-

central and southern regions identify with, it is not discussed below. Zàngzú 藏族 

(Tibetan nationality) is a Chinese exoethnonym that all speakers of rGyalrongic varieties 

in the east-central and southern regions identify with also. The following subsection 

(§5.1.1) will discuss how the rGyalrong tǔsī system has affected rGyalrong identity.   

5.1.1 The sì tǔsī 四土司 (‘four kings’) 

During the Mongolian domination of China in the Yuán dynasty (1279-1368) a system of 

bureaucratic rule was established that employed local ‘kings’ or tǔsī 土司 in what was 

called the tǔsī zhìdù 土司制度 or ‘native chieftain system’ to preside over a given 

principality, keep the peace, and pay taxes to the imperial government in Běijīng 

(Theobald 2010: 30). The tǔsī system is somewhat analogous with the way the Roman 

emperor Caesar Augustus dealt with newly acquired territories; using “native client-

kings,” such as Herod the Great in Judaea, “local rulers who knew their own people and 

how to control them but who could in turn be controlled by Rome” (Moffett 1998: 8). 

Each tǔsī was “assigned imperial ranks, titles, and posts to rule their respective areas and 

peoples and imperial states seldom intervened in the internal affairs as long as there were 

no large rebellions” (B. Yang 2008). During the Míng (1368-1644) and Qīng (1644-

1911) dynasties, the tǔsī system developed into 18 principalities in the rGyalrong region, 

                                                 

44 The concept of tǔsī was briefly introduced in §1, p. 3 and fn. 6.  
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each principality having its own tǔsī. Among the 18 principalities, four seemed to 

interrelate closer to each other than they did with the other 14, perhaps because of 

marriage alliances and their ability to avoid most of the turmoil of the Jīnchuān/Chu-chen 

wars.45 These four principalities were part of the east-central rGyalrongic region—

located in Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County’s Suōmò/So-mang (SM), Zhuókèjī/lCog.rtse 

(ZJ), Sōnggǎng/rDzong-'gag (SG), and Dǎngbà/Dam-pa (DB). SM, ZJ, SG, and DB 

became known as Sìtǔ 四土 which means ‘the four tǔsī’ (sì 四 = four, tǔ土 = tǔsī, kings).  

The word Sìtǔ gradually became integrated into the lexicon of the language 

varieties spoken in SM, ZJ, SG, and DB as a glossonym since the language varieties in 

SM, ZJ, SG, and DB all shared high intelligibility. Surrounding villages in today’s 

southern Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County in JZ, BAI, BZ, and Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams Town, 

and Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County’s JJM, also adopted the glossonym ‘Situ’ (J. Sun 2000a: 

163).46 To this day, Situ is used as a glossonym in the previously mentioned locations. 

There is high intelligibility between speakers of lects spoken in SM, ZJ, SG, DB, JZ, 

BAI, BZ, JJM, and Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams Town (see §4). The villages in and around SM, 

ZJ, SG, DB, JZ, BAI, BZ, JJM, and Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams Town are referred to as the 

‘Situ region’ (J. Sun 2000a: 163).  

Perhaps due to marriage patterns, migration and other forms of contact, some 

rGyalrong in parts of northern Jīnchuān/Chu-chen, Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha, and Lǐ/Lis 

                                                 

45 These four tǔsī did ally together and sent troops to help fight the Jīnchuān tǔsī (see §5.1.2).   
46 I choose to not include the Mandarin Chinese tone markers here since this word is now a part of the 
lexicon of rGyalrongic varieties in the east-central region.  
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Counties have also adopted this glossonym. However, rGyalrong in Jīnchuān/Chu-chen, 

Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha, and Lǐ/Lis Counties do not use the glossonym ‘Situ’ as regularly and 

vigorously as in the rGyalrong in Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams. The word Situ, in the perception 

of many rGyalrong is still an exoglossonym. Most rGyalrong in the Situ region will refer 

to their own language as roŋbaska or kəɾuskʰa (and/or related allonyms). However, 

roŋbaska is a glossonym for many rGyalrongic varieties in all rGyalrongic regions. Often 

roŋbaska merely means a ‘non-Amdo Tibetan language variety’.47 In most Tibetan 

languages there is a distinction between brog-pa and rong-ba. Brog-pa are the nomads 

and rong-ba are the farmers. Speakers of north-regional rGyalrongic language varieties 

tend to use the term roŋba to refer to “speaker[s] of Situ rGyalrong” (Jacques, pc). 

Kəɾuskʰa is a glossonym used by many speakers of rGyalrongic language varieties 

spoken throughout the east-central, northern, and southern regions.48 Thus, Situ is the 

most distinctive glossonym for rGyalrongic varieties in the Situ region.  

5.1.2 The Jīnchuān/Chu-chen wars 

A series of events in history that have had a profound effect on the language varieties and 

identity of the southern and east-central rGyalrongic regions are the two Jīnchuān/Chu-

chen wars during the Qīng dynasty (1644-1911). These wars were part of the Emperor 

Qiánlóng’s (r. 1736-1795) program of securing the borders of the Qīng empire (Theobald 

                                                 

47 roŋba means ‘farmer’ in most Tibetan languages. Roŋwa is common allonym used by speakers of north-
regional rGyalrongic lects (Jacques 2004: 7). 
48 kəɾuskʰa means ‘Amdo Tibetan’ according to some rGyalrong (Tshe-dbang sGron-ma, pc). Jacques 
states that kəɾuskʰa simply means “non-Chinese speech,” which may not have been the case long ago (pc).  
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2010: 34). The Jīnchuān/Chu-chen wars were formative events that influenced Chinese 

political planning and relations with local ethnic groups for Sìchuān and Tibet lasting 

even to this day (see Dai 2009).  

The rise of the Chu-chen tǔsī (in today’s Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County) and the 

bTsanlha tǔsī (in today’s Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha County) in religious and political power 

probably started in the Míng dynasty (1368-1644); increasing in the 1730s and early 

1740s as the Chu-chen and bTsanlha tǔsī enjoyed self-autonomy due to the inaccessibility 

of their mountainous inhabitance (Theobald 2010: 39). Both Chuchen and bTsanlha are 

part of the southern rGyalrongic region. Historically, Chu-chen and bTsanlha were one 

location that was divided into two political entities in 1722 by the Qīng government in 

order to weaken their rulers (2010: 38). In 1723 Chu-chen and bTsanlha were given the 

names Greater Jīnchuān (Dàjīnchuān 大金川) and Lesser Jīnchuān (Xiǎojīnchuān 小金川) 

respectively. Chu-chen and bTsanlha were connected through marriage alliances and 

family relations.49 Prior to the first Jīnchuān/Chu-chen war, the Chu-chen, and bTsanlha 

tǔsī had menaced neighboring tǔsī by seizing territory that belonged to those neighboring 

tǔsī. The first Jīnchuān/Chu-chen war (1747-1749) was instigated by the tǔsī of Chu-chen 

in his desire to extend his power over the region, in particular over the regions controlled 

by the tǔsī of bTsanlha, Geshitsa (in today’s Dānbā/Rong-brag County), WR, and Zágǔ 

杂谷 (i.e., part of today’s Lǐ/Lis County).50 The Qīng government intervened in order to 

                                                 

49 The Shāluóbēn, meaning ‘king-priest’, who was the tǔsī  of Chuchen was the nephew of Zewang, the tǔsī 
of bTsanlha (Theobald 2010: 40).  
50 See Greatrex (1992) and Theobald (2010: 39-56) for more details of the war. The following are 
allograhic variants of Zágǔ 杂谷: Tsha kho (Nagano 1984), Dzagu (Theobald 2010), “Dzagunao 雜谷腦  
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punish the Chu-chen tǔsī’s recalcitrance (2010: 42). In the end, however, the tǔsī of Chu-

chen surrendered (2010: 55-56). The tǔsī of Chu-chen was merely slapped on the hand by 

the emperor and was made to return all the territory he had seized from surrounding tǔsī 

and swear to be peaceful.51 One of the strategies that the Qīng government used was an 

old policy of “attack Tibetans with Tibetans” (Theobald 2010: 42).52 It was fairly easy for 

the Qīng government to recruit troops to fight in the imperial army from the areas that the 

Chu-chen tǔsī had harassed in the southern and western rGyalrongic regions (e.g., 

bTsanlha, Geshitsa, BW, and Lǐ/Lis). Fighting between neighboring tǔsī was common 

not only prior to the Jīnchuān/Chu-chen wars but also during the interim between the two 

wars (1749-1771).  

The second Jīnchuān/Chu-chen war (1771-1776), was the result of many 

aggressive actions taken by Langkya and his son Sonom, tǔsī of Chu-chen, and 

Senggesang, tǔsī of bTsanlha. The escalated unrest caused Qiánlóng to once again send 

Qīng troops to stop the wayward tǔsī. This war was more costly, lengthy, and bloody than 

the first and in the end the Qīng government was the victor (see Dai 2009, Haenisch 

1934, Martin 1990, Mansier 1990, and Theobald 2010 for details on the second 

Jīnchuān/Chu-chen war). The result was a decimation of the region—as many as 20,000 

                                                                                                                                                 

[脑] (also written 雜谷鬧, simply Dzagu 雜谷, also called San Dzagu 三雜谷 modern Lixian)” (2010: 28).  
雜 is the full form Chinese character and 杂 is the simple form Chinese character.   
51 The Shāluóbēn’s surrender included other common conditions including to return captured troops and 
munitions and pay regular tributes to the Qīng government, etc. (for more details see Theobald 2010: 53-
54).  
52 yīfāngōngfān 一番攻番. 
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Chu-chen and bTsanlha rGyalrong were killed, including both soldiers and civilians 

(Theobald 2010: 85).53  

Chu-chen and bTsanlha were stripped of their tǔsī autonomy and were converted 

into sub-prefectures of Sìchuān Province. Sonom and the other rebel leaders of Chu-chen 

were executed by being slowly sliced into pieces while still alive before being swiftly 

beheaded (Theobald 2010: 84).54 The head of Senggesang of bTsanlha, who had died 

earlier in the war, was transported to Běijīng for the emperor to behold (2010: 84). In 

order to prevent any further rebellions, Qiánlóng set up five permanent military colonies 

(a.k.a. Wǔtún 五屯) in Màogōng 懋功, Fǔbiān 抚边, Zhānggǔ章谷, Chónghuà 崇化, and 

Suíjìng 绥靖.55 Qiánlóng also dispatched permanent military garrisons to Màogōng (XJ 

Town), FB, Chónghuà, Suíjìng, and Qìngnìng and he established military posts in 

Chóngdé 崇德 and JDS (2010: 404). Thousands of Chu-chen and bTsanlha people were 

relocated throughout the southern and east-central rGyalrongic regions.56 Some of these 

Chu-chen and bTsanlha people were relocated into the five military colonies (2010: 77, 

84-86, 404). In the bTsanlha territory, “The castles of Meno [Měinuò], Dimda, and Medu 

lamasery were razed to the ground…Meno [Měinuò] had been converted into a pure 

                                                 

53 Qiánlóng’s victory did not come without a price; as many as 30,000 Qīng soldiers died, including 
neighboring rGyalrong from other tǔsī who served as mercenaries in the Qīng army (2010: 89).   
54 língchíchǔsǐ 凌迟处死.  
55 Màogōng 懋功 is today’s Xiǎojīn Town, (former Měinuò Village 美诺村). Fǔbiān 抚边, formerly Dimda 
(Chinese: Dǐmùdá 底木達/达), and Zhānggǔ章谷 is in today’s Dānbā/Rong-brag County. I do not know 
the exact location of Chónghuà 崇化, but it is somewhere near JHD, Ānníng 卡撒,and Kǎsā卡撒. Suíjìng 
绥靖 is south of today’s Qìngnìng 庆宁, Lēiwū 勒乌,and Shā’ěr 沙耳.   
56 SM, ZJ, SG, Chuòsījiǎ(bù) 卓司甲布 (a.k.a. Chos-skyabs), Dānbā/Rong-brag 丹巴 (a.k.a. Damba) 
Míngzhèng 明正, Mùpíng 木坪 (in BX), BD, WR, Wǎsì 瓦寺, BW, and Géshízā 革什扎 (a.k.a. Geshitsa). I 
do not know the exact location of Míngzhèng 明正 but it seems to be somewhere south of Dānbā/Rong-
brag Town along the Dàdú 大渡 River.  
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desert where no rebel could find food or shelter” (2010: 78). Many Chinese, most of 

whom were soldiers during the war, were given plots of land in the conquered areas and 

the five colonies with their families (2010: 415). Soldiers who were unmarried and 

moved into the area intermarried with the locals. There were also rGyalrong from a 

variety of areas, as well as other Tibetans and Qiāng (羌) who also served in the war 

against Chu-chen and bTsanlha and they also were allotted plots of land. A large number 

of the rGyalrong that moved into the colonies were from Zágǔ, an area roughly 

corresponding with present-day Lǐ/Lis County (2010: 404). Thus, Chu-chen and bTsanlha 

was converted into a multilingual and multicultural area with a strong military presence 

to prevent these two kingdoms from rising again.  

The aftermath of the Jīnchuān/Chu-chen wars left a profound effect on the 

identities and language varieties of the region, which can be observed to this day. The 

wars caused an exceptional rift between the rGyalrong living in the regions controlled by 

the Chuchen, bTsanlha, and Lǐ/Lis tǔsī. The fact that there were feuds before the war also 

indicates identity divisions.57 The relocation of Chu-chen and bTsanlha people in the 

region, the influx of those from Zágǔ and other rGyalrongic regions and the influx of 

Chinese created slightly different identities in the southern rGyalrongic region from that 

of the Situ region.58 The wars and restructuring in the southern rGyalrongic region are 

logical reasons for the low and marginal-to-low intelligibility of east-central rGyalrongic 

                                                 

57 In fact, when food sources were low it was common practice to raid the neighboring village or even 
better, raid the neighboring village that belonged to another tǔsī (see Theobald 2010). However, the 
escalated nature of fighting in the Jīnchuān wars was clearly something new.  
58 Primarily including the following data points: BD, BM, BX, GB, JCD, JDS, JHD, JKJ, JMB, JMN, JMR, 
JSJ, JS, JWL, TQ, XJ, XM.   
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varieties among rGyalrong in XJ, BX, BD, and JKJ (§4.1). The results of the 

restructuring became four communities—each community with identity nuances. These 

four communities will be discussed in the following subsections (§§5.1.3-5.1.6): Chos-

skyabs (§5.1.3), Chu-chen (§5.1.4), Chu-chen to Brag-steng along the Greater Jīnchuān 

River (§5.1.5), and bTsanlha (§5.1.6).  

5.1.3 Chos-skyabs 

The Chos-skyabs tǔsī, whose principality included today’s Tàiyánghé 阳河, JMR, JKJ, 

and JSJ Townships in Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County, had been a loyal supporter of the Qīng 

government during the second Jīnchuān/Chu-chen war. Chos-skyabs had dispatched 

3,647 troops, more troops than any other tǔsī, except for perhaps Zágǔ, to fight against 

the Chu-chen and bTsanlha tǔsī (see Theobald 2010: 104-105).59 The Chos-skyabs tǔsī  

fought against Chu-chen to get revenge for decades of being bullied and manipulated by 

the Chu-chen tǔsī (2010). Thus, over the years of both wars, and during the interim, 

Chos-skyabs developed enmity with Chu-chen. Chos-skyabs was rewarded for its loyalty 

to the Qīng government and became a strong principality without the previous Chu-chen 

competition (2010: 88, 172). Some of the people from Chu-chen and bTsanlha were 

repatriated in Chos-skyabs territory, but no Chinese or other rGyalrong settlers from 

other regions were relocated in Chos-skyabs. To this day, the memory of the Chos-skyabs 

tǔsī  is still strong even though the tǔsī  system was disposed of by the Communist 

                                                 

59 There were apparently 4,293 “defectors to Muping,” a number larger than troops supplied by Chos-
skyabs, that were supplied by the Mùpíng tǔsī to fight for Qiánlóng (Theobald 2010: 105). Theobald does 
not explain who these defectors were, but it makes sense to surmise that they were probably defectors from 
the Chuchen or bTsanlha area.  
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government in the 1950s (Prins, pc). The people who speak rGyalrongic varieties in this 

area still refer to themselves and their language as ‘Chos-skyabs’ (Tshe-dbang sGron-ma, 

pc). There are two other factors affecting Chos-skyabs identity. Firstly, rGyalrong from 

Tàiyánghé, JMR, JKJ, and JSJ often intermarry with Tibetan nomads in the surrounding 

grasslands (Prins, pc). This intermarriage pattern has increased primarily since the 1950s. 

Thus, there has been some language shift from the ‘rGyalrong’ spoken in Tàiyánghé, 

JMR, JKJ, and JSJ to an Amdo Tibetan variety (pc). Secondly, Bon is the primary 

religion of this community (pc). The Dge-lugs-pa school of Tibetan Buddhism has been 

more common than Bon throughout the southern and east-central rGyalrongic regions 

since the end of the second Jīnchuān/Chu-chen war. Bon was replaced in Chu-chen with 

the Dge-lugs-pa school by the Qīng government after the second Jīnchuān/Chu-chen war 

as another means of subduing the Chu-chen. Religion was one way the Chu-chen tǔsī 

exerted power over the region. The Yōngzhōng 雍中 lamasery was “[t]he most important 

monastery” in the area and was of the Bon school (Theobald 2010: 86).60 The Yōngzhōng 

monastery, along with all the other monasteries and temples of the area, was converted 

from a Bon into a Dge-lugs-pa lamasery (2010: 86). Chos-skyabs, however, was able to 

escape conversion from Bon to Dge-lugs-pa. 

5.1.4 Sinicization of Chu-chen 

The area of today’s Qìngnìng, Gē’ěr, Shā’ěr, Lēiwū, and Héxī Townships in 

Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County was the heart of the Chu-chen principality. Lēiwū had been 

                                                 

60 I am not sure of the WT name for the Yōngzhōng lamasery nor am I sure of Yōngzhōng’s exact 
whereabouts within the Chuchen region. 
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the location of the tǔsī’s main castle. The Chu-chen tǔsī also had another castle a little 

further south in Gálāyī 噶拉依.61 Both the Lēiwū and the Gálāyī castles were destroyed 

when Chu-chen was conquered. Three military garrisons were placed in Qìngnìng and 

Lēiwū with 1,000 troops and Gálāyī with 700 troops (Theobald 2010: 88).62 There were 

also two military colonies established in and around Lēiwū and Gálāyī. Perhaps to 

prevent further uprisings, the Lēiwū colony had the most Chinese settlers out of all of the 

five colonies and by 1800 there were at least a third more Chinese households to 

rGyalrong households (938 to 617; see figures from Theobald 2010: 405). This was the 

beginnings of a complete language shift from a rGyalrongic variety to Sìchuānese in 

Qìngnìng, Gē’ěr, Shā’ěr, Lēiwū, Héxī, Kǎsā, and Ānníng Townships. Today only a few 

older people can speak a rGyalrongic variety in some of these townships (Tshe-dbang 

sGron-ma, pc). However, most of the inhabitants of Qìngnìng, Gē’ěr, Shā’ěr, Lēiwū, 

Héxī, Kǎsā, and Ānníng consider themselves Zàngzú (Tibetan). Thus, while a Chinese 

language variety has won out over the local rGyalrongic language variety 

sociolinguistically, ethnologically, the Zàngzú identity has won out over the Hànzú 汉族 

(Chinese) identity.  

                                                 

61 Gálāyī a.k.a. Guā'ěryán 刮耳岩; Guā'ěryá 刮耳崖, 刮尔厓 (full form 刮爾厓), and Kuoryai (Theobald 
2010: 43-44, 423).  
62 Lēiwū was renamed Suíjìng 绥靖, which can mean ‘to pacify’, ‘to appease’ or ‘tranquil pacification’. 
Gálāyī was renamed Chónghuà 崇化 ‘venerable civilization’ (Theobald 2010: 88). It appears that Suíjìng 
presently has returned to being named Lēiwū. 
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5.1.5 From Chu-chen to Brag-steng along the Greater Jīnchuān/Chu-chen River 

Inhabitants of JWL and JHD of Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County were somehow able to 

withstand the influx of Chinese in the region and became more closely tied to speakers of 

rGyalrongic language varieties to the south down the Greater Jīnchuān River in JDS, 

JMB, JCD, JMN (southern Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County), and BD (northern Dānbā/Rong-

brag County). Pre- and post-RTT questionnaire results indicated that the majority of RTT 

test participants in BD had negative attitudes toward the east-central JZ variety. Eighty-

nine percent of RTT test participants in BD responded that the language variety in the 

east-central JZ RTT was different than their own language variety in BD (see Appendix 

D, question 3). In contrast, only 55% of RTT test participants in BD responded that the 

language in the south-regional BJ RTT was different than their own language in BD. 

Forty-five percent responded that the variety used in the south-regional BJ RTT was the 

same as their language in BD. For the east-central JZ RTT, eighteen out of twenty-five 

respondents (72%) answered ‘dislike’ to the question, “Do you like the language of the 

storyteller?” (see Appendix D, question 4). Fifty-six percent of the BD respondents 

answered ‘like’ to the same question for the south-regional BJ RTT. Also for the east-

central JZ RTT, 56% of the respondents in BD answered “no” to the question, “Do you 

think the storyteller speaks good rGyalrong?” (see Appendix D, question 5). However, 

for the south-regional BJ RTT 64% of the respondents in BD answered ‘yes’ to the 

question, “Do you think the storyteller speaks good rGyalrong?” All thirty RTT test 

participants (100%) responded that liked the language of the BJ RTT more than the JZ 

RTT when asked the question “What language did you like more, the one used in the first 

story (BJ RTT) or the one in the second story (JZ RTT)?” (see Appendix D, question 15). 
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The positive attitudes towards the BJ RTT and the negative attitudes towards the JZ RTT 

corresponds to the RTT test participants’ intelligibility (and perceived intelligibility) of 

the RTTs—BD’s mean score was higher for the BJ RTT than for the JZ RTT. However, 

it should be noted that test participants in other locations who also listened to both RTTs 

and scored within the range of low intelligibility did not express such a pronounced 

disgust of the JZ RTT as the people of BD.  

5.1.6 bTsanlha 

bTsanlha was resettled similarly to Chu-chen. Today’s FB, Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha Town, TQ 

and BM Townships in Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha and Dānbā/Rong-brag Counties were part of 

colonies called Fǔbiān (FB), Màogōng, and Zhānggǔ (introduced in §5.1.2). In Fǔbiān 

and Zhānggǔ, rGyalrong settlers outnumbered Chinese settlers; in Màogōng Chinese 

settlers outnumbered rGyalrong settlers (Theobald 2010: 405). This seems to be a 

plausible explanation for why Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha Town and nearby Měiwò 美沃 

Township are mostly Chinese speaking (Prins, pc). Lǎoyíng 老营, and Shālóng 沙龙, 

also next to Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha Town have completely shifted to Chinese (Prins, pc). 

More recent encroachment of Chinese settlers over the past 50 years has added to 

language shift in the region: in WR, Rì’ěr 日尔, and DW Townships east of 

Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha Town it is reported that only those over 30 years of age can speak a 

rGyalrongic variety (Prins, pc). Pān’ān 潘安 and Wōdǐ 窝底 Townships, to the southwest 

of Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha Town, have completely shifted to Chinese. Only one village in HN 

and one village in BM Townships holds out with speakers of a rGyalrongic variety 

(Prins, pc). However, Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha County’s Liǎnghé 两河, MP, FB, BJ, JS, 
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Shuāngbó 双柏, CL, XG, Xīnqiáo 新桥, and Chóngdé Townships as well as 

Dānbā/Rong-brag County’s TQ, BM, and Yuèzhá 岳扎 Townships have become tied 

together as an ethnolinguistic community. This community is tied together by the settlers 

that came from Zágǔ (in today’s Lǐ/Lis County) that were allotted territory in the five 

colonies and intermarried with the locals (Theobald 2010: 404). While people from Zágǔ 

presumably also were allotted territory in the Lēiwū and Gálāyī colonies (see §5.1.2), the 

Chinese and not the settlers from Zágǔ were the dominant force in shaping the identity 

and language of the Lēiwū and Gálāyī colonies.  

 One indicator of this identity connection with people from Zágǔ is the 

autoglossonyms that are used in present-day TQ. The people of TQ, although they all 

speak the same rGyalrongic variety, strongly assert that there are two languages in their 

villages. They even divide certain villages as being ‘Qiāng’ speaking, using the 

autoglossonym drakʰapaska and ‘rGyalrong’ (or zanghua ‘Tibetan’) speaking using the 

autoglossonym tsanlaska. For example, according to more than 30 interviewees 

questioned in TQ, Nàbā Village speaks tsanlaska and Dānzā village speaks drakʰapaska 

(see §4, Table 4.1). In addition, some people from TQ claim that they are Qiāngzú 羌族 

(Qiāng nationality), while others claim that they are Zàngzú. Whether there is truly any 

linguistic distinction between drakʰapaska and tsanlaska is yet to be determined. From 

preliminary research drakʰapaska and tsanlaska do not appear to be separate languages. 

 Theobald reports that Chu-chen and bTsanlha people were relocated in Mùpíng, 

as well as in many other tǔsī principalities (2010: 86). The territory of the Mùpíng tǔsī 

was in today’s Bǎoxìng County, part of Yǎ'ān Municipality, inhabiting Yáojí Tibetan 

Autonomous Township (BX). Because of its geographical location, directly south of 
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bTsanlha, the identity of rGyalrong in BX has become more tied to the bTsanlha region 

especially since the Jīnchuān/Chu-chen wars. Theobald mentions that of 18,000-19,000 

people from both Chu-chen and bTsanlha that submitted to the Qīng government during 

the second Jīnchuān/Chu-chen war and 4,293 people defected to Mùpíng (2010: 105 and 

pc).  

Dress is also more similar between the rGyalrong in BX and in XJ than each share 

with rGyalrong from any other region. It is traditional for both men and women to wear a 

light or bright blue robe in BX and XJ. Black turbans are traditionally worn by both older 

men and women, and younger married women usually wear an embroidered cloth head 

cover (Sìchuānese: pàzi 帕子) in BX and XJ. Older women in BX and XJ may also wear 

the embroidered cloth head cover. This is in contrast to the younger and older rGyalrong 

women from the Situ region who traditionally wear an embroidered cloth head cover—

the turban is never worn.6364The turban seems to be connected to the Qiāng nationality, 

who also wear such turbans. Perhaps these turbans originate from the Qiāng settlers in XJ 

and Mùpíng from Zágǔ.  

                                                 

 
63 It should be noted that the Hàn (Chinese) style of clothing is what is generally worn among younger 
people in the towns although the traditional rGyalrong style clothing is worn for ‘dressing up’. It should 
also be noted that in larger towns like Xiǎojīn Town and Mǎ'ěrkāng Town there are rGyalrong from all over 
the rGyalrongic speaking regions. Thus, any style of clothing can be seen in these larger towns. Herein, I 
am referring to the ‘natural’ or ‘native’ inhabitants of the above mentioned regions. 
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5.1.7 Situ region perceptions of intelligibility 

This subsection briefly discusses perceptions of intelligibility from rGyalrong in the Situ 

region. The Situ region is located in the east-central rGyalrongic region, as discussed in 

§5.1.1. The question used to probe intelligibility perceptions was, “do you understand the 

language spoken by people in location X?” The majority of rGyalrong in the Situ region 

perceive that they have low inherent intelligibility of all north-regional and west-regional 

rGyalrongic varieties. However, rGyalrong in the Situ region report high inherent 

intelligibility of any lect spoken in the east-central region. Reports from rGyalrong in the 

Situ region regarding intelligibility of the south-regional varieties are not as straight 

forward. Many rGyalrong from the Situ region report low or marginal inherent 

intelligibility of south-regional varieties; however, some rGyalrong from the Situ region 

report high inherent intelligibility of south-regional varieties. 

5.2 Identity, perceptual dialectology, and linguistic variation in north-regional 

rGyalrongic 

5.2.1 Onomastics, speaker perceptions, and core lexical comparison 

In general, speakers of north-regional rGyalrongic varieties perceive their language 

varieties as very distinct from all region-external rGyalrongic varieties. This corresponds 

well with core-lexical comparison (see §3.5), in which most rGyalrongic regional 

varieties compared to north-regional rGyalrongic fall below 70% similar, with few 

exceptions—none of which are substantial.  

According to Jacques (pc), north-regional rGyalrongic should be divided into 

three distinct languages based on low inherent intelligibility: Japhug (i.e., DZ, LJ, SZ; see 
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§6.3), Tshobdun (i.e., CD; see §6.4), and Zbu (e.g., RB, KS; also see §6.5). Although 

Jacques has not conducted intelligibility testing, he bases his claims on extensive 

observation—e.g., women and children who rarely leave villages in RB and KS speaking 

areas share low inherent intelligibility with CD, DZ, LJ, and SZ. However, many men 

from CD, DZ, LJ, SZ, RB, and KS work outside of their villages and learn neighboring 

lects. For example, Jacques reports that RB men tend to learn CD, which gives the 

impression that they speak the same language, or dialects of one language. In the northern 

rGyalrongic region, people will often call their language using the name of their village 

(Jacques, pc). Stodpaskʰət is used in CD, RB, KS, and in locations described in §§6.5-6.6 

(except for Ābà/rNga-ba County, Tshe-dbang sGron-ma, pc), tɕɤpʰɯskʰɤt is used by 

speakers in DZ and SZ (described in §6.4; Xiàng 2008: 2 and Tshe-dbang sGron-ma, 

pc).64 People in CD use the exonyms ʃoʁu and ɐlipuskɐt  to refer to the language spoken 

in RB and KS (J. Sun 2004: 270).65 The exonym ɐlipuskɐt means “language of the 

upriver people” (J. Sun 2004: 270 fn. 6). These glossonyms correspond with speaker 

perceptions of intelligibility. DZ, LJ, and SZ report high intelligibility with DZ, LJ, and 

SZ, but report low intelligibility with all other rGyalrongic varieties. CD, RB, KS, and 

locations discussed in §§6.4-6.5 report high intelligibility with other rGyalrong from, CD, 

RB, KS, but report low intelligibility with all other rGyalrongic lects. 

                                                 

64 Jacques clarifies, “In the case of Japhug, although I use the name ‘Japhug’ for the whole area including 
Gdong-brgyad [LJ], Gsar-rdzong [SZ], and Da-tshang [DZ] for convenience, Gdong-brgyad [LJ] is not 
included in tɕɤphɯ according to all the speakers I have talked to…In other words, there is no expression in 
Japhug to mention ‘Japhug’ as a language, inclusive of all speakers and exclusive of speakers of other 
languages” (pc).  
65 Thanks again to Jacques for bringing this to my attention. 
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5.2.2 Linguistic variation in north-regional rGyalrongic  

As Prins has observed, north-regional rGyalrongic varieties have uvular obstruents, while 

east-central regional and south-regional rGyalrong varieties do not have uvular 

obstruents. The presence of uvulars can be seen in Table 5.1. While I am not using Table 

5.1 to establish sound correspondences, some correspondences may be noted. 

All north-regional rGyalrongic varieties allow for uvulars in prefixes and roots 

whereas all east-central and south-regional varieties do not have uvulars. RB often has a 

uvular fricative [ʁ] in prefixes where LJ and CD have the uvular stop initial [q] (see 

‘wind’ and ‘snake’) (cf. Jacques 2004: 307-308).66 RB often does not follow LJ and CD 

in having [q] in roots where east-central and south-regional varieties have [kʰ], [k], [tɕ], 

[c], etc. (see ‘needle’, ‘after’, ‘twenty’, and ‘far’).  
 

Table 5.1. Example of uvulars in north-regional rGyalrongic varieties 

English D-LJ D-CD D-RB D-JZ D-ZJ D-JKJ P-BX 

‘needle’ ta qap taˈqap̚ ta χpop tɪʈʴoˈwap̚ 
satroˈwap̚ təˈᵐki taˈkɛʔp taˈkɑp 

‘after’ ʔə qu wuˈqʰu wu zɡa ɣə wuˈkʰiʔ wuˈkʰəʲ əˈnkʰwə  

‘twenty’ nə sqi ɣȵeˈsqɛ xnə ska kəȵeˈzɟəⁱʔ kənəˈʃtɕe kənəˈʃtɕi ˈkəneʂci 

‘far’ ȵə ʂqʰi kaʂˈqʰaⁱ tɕaˈqə kəˈcʰe kəˈcʰe kəˈcʰi əˈridəcçi 

‘wind’ qa le qaˈləⁱ ʁaɫ də kʰaˈləʔ kʰaˈləⁱʔ kʰaˈli kʰaˈlej 

‘snake’ qaˈpri (P-) 
ka pri qaˈpər ʁa ᵐpri kʰaˈbri kʰaˈβre kʰawˈri ˈkʰaoreʔ 

‘ant’ qʰro kəˈrɔ (P-) 
kaˈzoŋ qʰor kʰoˈɾok̚ kʰəˈrok̚ kʰoˈrok̚ kʰəˈrək 

                                                 

66 Jacques (pc) pointed out that the RB transcriptions ought to be uvular fricatives not velar fricatives as 
originally transcribed by Tshe-dbang sGron-ma.  
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 Grammatical differences also exist. Jacques (pc) has pointed out that while LJ, 

SZ, DZ, and CD share a cognate mirative existential copula ɣɤʑu and wɐɟo, neither RB 

nor any of the south-regional or east-central rGyalrongic varieties share this feature. 

Further research is needed to discover whether or not there are other typologically 

significant linguistic differences. 
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6. Conclusion and further hypotheses 

The evidence from core lexical comparisons (see §3), intelligibility testing (see §4), and 

interdisciplinary measures (including identity, onomastics, language attitudes, and known 

history; see §5) are indicative of at least five unique, synchronic languages belonging to 

the Ethnologue’s ‘Jiarong’. A review of the evidence supporting the postulation that 

rGyalrong is five unique, synchronic languages is given in §6.1. These five languages are 

named ‘Situ rGyalrong’, ‘South-central rGyalrong’, ‘Japhug rGyalrong’, ‘Zbu 

rGyalrong’, and ‘Tshobdun rGyalrong’. Situ is located in the east-central rGyalrongic 

region. South-central is located in the southern region. Japhug, Zbu, and Tshobdun are 

located in the northern region. Definitions for Situ, Japhug, South-central, Zbu, and 

Tshobdun are listed in §6.2, §6.3, §6.4, §6.5, and §6.6, respectively. Each definition 

includes population estimates, location details, the number of villages where the language 

is spoken, and the number of dialects within the language. Population figures given for 

each of the five languages listed in §§6.2-6.6 are estimates. Population estimates for Situ, 

bTsanlha, Zbu, and Tshobdun are based on township and village population statistics 

from the China Foreigner Guide (2010). The source for the Japhug population estimate is 

Xiàng (2008: 2). 

All five languages are currently subsumed under ISO 639-3 code [jya], listed in 

the Ethnologue as ‘Jiarong’ (Lewis 2009). This study primarily researches the east-

central and southern rGyalrongic regions, where Situ and South-central are located, 

respectively. Less attention has been given to the northern rGyalrongic region in this 

study, where Japhug, Zbu, and Tshobdun are located. Nevertheless, there is strong 

evidence to support a Situ and Japhug split from [jya]. However, due to the limited nature 
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of this study, arguments are not as strong for South-central, Zbu, and Tshobdun splits as 

for Situ and Japhug splits. Thus, the language definitions for South-central, Zbu, and 

Tshobdun given in §§6.4-6.6 should be considered a working hypothesis.  

South-central, while clearly separate from Situ, Japhug, Zbu, and Tshobdun, 

cannot be clearly defined until the rest of the southern region has been assessed. It may 

be that South-central is on the furthest end of a dialect continuum that stretches south 

from the Situ region. A plausible hypothesis is that while speakers of BX have low 

intelligibility of the JZ lect, they are as Pelkey has stated about the Phowa dialect 

continuum, “linked with ease of intelligibility in some way through neighboring lects”  

(2011: 158). For example, it is possible that TQ can understand BD and KLJ, but not DB. 

Yet BD and KLJ can understand DB, but not JZ, etc. In such a situation language 

definitions are difficult, but may become clearer with a more thorough understanding of 

language attitudes and ethnic identity. However, with the development of a writing 

system within sight, the speakers of varieties in the southern rGyalrongic region may not 

want to have separate language definitions (e.g. South-central, South-eastern, South-

western) but may want to have a united language definition (e.g. Southern rGyalrong, as 

Prins 2011 has suggested). It may be advantageous for purposes of language maintenance 

to use only one sound representation system for the whole southern region and thus the 

whole southern region would be defined as a single language. May I even be as bold 

poise the question of whether Situ and the south-regional rGyalrongic varieties should 

also link together in the future through a common writing system and thus a common 

language definition? These questions will be best answered by the rGyalrong themselves.  
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Zbu and Tshobdun while clearly separate from Situ, South-central, and Japhug are 

in need of intelligibility testing and further language attitudes and ethnic identity analysis 

before operationalization can take place. Questions about future writing systems, as 

discussed in the previous paragraph, also apply to the relationship between Zbu and 

Tshobdun.  

A penultimate subsection (§6.7) deals with ambiguities in the southern region that 

will need further research before clearer statements can be made for language and dialect 

definitions. The final section of this study (§6.8) summarizes some of the key 

contributions made in this work.  

6.1 Review of the evidence 

A review is in order here regarding the evidence (presented in §§3-5) that supports 

splitting rGyalrong into five unique synchronic languages. Summaries of the evidence for 

each of the five proposed languages is given in §§6.1.1-6.1.5. 

6.1.1 Evidence for Situ 

Core lexical comparisons of representative rGyalrongic lects provides supporting 

evidence that Situ is a unique synchronic language (see §§3.2-3.6). As discussed in §4.4, 

evidence suggests that 70% core lexical similarity is a safe threshold for predicting low 

intelligibility between the rGyalrongic language varieties presented in this thesis. Core 

vocabulary from representative east-central rGyalrongic lects are less than 70% similar 

with representative lects from each rGyalrongic region except the east-central and 

southern regions. Some important examples will be stated in the following sentences. 

North-regional CD and RB (representative lects of Tshobdun and Zbu, respectively) have 
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70% or less lexical similarity with east-central JZ and DB (representative lects of Situ). 

North-regional LJ (representative lect of Japhug) and DB have 70% lexical similarity, 

while JZ and LJ compare only marginally higher at 73% lexical similarity. Evidence from 

intelligibility assessment given in §4 also support a definition of Situ as given in §6.1. 

The JZ RTT uses a recorded story from the JZ lect—located in the Situ heartland within 

the east-central rGyalrongic region. From the results of the east-central JZ RTT all south-

regional test locations have ‘low inherent intelligibility’ evaluations. From the JZ RTT 

hometown panel pre-testing results all east-central locations in the Situ heartland 

(described in §6.1) have ‘high inherent intelligibility’ evaluations. In addition, from the 

results of the JZ RTT, ML, and SD, both on the outskirts of the east-central region, have 

‘marginal’ and ‘low inherent intelligibility’ evaluations, respectively. From preliminary 

research into ethnolinguistic identity, rGyalrong native to ML and Jiabi Townships are 

also included in Situ. However, more testing and ethnolinguistic research is needed to 

determine ML and Jiabi’s relationship with Situ and the Lǐ/Lis rGyalrongic lects. 

Evidence from perceptual dialectology and known history, presented in §5, 

support a unique Situ ethnolinguistic identity. As discussed in §5.1.1, the historical 

alliances between four tǔsī in SM, ZJ, SG and DB bound the region of southern 

Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County together geopolitically, regarded in this study as the ‘Situ 

region’. The glossonym ‘Situ’ is used primarily in SM, ZJ, SG, DB, JZ, BAI, BZ, JJM, 

and Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams Town. Evidence from traditional clothing worn by women in 

southern Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County, presented in §5.1.6, also supports a Situ 

ethnolinguistic identity (see Figures 5.1-5.6). In §5.1.7, perceptions of intelligibility from 

rGyalrong in the Situ region correlate with core lexical comparisons of Situ region lects 
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and lects in the northern and western regions. In general, rGyalrong in the Situ region 

report that they have low intelligibility of all other rGyalrongic lects except lects in the 

east-central and southern regions.  

6.1.2 Evidence for Japhug 

Core lexical comparisons of representative rGyalrongic lects provides supporting 

evidence that Japhug is a unique synchronic language (see §§3.2-3.6). Core vocabulary 

from DZ and LJ is less than 70% similar with representative lects from each rGyalrongic 

region, including the northern region (e.g. RB—representative lect of Zbu; see summary 

in §3.6). DZ, LJ, and SZ report high intelligibility with DZ, LJ and SZ, but report low 

intelligibility with all other rGyalrongic varieties (see §5.2.1). This perceived 

intelligibility in DZ, LJ, and SZ corresponds with onomastic identity. DZ and SZ call 

their own language tɕapʰɯskʰɤt—the ‘Japhug language’ (see §5.2.1 and Xiàng 2008: 2). 

CD shares a cognate mirative existential copula with LJ, SZ and DZ, but this mirative 

existential copula has not been found to be cognate in any other rGyalrongic varieties 

(see §5.2.2). 

6.1.3 Evidence for South-central 

Core lexical comparisons of representative rGyalrongic lects provides supporting 

evidence that South-central is a unique synchronic language (see §§3.2-3.6). Core 

vocabulary from representative south-regional rGyalrongic lects are less than 70% similar 

with representative lects from each rGyalrongic region except the east-central and 

southern regions. Evidence from intelligibility assessment given in §4 is strong 
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supporting evidence that South-central is a separate language from any lect spoken in the 

east-central region. TQ and XJ, of the southern region, have ‘marginal-to-high’ and ‘high 

inherent intelligibility’ evaluations, respectively, from the BJ RTT results. All other 

testing locations in the southern (JKJ, XM, BD) and east-central (DB, ML, SD) regions 

have ‘low’, ‘marginal-to-low’, or ‘marginal’ intelligibility evaluations from the BJ RTT 

results. As discussed in §5.1.2, the Jīnchuān/Chu-chen wars left a significant mark on the 

identity of rGyalrong in the southern region. In particular, the resettlement of 

Jīnchuān/Chu-chen, Dānbā/Rong-brag, Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha, and Bǎoxìng Counties after 

the second Jīnchuān/Chu-chen war has resulted in four communities each with their own 

nuanced ethnolinguistic identities (see §§5.1.3-5.1.6). A number of factors are examined 

in §5.1.6 for why South-central has a unique ethnolinguistic identity. Firstly, rGyalrong 

in many townships of Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha have completely shifted to a Chinese language 

variety as a result of an influx of Chinese settlers, both past and present. The townships 

that have higher ‘rGyalrong’ language vitality have become more tightly bound together. 

Secondly, rGyalrong post-war settlers from Lǐ/Lis County settled in areas throughout 

Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha County and Tàipíngqiáo/The-phan-ch’o Township of Dānbā/Rong-

brag County. Thirdly, many defectors from bTsanlha went to Bǎoxìng County. Finally, 

Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha County and Bǎoxìng County share the same traditional dress, which is 

especially different from rGyalrong in the Situ region. 

6.1.4 Evidence for Tshobdun 

Core lexical comparisons of representative rGyalrongic lects provides supporting 

evidence that north-regional Tshobdun is a unique synchronic language (see §§3.2-3.6). 
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Core vocabulary from Cǎodēng/Tsho-bdun Township of Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County 

(CD) is less than 70% similar with representative lects from region-external rGyalrongic 

varieties. rGyalrong in CD are reported to also have low inherent intelligibility with any 

other rGyalrongic variety (see §5.2.1). rGyalrong in CD use the autoglossonym 

stodpaskʰət—a glossonym only shared with rGyalrong from RB and KS (see §5.2.1). CD 

shares a cognate mirative existential copula with LJ, SZ, and DZ, but this mirative 

existential copula has not been found to be cognate in any other rGyalrongic varieties 

(see §5.2.2). 

6.1.5 Evidence for Zbu 

Core lexical comparisons of representative rGyalrongic lects provides supporting 

evidence that north-regional Zbu is a unique synchronic language (see §§3.2-3.6). Core 

vocabulary from RB and KS are less than 70% similar with representative lects from 

region-external rGyalrongic varieties, including the northern region (e.g. DZ and LJ—

representative lects of Japhug; see summary in §3.6). RB and KS are reported to also 

have low inherent intelligibility with all other rGyalrongic varieties (see §5.2.1). 

rGyalrong in RB and KS use the autoglossonym stodpaskʰət—a glossonym only shared 

with rGyalrong from CD (see §5.2.1). RB often does not follow LJ and CD in permitting 

uvular stops [q] in roots (see §5.2.2). RB often has a velar fricative [ɣ] in prefixes where 

LJ and CD have a uvular stop initial (see §5.2.2). RB does not share a cognate mirative 

existential copula with other north-regional varieties (e.g., LJ, SZ, DZ, and CD; see 

§5.2.2).  
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6.2 rGyalrong, Situ 

– Population: est. 35-40,000 speakers. 

– Location: Almost entirely in the southern half of Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County, 

although speakers also spill over into northeastern Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County and 

northwestern Lǐ/Lis County. The Situ heartland is situated along the north and 

south banks of the Sūomò/So-mang River in Zhuókèjī, Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams, and 

Sōnggǎng/rDzong-'gag Towns, including surrounding villages, and in Sūomò/So-

mang and Báiwān/Brag-bar Townships and to the west in Báiwān/Brag-bar and 

Dǎngbà/Dam-pa Townships on the east bank of the Greater Jīnchuān River. 

Jímù/Kye-mo Township, in Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County, has Situ speakers except 

for Nilong Village, which primarily has Lavrung speakers (Prins, pc). Due to 

recent migrations and ancient intermarriage and trade relations, a small group of 

speakers can also be found in the southern tip of Hóngyuán County.67 South and 

southwest from Dǎngbà/Dam-pa, the rGyalrongic language varieties become 

increasingly less intelligible with Situ.68 The southern boarder of Situ runs north 

along the Mèngbǐ and Qiónglái mountain ranges. Púshìkǒu Village of 

Jiǎomùzú/Kyom-kyo Township is the point furthest north with Situ speakers. The 

                                                 

67 Two families speak Situ in Sèlóng Village of Shuājīngsì Township, third and fourth generation migrants 
from Sūomò/So-mang Township. Although the southern part of Rǎngkǒu Township is mostly Hongyon 
Amdo speaking, in the Village of Jiādāng, old bonds built by trade and intermarriage with Situ speakers 
mostly from Sūomò/So-mang Township, and even bTsanlha speakers from Xiǎojīn, have created a 
multilingual environment. The preference among Tibetans in Jiādāng Village still seems to be Hongyon 
Amdo. “rGyalrong people come up to collect medicinal herbs and intermarry with the pastorialists from 
Jiādāng” (Prins, pc). 
68 Prins states that Wànlín Township is a boundary for  Situ, “everything to the south is similar to Badi; 
everything to the north is similar to Dangba/Baiwan” (Prins, pc).  
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confluence of the Jiǎomùzú/Kyom-kyo and Chábù Rivers serve as a northwestern 

boundary between Situ and Tshobdun (see §6.5) and between Situ and Zbu (see 

§6.6) (Prins 1997: 3), while running west from Jiǎomùzú/Kyom-kyo to 

Sūomò/So-mang high altitude grasslands separate Situ from Japhug (see §6.4) and 

Amdo varieties to the north in Mǎěrkāng County and to the west in Hóngyuán 

County. In northwestern Lǐ/Lis County, Mǐyàluó/Myag-lo, and Jiābì Townships 

are included here as the farthest southeast points for Situ, but further research is 

needed to confirm this.69 The southern boarders of Situ and the northern boarders 

of South-central and Chuchen are fuzzy at best. Kǎlājiǎo and Sāwǎjiǎo of 

Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County may also belong to Situ (see §6.7.1). 

– Alternate names: rGyalrong, kəɾu, roŋba. 

– Villages: est. 57 (Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams County 53, Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County 4, 

Lǐ/Lis County?). 

– Dialects: 7+ (JZ, JJM, DB, BW-SG, BZ, ZJ, SM).70  

6.3 rGyalrong, Japhug 

– Population: est. 4-5,000 speakers.  

– Location: Confined to three townships in the northeastern corner of Mǎěrkāng 

County in Chábǎo (WT Japhug) District directly north of Situ speakers and 

surrounded by an Amdo variety spoken in the grasslands. The township names are 

                                                 

69 The rGyalrongic language variety in Hēishuǐ will be discussed in §6.7.3.  
70 Mǎ’ěrkāng Town may also have developed its own dialect, a kind of conglomeration of Situ dialects due 
to the fact that Mǎ’ěrkāng Town has grown up in the past 50 years as a result of migrants primarily from 
townships in southern Mǎ’ěrkāng County (Prins, pc). 
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Lóngěrjiǎ/gDong-brgyad, Dàzàng/Da-tshang, and Shā’ěrzōng (Sun 2000a: 163, 

Xiàng 2008: 2). 

– Alternate names: Unknown. 

– Villages: 19. 

– Dialects: Unknown. 

6.4 rGyalrong, South-central                        

– Population: est. 45,000 ethnic; 33,000 speakers. 

– Location: Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha, Dānbā/Rong-brag, and Bǎoxìng Counties. In 

Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha County, Liǎnghé, Mùpō, Fǔbiān, Bājiǎo, Jiésī, Wòrì, 

Shuāngbó, Rìlóng, Rìěr, Dáwéi, Zháilǒng, Xīngé, Xīnqiáo, and Chóngdé 

Townships as well as Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha Town. Lǎoyíng, Shālóng, Pān’ān, and 

Wōdǐ Townships have completely shifted to Chinese, while in Hànniú/Ha-nyi 

Township only Dawa village has South-central speakers (Prins, pc).71 Other 

language vitality details are discussed in §5.1.6. In Dānbā/Rong-brag County, 

South-central speakers are found in Tàipíngqiáo/The-phan-ch’o, Yuèzhá, and 

Bànshānmén Townships, as well as Dānbā/Rong-brag Town. Tayueshan Village 

is the only South-central speaking location in Bànshānmén Township (Prins, pc). 

In Bǎoxìng County, part of Yǎ'ān Municipality, inhabiting Yáojí Tibetan 

Autonomous Township. In relation to other rGyalrongic languages South-central 

                                                 

71 Jinshan Village of Wōdǐ Township and Asilong Village of Hànniú Township are reported as having 
primarily speakers of a Kham variety. 
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is south of Situ (see §6.2), southeast of Chuchen/Bragsteng (§6.7.2), and east of 

Geshitsa. 

– Alternate names: rGyalrong, roŋba.  

– Villages: est. 111 (Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha County 88, Bǎoxìng County 4, Dānbā/Rong-

brag County 19).  

– Dialects: 3+ (BX, TQ, XJ).   

6.5 rGyalrong, Tshobdun 

– Population: est. 3,000 speakers. 

– Location: Cǎodēng/Tsho-bdun (WT Tshobdun) Township of Mǎěrkāng County, 

sandwiched between Zbu and Japhug with villages scattered on each side of a 15 

kilometer section of the Jiǎomùzú/Kyom-kyo River, surrounded and intermixed 

(thus highly bilingual) with Amdo varieties. 

– Alternate names: stodpaskʰət. 

– Villages: 10.  

– Dialects: Unknown.  

6.6 rGyalrong, Zbu 

– Population: est. 6,000+ speakers. 

– Location: The furthest north and northwest of all the rGyalrongic languages, 

surrounded by an Amdo variety. Primarily inhabiting Kāngshān/Khang-sar and 

Rìbù/rDzong-’bur Townships in Sìdàbà (WT Stod-pa) District of Mǎěrkāng 

County. Two townships in Rǎngtáng County have Zbu speakers: Wúyī Township 
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and Shílǐ Township in Shàngdàshígōu, Zhōngdàshígōu, and Xiàdàshígōu Villages 

(Steve Penner, pc, Sun 2000a: 164). Shílǐ Township is also shared with 

Shangzhai/sTodsde speakers. Further west, Zbu is spoken in Tshopo, Nyagluo, 

Rabde, and Tshekho Villages of Gēlètuó Township in Sèdá County, Ganzi 

Prefecture. Zbu is also spoken in the southwestern corner of Ābà/rNga-ba County 

in Kēhé and Róngān Townships (Asejie, Mengu, Sharga, Ganba, and Tsega 

Villages), whose inhabitants are bilingual in an Amdo variety (Prins, pc).  

– Alternate names: stodpaskʰət. 

– Villages: est. 28 (Mǎěrkāng County 13, Sèdá County 4, Rǎngtáng County 3, 

Ābà/rNga-ba County 8). 

– Dialects: Unknown. 

6.7 Unsolved riddles and fuzzy boundaries  

Admittedly, there are still many gaps in the evidence supporting the five rGyalrongic 

language definitions proposed above. Among these gaps is the currently limited 

knowledge of rGyalrongic lects in Lǐ/Lis, Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu, Jīnchuān/Chu-chen, and 

northern Dānbā/Rong-brag Counties (Bādǐ/Brag-steng and Mǎnài Townships). The 

following subsections (§§6.7.1-6.7.4) are not intended as sculpted language or dialect 

definitions. Rather each subsection will deal with subregions within the southern and 

east-central rGyalrongic regions that need further research before more firm language and 

dialect definitions are made.   
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6.7.1 Chos-skyabs revisited 

Chos-skyabs, the community discussed in §5.1.3, needs more comparative research 

before further claims can be made regarding its synchronic and diachronic placement 

within rGyalrongic. At this point there is not enough evidence to define Chos-skyabs as 

an distinct language, nor is there enough evidence to claim that Chos-skyabs is a dialect 

of another rGyalrongic language, most likely Situ or South-central. Alternatively, more 

research may reveal that it is part of a dialect continuum, branching from Situ or South-

central (see beginning of §6 for discussion). The community of Chos-skyabs is located in 

Máorì, Tàiyánghé, Kǎlājiǎo, and Sāwǎjiǎo Townships of Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County. In 

Tàiyánghé Township, only Èrdàduì (mTshotupu) has speakers of a south-regional 

rGyalrongic variety. In Máorì Township, only Mberze Village has speakers of a south-

regional rGyalrongic variety. The mountain ridge that divides Jīnchuān/Chu-chen into 

east and west serves as a rough boundary between the southern rGyalrongic region and 

Lavrung. Situ is spoken to the west of the Greater Jīnchuān River and Chinese is spoken 

in Townships to the direct south from Qìngnìng to Lēiwū.  

6.7.2 From Chu-chen to Brag-steng along the Greater Jīnchuān River revisited  

From Chu-chen to Brag-steng along the Greater Jīnchuān River, the community 

discussed in §5.1.5, needs more comparative research before further claims can be made 

regarding its synchronic and diachronic placement within rGyalrongic. It is not 

completely out of the question to place this community within the South-central 

language, especially if more evidence of a common ethnolinguistic identity is provided. 

The community from Chu-chen to Brag-steng along the Greater Jīnchuān River includes 
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Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County’s Hédōng, Dúsōng, Mǎěrbāng, Céngdá, Mǎ'nài, and Wànlín 

Townships and Jīnchuān/Chu-chen Town; Bādǐ/Brag-steng Township of Dānbā/Rong-

brag County as well as Dānbā/Rong-brag Town. Neighboring languages are south-

regional rGyalrongic varieties and an Amdo variety spoken in the Ākēlǐ grasslands to the 

northwest; Chinese to the immediate north from Lēiwū to Qìngnìng Townships and 

interspersed in between in Héxī, Ānníng, and Kǎsā (see §5.1.4); Geshitsa to the 

southwest and South-central to the south and southeast. The high altitude grasslands in 

Céngdá are inhabited by nomads—speakers of an Amdo variety. Wànlín may be a 

language or dialect boundary as “everything to the south [down the Greater Jīnchuān 

River] is similar to Bādǐ/Brag-steng [BD]; everything to the north [up the Greater 

Jīnchuān River] is similar to Dangba/Baiwan [DB, BW]” (Prins, pc). 

6.7.3 Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu rGyalrongic lects 

The Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu rGyalrongic lects need more comparative research before further 

claims can be made regarding their synchronic and diachronic placement within 

rGyalrongic. The Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu rGyalrongic lects are situated in the far northeast of 

the rGyalrongic distribution area, dwelling in villages near Sāndàobān (called Shāshíduō 

or Yakoushan pasture by locals) on the Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu side of the Hóngyuán-

Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu County boarder and in all the villages of Shāshíduō Township, 

Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu County. Sāndàobān villages with speakers of Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu 

rGyalrongic lects are Yangliuqiu, Shangmen, Laizigou, Makeba, Yingzhen, and 

Pingshiba. Throughout these villages there is high bilingualism in an Amdo variety and 

the Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu rGyalrongic (Prins, pc). Yangrong and Shangde are reported to 

have only Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu Qiāng speakers (pc). Speakers of Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu 
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rGyalrongic lects in Shāshíduō also speak Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu Qiāng, the trade language of 

Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu County. Speakers of Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu rGyalrongic lects live in 

Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu Town. From preliminary research speakers of Hēishuǐ/Khro-chu 

rGyalrongic lects strongly identify their language variety as ‘Situ’, which may be an 

argument for including them with the Situ language.   

6.7.4 Lǐ/Lis rGyalrongic lects east of Jiābì Township 

The Lǐ/Lis rGyalrongic lects east and southeast of Jiābì Township need more comparative 

research before further claims can be made regarding their synchronic and diachronic 

placement within rGyalrongic. Southeastern Lǐ/Lis County is the furthest east of all the 

rGyalrongic speaking populations. Speakers can be found in Guergou, Putou, Gānbǎo, 

Shàngmèng, Xiàmèng, and Xuecheng Townships and Lǐ/Lis Town. There is a high 

amount of language attrition in this county especially in Guergou and Putou Townships. 

In Putou Township only the elderly can still speak Lǐ/Lis rGyalrongic lects in three 

villages: Silanda, Suologou, and Jiasikou (Prins, pc). In Guergou the following six 

villages have Lǐ/Lis rGyalrongic speakers: Xinqiao, Shaba, Qiudi, Dagou, Xiaogou, and 

Guergou (Prins, pc). Gānbǎo, Shàngmèng, Xiàmèng, and Xuecheng Townships and 

Lǐ/Lis Town are also mixed with Southern Qiāng speakers. The majority of Gānbǎo, 

Shàngmèng, and Xiàmèng Townships speak Lǐ/Lis rGyalrongic lects, but there are also 

Southern Qiāng speakers in these townships. Xuecheng is the boarder, east of which are 

Southern Qiāng speaking populations. A factor for including Lǐ/Lis rGyalrongic lects as 

part of South-central is the historical connection. Settlers migrated from Lǐ/Lis County 

(Zágǔ) to Xiǎojīn/bTsan-lha County after the second Jīnchuān/Chu-chen war from which 
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a strong sense of connection still exists, absent in Jīnchuān/Chu-chen County where other 

settlers from Lǐ/Lis County may have settled (see §5.1.6). 

6.8 Concluding remarks and contributions of this study 

Situ rGyalrong may be now discussed in situ, as a distinct synchronic language. Enough 

evidence has been provided to show that according to the criteria set out in ISOL 2007 

the previous definition of Jiarong in the Ethnologue may need revision. The 

Jiarong/rGyalrong category involves at least two distinct languages and in all likelihood, 

three more besides. This calls for us to revisit the guiding hypothesis and thesis statement 

of this study (1.2), now revised and restated in (6.1). Evidence presented in Chapters 3-5 

provide empirically falsifiable criteria for testing this claim 

(6.1) Gates’ rGyalrong dialectology  hypothesis 
Inherent intelligibility of the east-central rGyalrongic JZ lect is low among 
speakers of the JKJ, BD, XJ, XM, TQ, and BX south-regional rGyalrongic lects 
and the SD east-central regional rGyalrongic lect. In addition, ethnic identity at 
the lowest layer of embedding, is not cohesive between the northern, east-central, 
and southern regions. 
  
This study has also identified some areas of research that remain in rGyalrongic 

dialectology. The hypothesis provided in §§6.4-6.6 is a good starting point for further 

intelligibility testing, sociolinguistic, and comparative research. Research in areas 

discussed in §6.7 will also bring more clarity to the definitions given for Situ and South-

central. It is also important to recognize the fuzziness of some of the boundaries for the 

rGyalrongic languages proposed in §§6.2-6.7, perhaps due to heavy contact between 

languages. The notion of dialect chains and continua may be helpful in sorting out some 

problems brought about by fuzzy boundaries. In any case, language is not static, and thus 
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the language definitions proposed in this work will invariably need adjustment as the 

rGyalrongic languages and dialects change over time and space.   

The next steps in defining rGyalrongic languages will need to also include a 

strong diachronic component, primarily by using the comparative method in phonological 

and morphological reconstruction, in order to discover individual-identifying, 

paradigmatic sets of shared innovations (Nichols 1996, cf. Leskien 1876: vii). J. Sun’s 

rGyalrong may need to be redefined as a diachronic clade. Another related question is 

whether Horpa-Shangzhai and Lavrung are also diachronic clades each with synchronic 

progeny (as argued in Gates, in preparation). However, in order to do more historical 

comparative work and language definitions, good synchronic descriptions (e.g., Prins 

2011) are also urgently needed. An analysis and presentation of isoglosses should also be 

included in future research. Each of these areas of research (diachronic and synchronic) 

gains the richest insights when done simultaneously, without assuming the “superiority of 

one type of analysis over the other” (Pelkey 2011: 394).  

This thesis has contributed to dialectology and sociolinguistics in the area of 

intelligibility phenomena research; providing another example of Kluge’s (2007) RTT 

retelling method (§2.3.2 and §4) and another example of Pelkey’s (2011a: 31-36) 

“integrative dialectology.” Furthermore, this thesis supports the hypothesis that negative 

intelligibility can be predicted based on low core lexical similarity but positive 

intelligibility cannot be predicted based on lexical similarity (see §4.4).  

This study has also contributed to research of linguistic and ethnolinguistic 

variation among the rGyalrongic languages—revealing a rich variety in rGyalrongic 

lexicons (§3) and identities (§5). There is inherent usefulness in clarifying issues of 
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intelligibility between language varieties, and in general intelligibility is an under 

researched subfield within linguistics. Additionally, this project has made contributions to 

our understanding of the geographical distribution of rGyalrongic languages and dialects, 

how rGyalrongic  language are used, and attitudes and perceptions of rGyalrongic 

ethnolinguistic identity. There are implications for language development as a result of 

this research. If audio recorded language materials are to be developed in a way that can 

be adequately understood by all rGyalrong people, the research suggests that each of the 

five languages presented in this study (as well as any future language divisions) will need 

their own audio recordings. For language documentation purposes, each of the five 

languages presented herein will need their own documentation. The operationalization of 

languages and dialects makes the process of language development and documentation 

more effective and more manageable. By only documenting traditional linguistic data 

(phonetics, phonology, morphology, syntax, discourse, etc.), we may end up missing the 

realities of sociolinguistic variation. Studies such as the one presented in this thesis 

should be considered an essential part of any language development and/or 

documentation program.  
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Appendix A: Representative wordlist from Tshe-dbang sGron-ma (2009-2011), Gates (2010) and Huang (2007) 

 
# English D-BJ D-TQ  D-JKJ D-BD D-DB D JZ D-LJ D-CD D-RB H-GQ  G-EK 

1 body ˈʔəskroŋ ˈtəskruŋ təˈʂkrə wuˈskrʊ təˈskrʉ tɪˈskɾʊʔ təpʰoŋbu təˈskru təpʰok̚pə lə³³spu⁵⁵ ləzpʰʊʔ̚ 

2 head naˈku taˈku taˈku taˈku takoʔ taˈwu təku təkoʔ təˈku ʁu⁵³ ʁoʔ 

3 hair ˈʔəʂut takweˈʂu taˈrȵi təˈʃu taˈrȵe taˈɾɲⁱɛ tarme taˈ mⁱɛ taɾme ʁɛ³³rmə⁵⁵ ɑrmirmɑ 

4 eye   nəˈmȵɑk̚ təˈmȵɑk̚ təˈmȵak̚ təˈmȵek̚ təᵐȵak̚ təˈmɲəʔ təᵐȵak̚  təȵaʔ təˈᵐȵak̚ mɑɣ⁵³ mouʔ 

5 ear ˈnərnɑ təˈrnɑʔ təˈrnje təɾˈnje təˈrnaʔ tɛˈʳna tərna tərne tərna ȵu⁵³ ɲiət 

6 nose  ˈnəʃnɑ təˈʃnɑʔ təˈʃnje təˈʃnje təʃna tɪˈʃnəʔ təʃna teˈʃne təsniɸ sni⁵³ sniʔ 

7 mouth nəˈʃnes təˈʃnjes təʃnaˈpak̚   təˈkʰa   təᵐtɕʰi təkʰɛ təˈᵐtɕʰə  mtɕʰə⁵³ ntɕʰə 

8 tongue nəˈʃmje təˈʃmje təˈʃmi təˈʃmi təˈʃme tɪˈʃmɛ təᵐdʑu təᵐtɕo təᵐˈdi sȵi⁵⁵ ujæt 

9 neck nəˈmki ˈtəmki təˈmkiʔ wuˈmkʊ təˈᵐki tɛˈmkʊ nəʂqo təˈ ᵐqe təˈᵐke fqə⁵³ viɛt̚ 

10 belly nəˈxtu təˈɣtu təˈpok̚ wuˈɣtu təˈpɔk̚ tɪˈvoʔ nəxtu təɣtoʔ təˈɣu pʰɑɣ³³ɣdu⁵⁵ vɑɤt̚ 

11 arm  naˈjak̚ taˈjak̚ taˈjaʔk̚ wuˈjak̚ taˈjak̚ taˈjɛk̚ təjak̚ təˈjaʔ təja jɑɣ⁵⁵ lɑŋɛɾt̚ 
12 leg nəpʰətˈpɑ pʰətˈpɑʔ tətˈxpi waˈndip təpʰat̪ˈpa taˈmiʔ nəmarda taɣˈpⁱə təɾʁa ɡav⁵³qɑ³³li⁵⁵ blæʔ 
13 knee nəˈmŋɑ təˈmŋɑʔ təˈmȵeʔ  wuˈmŋe təˈᵐŋaʔ tʊˈmŋaʔ təxbəᵐ taɣpəᵐ təχpoᵐ   ɑrŋɤʔ 

14 skin ʔəʃɑˈrtsɑ təʃɑˈdɽi     təˈʃaʔ   ɕaᵐdoʔ   təŋoᵐdok̚ dʑə³³dʑu⁵³ dʑedʑɑ 

15 bone ʔəˈʃari ʃaˈri ʃaˈrə ʃaˈrʊ ʃaˈru ɕʲaˈɾʊ ʃoru ʃaru ʃarə ɕɛ³³rə⁵⁵ ʐə˞ɾɑʔ 

16 heart nəˈʃnje təˈʃnjeʔ  təˈʃni wuˈʃni təˈʃnⁱɛ tɪˈʃnʊ təsŋi təˈsni təsne sjar⁵³ ziɑ˞t̚ 

17 blood taˈɕi taˈɕiʔ taˈɕi ˈtaʃə taˈɕi taˈɕⁱʊʔ təse taˈse tasa sə⁵³ sʰɪt̚ 

18 back nəˈstet təˈmtʰek̚ təpeˈkʰi wuˈzɡɑ təᵐkəˈrja taˈzɡʊ təᵐɡəɾ təˈsɡe təˈzka və⁵⁵ske³³ ɑɾˈɟæp̚ 

19 liver ˈnəwʃe təwˈʃe təwˈβʃi wuˈβʃi təˈβʃɛ tʊˈpʃɪʔ təᵐtsʰiʔ təˈ ᵐtsi təˈᵐtsʰi fse⁵⁵ ʰsit̚ 

20 house tɕem cem tɕeʔm tɕem tɕem tɪˈcʲɛp̚ kʰa kʰe cem  jəm⁵³ joʔ 
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21 roof ˈtərkɑ spiʔ spəˈle pʰoˈrak̚ spʉ ʔzvə-ˈmbroʔ kʰoxtuʔ kaᵒˈto cemwuku rba³³wu⁵³ rbəvˈɡə 

22 door kom kom kom kom kaᵐ kap̚ kəm kom koᵐ ɣəm⁵³ ʁæt̚ 

23 pot ˈtajom ˈtajom taˈjom taˈjom taˈjaᵐ taˈjap̚ tajəm təˈtʰu paɫˈme pʰja⁵⁵la⁵⁵   

24 knife zaxriˈkəktsej zaˈɣri zaxriˈkəxtsej zaɣrəˈpʊ bəɹˈtsaʔ ᵐbəɾˈza pu bərtsa  brutɕuˈkətɕʰi bəɹtɕi bər³³zi⁵⁵ stɛvˈɟɯt̚ 

25 rope təwˈre saˈriʔ taˈlek̚ taˈrə təᵐbri tʊˈᵐbɾe təᵐbri təˈpre təᵐbrə bre⁵³ ˈtʰəɡɤʔ 

26 thread taˈrik̚ raˈsjis taˈriʔ taˈrə taˈriʔ tɪʈʴoʷɾᶾʊ tari raˈskət̚ reˈskəᵗ rkhi⁵³   

27 needle taˈkɑp̚ taˈkɑp taˈkɛʔp taˈkep taˈkap̚ tɪʈʴoˈwap̚ taqap taˈqap̚ taχpop ʁav⁵³   

28 sun kəˈni kəˈniʔ kəˈni kəˈnədotsotsej kəˈjaᵐ kəˈjap taŋe taˈŋi taˈⁿŋi ɣnə⁵⁵ nɑmtsɑ 

29 moon tsəˈlɑ tsəˈlɑʔ tseˈle tsəˈle tsəˈlaʔ snaˈbrak̚ slaŋe ɬəˈŋi dzaˈⁿŋi snɑɣ⁵⁵li⁵⁵ snoənə 

30 star tsəˈxri tsəˈɣri tsowˈri tsowˈrə tsəˈβri tsəˈⁿɡrə ʒɡri skarˈme skaɾˈme zɡrə⁵³ skɑrmɑ 

31 rain təˈmu təmʉˈkalat təˈmə təˈmɑ təmu təˈmə təmu    təˈmu təɾˈzi mə⁵³ mɑᵘ 

32 river mȵanˈnɡən ȵanˈɡoŋ ȵanˈɡən ȵanˈnɡən ᵐȵanˈkʷən mʲanˈɡə tɕʰəkazə tɕʰəˈmo rɟaᵐtsʰu ʁrȵəm⁵⁵ tɕʰitɕɪn 

33 cloud zdem zdem zdim zdim zdeᵐ ztep zdəᵐ ztəᵐ zdəᵐ zdəm⁵³ zdomə 

34 lightning taˈrmo ˈtarmok̚ tawˈje təmoˈkʰorinop taˈɾmok̚ taˈɾmok̚ tarbia ᵐʈaˈlaʔ ⁿɡoˈᵐlak̚ tha⁵³ zlɑvdəvə 

35 wind kʰaˈli kʰali kʰaˈli kʰaˈlə kʰaˈləⁱʔ kʰaˈləʔ qale qaˈləⁱ ɣaɫdə χpər⁵⁵ju³³ ɦɡlə 

36 stone coŋ ˈrəɡwi rəˈɡə rəˈɡa cʸu ȡʑəˈlək̚ zdaʂta ʂkoˈtse skotsəɣe rɡə³³me⁵³ rɡɑmɑ 

37 mountain taˈwɑt prɑk̚ prjek̚ reˈnɡu kraˈkoʔ taˈbaʔ zɡoku rəˈrap̚ tərap̚ pʰa⁵⁵ qɑ 

38 path/road tɽaˈlɑ ˈtəre raˈle taˈle tɽaˈlaʔ ʈʴaˈla tɽu tɕoˈbⁱe tɕaˈba tɕʰi⁵³ tɕæʔ 

39 sand tɕəˈrȵek̚ ˈɡəjwek̚ kəˈwiʔk   kəˈwek̚ kəˈ ᵐbi tɕə rdʑi qaˈbət̪̚ pⁱəme lbəɣ⁵³ bima 

40 fire təˈmtɕik̚ ˈtəmi təˈmi ˈtəmə təˈmtɕik̚ təˈᵐtçɪk̚ smiʔ sməⁱ smə ʁmə⁵⁵ huˈmə 

41 smoke taˈkʰu taˈkʰuj taˈkʰə ˈtakʰʊ taˈkʰu taˈkʰu       mkhə⁵⁵ kʰɯʔ 

42 ash kʰalak̚ˈpe kʰaˈlaʔpe scakʰaˈlapi ʃəɡaˈkəpi scakʰalak̚ˈpe scʲæˈkʰanapˈki tʰaɡalaɣi qalˈti tʰaβˈle     

43 dust ˈtaslu pʰərloŋˈkapɑ pʰəˈsləʔ kəˈrpi saˈɸlu   rda rdə tʰaˈptal cʰomacʰo laʔ     

44 leaf  wajˈmok̚ tajˈmɑk̚ tajˈmeʔk̚ wajˈmak̚ taⁱˈpak̚ dⁱɛˈbak̚ taʲwak̚ taɹˈvak̚ qajuwuwak lpha⁵⁵lɑ⁵⁵ rɑlɑ 
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45 root ʔəˈsrok̚ təˈsrok̚ ʃiˈəsrok̚ ʃiɡaˈwesrak̚ waˈkaʔ taˈsraᵐ ʔəqaʔ taˈzram wurza srəm⁵⁵ tsɑtɕʰɤ 

46 seed  təˈrpuʔ təˈrpiʔ təˈʂpə tərˈpa təˈʂpi tɛˈʴʃpʊʔ tərxi təˈrwəi təˈrβə ʁrdʑɣə⁵⁵ fɕiɯʔ 

47 bark   ʃeˈdɽi ʃeˈdɽi ʃiˈədɽi ʃiɡaˈwudɽə ʃak̚puwuˈⁿdɽi ʃəˈʂkʰo seʂkʰoʔ sekoˈʂqoʔ qajuwudʑə sɛ⁵⁵rqho⁵⁵  

48 flower taˈpat taˈpat boˈtok̚ wajˈpet taˈpat̚   mentok̚ meˈtaʔ metok̚ me³³tɑ⁵³   

49 meat  ɟɑˈri ʃɑʔ ʃaˈpu ʃaˈpu rɟaˈri cʲaˈɾᶾʊ taᵐtʰəⁿ ʃe rədzəɣi sru⁵⁵ ntʰoʔ 

50 fish tɕəˈɣju tɕəˈɣjuk tɕəˈβji tɕoŋˈju tɕəˈβjok̚ ɟok̚ˈɟok̚ qaɟu kaˈȡʑe ɟəxju ʁdə³³ju⁵⁵ ɲɑkɾit̚ 

51 feather ʔəˈʂut taˈmjek̚   taˈmoj pⁱaɫ ˈwən ᵐkaˈɜȵi tarme   piaqarme lŋə⁵⁵   

52 egg taˈtɽəm taˈrtsej paˈɡom ʒder taˈ ⁿɡam taˈŋɡəp̚ taɡaᵐ taˈ ⁿkaᵐ ɡoˈⁿŋi sthɑɣ⁵⁵ stʰəɤ 

53 milk nəˈni       təˈloʔ tʊˈloʔ talo taˈlo   lu⁵⁵   

54 horns təˈri təˈrit nəŋeˈəri kəʃpətˈwurɑ təˈru təˈrə taxrə taˈkʰʂu taχrə rə⁵³ kr̩ 

55 tail wejˈmək̚ tajˈmjik̚ waˈmi wajˈmə taⁱˈmi taⁱˈmi taʲme taⁱˈmei taɫme lmi⁵³ rŋɑmɑ 

56 dog kʰəˈnɑ ˈkʰənɑ kʰi kəˈʃə kʰəˈnaʔ kʰəˈnaʔ kʰəna kəˈze kəze kə³³ta³³ kəˈtɑ 

57 snake kʰowˈβre ˈkʰawre kʰawˈri kʰapˈri kʰaᵒˈwre kʰaˈbri kapri qaˈpər ɣaᵐpri bə⁵⁵rə³³ xpʰri 

58 mosquito kəpeˈstsɑ kəpesˈtsɑ kəpoˈxtse kʰəpoˈsti pasˈtsa boˈɾtsɛ ɣaza wəˈrtsʰe woza xsje³³ɣva³³za³³ vəᵘzɑ 

59 ant kʰoˈrok̚ ˈkʰoroʔk kʰoˈrok̚ kʰweˈrak̚ kʰaˈraʔ kʰoˈɾok̚ qʰro kaˈzoŋ qʰor skhrɑɣ⁵³ skʰəʐɑᵘ 

60 man təˈtsɑ ˈtətsɑʔ təˈtse kəˈtɕʰʊ təˈtsaʔ tʊˈza tətɕu təˈrme tərme bə⁵⁵lŋa⁵⁵ pʰu 

61 woman təˈmi təˈmiʔ təˈmi təˈmə tə ˈmi tʊˈmʊ tɕʰame təˈmi təˈmi mə⁵⁵le⁵⁵ muʔ 

62 child ʔaˈtɕedəŋo ˈʔatɕeʔ taˈpə taˈpa taˈpu taˈpʊ tapotsoʔ taˈpu taɫŋaʔ ȵɑ³³də⁵⁵  nɑdəʔ 

63 person təˈrmi təˈrmiʔ təˈrmi təˈrmə təˈrmi tʊˈʴmʊ tərme keˈᵐbⁱo kəɾᵐbⁱu vɟju⁵⁵ wdzit̚ 

64 father ŋaˈpɑ  ʔapɑ taˈtsiʔ ŋaˈʒo ŋaˈɡʊ ŋaˈpa taˈpa awa təˈpe təˈte ə³³vi⁵³ ɤ̤ˈvæʔ 

65 mother ŋəˈmu ʔamɑ təˈmo ŋəˈma təˈmoʔ tʊˈmo amu təˈmo təˈma a⁵⁵ma³³ mæʔ 

66 older 
sister ŋaˈʒe ʔaʒe ʔaˈje ʔaˈʒi ŋaˈja taˈja api təˈje təpəˈsaᵐcə a⁵⁵da³³   

67 son ŋəˈtsɑ ŋəˈtsɑʔ təˈtse wuˈtse təˈtsaʔ tɪˈza atɕu təˈtɕu təˈtɕʰə zi⁵³ ziʔ 

68 daughter ŋəˈmi ŋəˈmi təməˈpə wuˈmə təˈmi tɪˈmu ame təˈmi təˈmi ŋə⁵⁵mə⁵⁵ sme 
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69 husband ˈŋadɽej ˈŋəpʰaɣjɑk̚ təkəˈtɕʰi wukəˈtɕʰə tərjaˈᵐtɕɛ pʰaˈjəʔ anma təˈzte təˈɣma khrɛl⁵⁵pa³³ ɑve 

70 wife   ʒapˈcɑʔ təʒaˈpje wuʒapˈmce   taˈʴcʲəp̚ arʒap təˈrɟav tərɟeˈβə khrɛl⁵⁵mu³³ rjɛp̚ 

71 day teˈʃni təˈʃni teˈʃni taˈʃnəs teˈʃni ʃnə təsni sŋəⁱ βʃə fsnə⁵³ bɪsni 

72 night təˈmoɾ təˈmor təˈmoʔr təˈmor təˈmoɹ təˈmoɾ ʃaɾ meɹ ᵐtsʰa mir⁵³/ɕɣar⁵⁵ hɕɑ˞t̚ 

73 morning taˈnaj tanak̚ɡa taˈnjek̚ taˈnjek̚ taˈnaᵐ taˈnaᵐ təᵐtɕi sɨzə təᵐtɕʰə nvse⁵³   

74 yesterday waˈʃlu waˈʃlu pəˈʃeʃni vəʃaˈʃnə pəʃeɹˈʃni pəʃiˈʃnə wuʃəɾ ʃor rəˈʃə xsnəl⁵⁵ moɡə 

75 today ʔəˈʃni ʔəˈʃni pəˈʃni vəˈʃnə kəʃni pəˈʃnə jəsni jəˈsŋi βʃə fsnə⁵³ bɪsni 

76 tomorrow soˈʃni soˈʃni soˈʃni soˈʃnə soˈʃni soʃiˈʃnə soʔ səˈsəi/βsəⁱ  βsi na⁵⁵ru³³ kʰɣæsji 

77 day teˈʃni təˈʃni teˈʃni taˈʃnəs teˈʃni ʃnə təsni sŋəⁱ βʃə fsnə⁵³/snə⁵³ bɪsni 

78 year təˈpɑ təjˈpɑ teˈpe taˈpe taˈpaʔ   təχpaʔ wuˈpe wupeᵗ/kiˈpeᵗ pə⁵⁵vi³³ kʷæl 

79 old  dəˈwi kəˈwe rȵoŋˈbe rȵoŋbeˈdəŋo wuˈwaⁱ kəˈbəⁱ kəba wuˈbe kəba rȵɑŋ⁵³ba³³ bidɑ̃ 

80 new saɾˈpɑ sarˈpɑ sarˈpe saɾˈpa saɹˈpa kəˈʃək̚ kəʃək̚ kəˈʃu some sɛr⁵⁵pa³³ xsəɦdɑ 

81 good ˈdəlɑ dəˈlɑ kəˈle kəˈledəŋo kəˈxaᵒ   ȵəpe kəp̚ˈde kəɟax tshɑ⁵³ dəmɕɛ˞t̚ 

82 bad dəˈmɑk̚ maˈdəlɑ makəˈle maˈkəledəŋo kəˈŋaⁿ kəˈŋɛt̪̚ mipe makəpˈde kəsatʰaᵗ ŋən⁵³   

83 wet naˈʃtɕis naˈʃtɕis nakəˈʃtɕit naˈʃtɕəsej kəˈʃtɕək̚ tɕʰik̚ɟoʔ natɕi naneˈtʃi nəkaˈnacʰi lu⁵³    

84 dry kəˈrom teˈroʔms dəkəˈram ˈtaromsej kəˈraᵐ kariˈkʰɾaᵐ nəroᵐ təkəˈspa kəspa zbju⁵³ oɡɾo 

85 long dekˈsrje kəˈsre kəˈʂi kəʔˈsriŋ kəˈskreⁿ kəˈskərin nərədʑi kərˈzəⁱ kəzra xsre⁵³ dedʑi 

86 short dəkˈtɕən kəˈtɕən kəˈxtɕin kəʔˈcan kəˈxtɕəⁿ kəˈcət̪̚ ȵəxtə kəɣˈtan̪ kəxtəᵗ xtəl⁵³ deli 

87 hot dəˈsalok̚ kəwaˈste kəsawˈlok̚ kəvaˈsti kəwaˈstsɪ kəsaˈʃki nəsaʃke saˈʃke kasaˈski ski⁵⁵ dətɕəᵘ 

88 cold dəwaˈntɽok̚ kəwaˈndɽok̚ kəməˈʃtʰek̚ kəvaˈntɽok̚ kəməˈʃtak̚ kəməˈʃdak̚ nəχotɽoʔ kəwaˈdzi kəwaˈʂkʰu rkho⁵³ dərkʰu 

89 right  kaˈcʰɑ ʔalaˈʃɑ ɡaŋˈlej kaˈcʰaʃe kaˈcʰaʔ kaˈcʰa ʔəpʰaʔdzi təˈsto ȵopʰio scçhi³³ɡə⁵³ skutɕuke 

90 left kawˈlɑ ʔərəˈʃɑ taˈcʰaj kaˈwleʃe kawuˈlaʔ kaˈwu ʔəpʰadzi təˈqaⁱ tɽaŋphio skə⁵⁵ɡə³³ r̥tɕʰɪkɪ 

91 far kəˈcʰe kəˈcʰe kəˈcʰi kəˈcʰi kəˈcʰe kəˈcʰe ȵəʂqʰi kaʂˈqʰaⁱ tɕaˈqə nthɑŋ⁵⁵rɑŋ⁵⁵ dətɕædʑi 

92 big dəkˈte kəkˈte kəˈxti kəʔˈtiŋ kəˈɣtɪⁱe kəˈtə ȵoxti kuˈɣti kəxti  nə³³cçhi⁵³ dətɕʰæt̚ 
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93 small dəkˈtsi kəkˈtsej kəˈxtsej kəˈtsej kəˈɣtse kəˈtsə nəxtɕi kuˈɣtɕə kəχtɕʰi tsu³³tsu⁵³ dəɦdɑᵘɦ 

94 heavy kəˈli kəˈli kəˈli kəˈlə kəˈləⁱ kəˈdə ȵərʒi kəˈrdzi kərɟə ʁrdə⁵³ dənciət̚ 

95 light  kəˈjo kəˈjom kəˈjo kəˈjo kəˈjoʔ kəˈɟo ȵəʒo kəˈdzi kəjaⁿ je⁵³ deʁi 

96 above kəˈtʰo/ʔaˈta ˈtatɕʰen kəˈtʰo toˈtajisej kaˈtʰo kaˈtʰo taʃe aˈto wukuˈta ru⁵⁵tha³³   

97 below kəˈji/ʔaˈdo ˈnatɕʰen kəˈji noˈnajisej naˈpəŋ kaˈɟə pəʃe aˈki nəχje ɕe⁵⁵ji³³la³³   

98 full dəˈmȵot kəˈməȵot kəˈmȵot kəˈmȵan kəˈᵐȵot̚ kəməˈjot̪̚ ȵəⁿtsʰa kəˈtsit̪̚ woᵐtsʰoᵗ fsɛ⁵⁵ ʔɑl̥tsɑsi 

99 round dəŋaˈpəleɾ kaˈɡwarɡwar kəkaˈlorlor koˈlərlər kapaɹˈlaɹ kapo-ˈlorlor kaʂtəp kaˈrtəm ka ʂtuᵐ χtə³³təm⁵⁵   

100 white dəˈprom kəˈprom kəˈprom kəˈpram kəˈpraᵐ kəˈbraᵐ kərop kuˈrəb kəpro phrəm⁵³ tʂʰɹobˈtʂʰɹoʔ 

101 black dəˈnak̚ kəˈnak kəˈnak̚ kəˈnak̚ kəˈnak̚ kəˈȵek̚ kənak̚ kəˈȵa kə ɟa ȵɑ⁵⁵ ɲɑjɲɑ 

102 red dəwəˈrnje wəˈrnje kəwəˈrni kəvəɾˈni kəwəˈrnⁱe kəβəˈrȵi kəɣərni kowuˈrnⁱe kəwurni mnəɣ⁵³ ndindi 

103 green/ 
blue ʒdʑaŋˈku   laŋˈkar rdʑaŋˈkʋ dʑaŋˈku   ⁿdʑaŋkə rdzaŋˈku dʑaŋkə ldʑən⁵⁵kəɣ³³ kʰɑŋbɑlɑ 

104 yellow serˈpu kəˈŋej sərˈpu sərˈpu seɹˈpɔ seɾˈpo kəqarni   kəɣerni sɛr⁵⁵pu³³ rɲərɲə 

105 one teˈrɡi taˈrɡej taˈrɡi taˈrɡej kəˈtek̚ kəˈrik̚ ci karˈda kəʒa rɑɣ⁵³ ɑrɡe 

106 two taˈwu tajˈwi taˈɡə taˈɡʋ kəˈȵe kəˈȵe χnəs ɣnəs χnis ɣnɛ⁵³ ɦne 

107 three kəˈsom kəˈsom kəˈsam kəˈsam kəˈsaᵐ kəˈsaᵐ xsəm ɣsəm xsuᵐ xsəm⁵³ hso 

108 four kəˈpli kəˈpli kəˈpli kəˈplə kəˈpləⁱ kəˈptə kəβde kapˈdaⁱ kəpda vdə⁵⁵ ɦjəʔ 

109 five kəˈmŋu kəˈmŋu kəˈmŋu kəˈmŋu kəˈᵐŋo kəˈ  mŋəⁱ kəᵐŋu kəᵐˈŋo kəᵐŋa mŋa⁵⁵ hwə 

110 six kəˈtɽok̚ kəˈtɽok̚ kəˈtɽok̚ kəˈtɽok̚ kəˈtɽok̚ kəˈʈok̚ kətɽok̚ kəˈtɕaᵒ kəcu xtɕu⁵⁵ xtɕʰə 

111 seven kəˈʃnəs kəˈʃnis kəˈʃnəs kəˈʃnəs kəˈʃnəs kəˈʃnə kəʃni kəˈʃnə kəsnas sȵi⁵⁵ sɲeˠ 

112 eight woˈrjɑts woˈrjɑt woˈrjat vəɾˈrjet woˈrjat̚ kəˈɾcat̪̚ kəʂcaᵗ kəˈrcɛt̪̚ wərɟeᵗ vja⁵⁵ a˞jæt̚ 

113 nine kənˈnɡu kəˈnɡwi kəˈnɡə kənˈɡʋ kəˈⁿɡu kəˈ ⁿɡə kənⁿɡu  kəˈ ŋɡət̪̚ kənˈɟi ŋɡə⁵³ ŋɡo 

114 ten ʃtɕe ʃtɕe ʃtɕi ʃtɕi ʃtɕe zɟəⁱʔ sqi sqɛʔ saˈɣa sɣə⁵³ zʁɑ 

115 twenty kənəˈʃtɕe kənəˈʃtɕe kənəˈʃtɕi kənəsˈʃtɕi kəȵeˈʃtɕe kəȵeˈzɟəⁱʔ nəsqi ɣȵeˈsqɛ xnəska nɛ⁵⁵sə³³ ˈnəsqʰɑʔ 

116 who seceˈdəŋo səˈkotəŋo səˈkaŋoj səˈdəŋon sədaˈŋaⁱ səʔ ʃu ʃu sə sə⁵³ sʰɤdɑ̃ 
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117 what tʰeˈcele tʰəˈwemik̚ tʰəˈŋo tʰəˈko tʰəŋapaᵒ   te tɕʰeˈŋo kətəke thi⁵³ ˈhætɕʰiɤ 

118 where kətiˈdəŋo ˈkeweiti kətiˈŋo kətəsˈtəŋwen kətɕəˈdaŋaⁱ kəˈtsɛ ʔətɕu aˈtʃi ŋotsʰo ŋə⁵⁵tə³³ɡə³³   

119 when kətəˈwotʰam kəˈʃtɽij kəʂtɽəˈŋo kəˈʂtɽə tʰəwuˈʒak̚ kəˈʂʈə tʰotɕu ɕiɟaˈβraŋ səndəwuʒa ŋə⁵⁵tə³³ska³³ sudutɕʰædon 

120 how 
many tʰesterɡi tʰesteˈkə tʰəˈsti kəsteˈrɡe tʰəstewɛŋ tʰɛˈstoʔ ʃəstʰək̚ tɕʰeˈscʰi tetsəke thi⁵⁵na⁵⁵ ˈhənəlu 

121 this ˈtɕətə tɕəˈti tɕətə ˈtɕətə tɕəˈki tsəʔ kətɕu kʰo ʔəkʰo cçə⁵³ tʰoʁo 

122 that ʔataˈwu wuˈti aˈno ˈʔadotə kəˈtɕi deʔ nətɕu nəˈkʰo woru a³³tə⁵⁵ kɤdɔ 

123 same dəˈɡaj kanəˈndɽɑ ndɽaˈndɽe dɽaˈndɽe tatəˈru   nənaxtɕək kətəˈŋu ʔanamana ndʐa³³ndʐa⁵⁵   

124 whole kətɕeˈkəlet kəˈtɕe ləmˈləm kəˈdzəm kətɕeˈtə pok̚ ləᵗba kəˈ ᵐdaⁱ kətsʰa xcçhə³³fcçhə⁵⁵   

125 many kəˈmȵɑ kəˈmȵɑ kəməˈȵe kəˈmȵe  kəˈᵐȵa kəməˈca ȵədan  kəˈldan qəˈᵐŋe muŋ⁵⁵me⁵⁵   

126 all kətɕeˈkəlet kəˈtɕe ləmˈləm kəˈdzəm kətɕeˈtə pok̚ ləᵗba kəˈ ᵐdaⁱ kətsʰa xcçhə³³fcçhə⁵⁵ kʰɑtsʰoŋ 

127 eat kaˈzɑ teˈndɽet kaˈzje koˈze kaˈza kaˈntsa tadze kat̚ˈze kaˈdza dzi⁵³    

128 bite kʰamtɕək̚ kʰamtɕək̚ kʰamtɕək̚ kʰamtɕʰək̚ kʰaˈᵐtɕək̚ kʰaˈᵐtçɪk̚ təsŋətzalaᵗ kaˈze kanaˈʂke ŋrcçha⁵⁵ rhtɕʰɑ 

129 be hungry ˈdəmo təˈmoŋs kəˈmo ʔəɣtuˈkəmo naˈmoŋ tʊk̚tukʊˈmoʔ naxtunəᵐtsəɾ nəᵐzəraŋ kaᵐtsʰe mo⁵⁵ ˈnəmˌtʂuɑsi 

130 drink ʔəcoˈŋɑpɑ kəˈcʰok̚ kaˈmot koˈpʰjis kaˈmot̚ kaˈmʊt̪̚ katsʰi kaˈtʰi katʰə the⁵³  ɤɡˈtʰin 

131 be thirsty ˈdəʃpɑk taˈʃpoŋ kəˈʃpaʔk̚ kəˈʃpak̚ naˈʃpaŋ kɪˈʃpə nəʃpaɣa nəʃəˈbaŋ kaˈspⁱaʔ sviu⁵⁵ ˈdəkspɑʔ 

132 sleep ˈkormet kəˈwarma koˈrman koɾˈmasej kaˈɾmaʔ kanɪˈɟɪp̚ karɡuʔ kaˈrɡu kaˈrɡə jəv⁵³  ɡorˈɡən 

133 sit down naˈnət naˈnən naˈnən naˈnəsej kaˈni kaˈɲɪ kaᵐdzə kaˈᵐzu kaˈᵐdzo rje⁵³    

134 give kaˈsprat teˈsprat kaˈsprat ˈʔəkʰreɫ kaˈspɾat̚ kaˈsprɪt̪̚ lakʰaᵗ   kaˈcʰə khə⁵³ stəwunəʂkɑŋ 

135 burn 
(wood)  kasəˈloŋ tasəˈləŋ kaˈmbar təməˈtabaɾsej takəˈbaɾ kʊˈⁿɟop̚ tanə  tʰaˈnəl kaˈβdu vlo⁵³ ˈkəmˌbɑ˞sit̚ 

136 die kəˈɕi dəˈʃiʔs dəkəˈʃi dəʃəˈsej kəˈɕi ˈɡʊɕʲʊʔ cosiək̚ nəkəˈsət̪̚ nəkəˈsəᵗ̪ sə⁵³ ɯˈsəʔ 

137 kill kaˈtɕʰɑ kaˈntɕʰɑ kaˈset nosiˈsej kaⁿtɕʰaʔ kaˈsat̪̚/kaˈⁿtçʰia pəsaᵗ kaˈ ⁿtɕʰe kantɕʰe sa⁵³/nɕi⁵³    

138 fly kəˈɣjem kəˈɣjem kəˈβjom kəˈβjam kəˈβjaᵐ kəˈbⁱaᵐ ȵoxbioᵐ kaqaˈbin kəvapʰoɫ ɣmbjəm⁵³ vzɑ 

139 walk kəˈptɽe towˈtɽen kəwəˈtɽi kəvajˈtɽisej kaˈtɕʰe kavʊˈʈʂi tanɡeʔ nəˈʃe kaxue ftɕhi⁵³ dəveʔ 

140 run kənəˈrɟuk̚ tanəˈrɟuŋ rəˈrɟok̚ tanəˈrɟək̚sej kaˈrɟək̚   kanəstarɟə kaˈrɟʸo kaxdoɾ ŋʁrjuɣ⁵⁵ dəˈpɕiɑ̃ʔ 
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141 go kəˈtɕʰe tɕʰeŋ kəˈtɕʰi ˈtalusej tɕʰeŋ kaˈtçʰi jəʃe kaˈʃeʔ kaˈχe rə³³və⁵³  dəˈɕɪn 

142 come jəˈpon jəpoˈjon kəˈpon taˈpəsej paˈpəŋ   kaɣi kaˈwe kaˈvə və⁵³(və⁵⁵) ɡəjə 

143 speak kərəˈʃatpɑ tamiˈnatsəs tərjuˈkope nosəŋsej denaˈβʃat̚   tərəʃmi karaˈɕat̪̚ kawaˈŋo fɕɛ⁵³/rɛ⁵⁵  nəfɕɛn 

144 hear  karəŋˈnɑ kwarəkˈnaw karək̚ˈnje korəˈnje karəˈnaʔ kaɾᶼʊˈnə nəsoŋo kasaˈŋi kasaˈŋo sŋi⁵⁵ŋa³³ ɡɤsŋɤŋɑn 

145 see  kanaˈtsu tənəˈmcaraw kasaˈmȵa konəˈmtɕare kasaˈxsoʔ kanatsoʔ ˈkaru kaˈpʰɛɾ kaˈβda ntshri⁵⁵/vde⁵³ ɡəsˌkʰəˈtɕin 

146 swim tɕəˈʒak̚ fuʂwiˈkalat tɕʰəˈʒak̚ tɕʰəˈʒas tɕəˈʒak̚ ɟəˈⁿȡʑak̚   kaˈdzak̚ kadʑx ʑɑ⁵³  ndʑɑr 

147 stand taˈrjɑp̚ təˈrjam taˈrwas teˈtjepsej kaˈɾjap̚ kaˈʴcʲəp tardzu kaˈⁿzorⁿzor kararuota tɕhə³³ra⁵³  ɑrˈjɛwutsun 

148 I (ls) ŋo ŋo jo/ŋo ŋo təˈjoʔ ŋaʔ ʔaʒo aˈȡʑi ŋə ŋa⁵³ ŋæʔ 

149 you  no no no no noʔ nəˈɟo naʒo naˈȡʑi na nu⁵³ nɡɤ 

150 he  ʔəˈjo ʔəjo no ʔadoˈtə məˈȵe mə ʔəʒo wuˈȡʑi na cçə⁵³/ə⁵⁵tə³³ nɡiɤ 

151 we (incl) joˈkətɕe joȵe joke joˈrək̚satə joˈȵe jiˈɟi jəʒo i:ȡʑiˈraʔ ŋare ŋɡə³³ɟji⁵³   

152 you (pl) ȵeˈȵe ȵeȵe ȵoke ȵoˈrək̚satə ȵoˈȵe nəɟoˈȵə nəʒo naȡʑiˈraʔ ȵare nə³³ɟji⁵³ ˈnɡiænɡɑʔ 

153 they ʔəjoˈȵe ʔəjoȵe woȵeˈke woȵiˈɡa məˈȵaᵒ məˈȵə ʒara wuȡʑiˈraʔ wudure cçə⁵³ɟji³³   

154 not dəˈmɑk̚ ˈdəmɑk̚ mjek̚ dəˈmak̚ kəˈmak̚ mak̚ nəmak̚ koˈmak̚ nəmaχ   dəmiɑʔ 

155 louse ser ser sor seɾ saɾ soɾ xzri sɛr seɾ sɛr⁵⁵ ɕɑᵘ 

156 after tɕəˈnkʰuj  ˈʔəŋkʰwi əˈnkʰwə tɕətəˈʔənkʰʋj wuˈⁿkʰəⁱ wuˈkʰiʔ ʔəqu wuˈqʰu wuzɡaɣə skhə⁵⁵khə³³ ɲu 

157 slowly lalɑsˈkapɑ lalasˈkopaw laleˈdəpaw ʔəstaˈlalinaŋosej kəˈtaɫ kʊŋaˈβlo kəvəlala deˈtsʰa ˈtetsatsa dal³³dzə⁵⁵ni⁵³   

158 quickly 
fast kəŋaˈnak̚ takaˈnak̚ kokaˈnjek̚ ʔəstaˈnarɡo kaˈʒɾɡo kaɕʲanak̚ kəʃɡro kaᵒɟeˈseⁱ ˈkaxdoɾ a³³mbo⁵³bəm³³ əbubõʔ 

159 together kətɕeˈkəlet kəˈtɕe taˈcʰaj kətɕeˈkəleŋ taˈcʰas kəˈcʰa təsca kəˈ ᵐde kesci ərcça³³ ɑstʰi 

160 high dəˈmbro kəˈmbro kəˈmbro kəməˈro kəˈᵐbro kəˈbro ȵəᵐpro kəˈbər kəᵐbra bre⁵³  domtʰu 

161 low dəˈmŋɑ kəˈmŋɑ kəˈxme kəˈwar kəʔmaⁿ kəˈmet̪̚ ȵəbar kəˈbɛr kəbeɾ bir⁵³  dəʟɣmɑ 

162 deep dəˈrnɑk̚ kəˈrnɑk̚ kəˈrnjek̚ kəˈrnjek̚ kəˈrnak̚ kəˈɾnak̚ ȵərnak̚ kəˈrnoŋ kənop nav⁵³  dənɑᵘ 

163 shallow maˈdərnɑk̚ maˈdərnɑk̚ makəˈrnjek̚ maˈkərnjek̚ makəˈrnak̚ makəˈɾnak̚ ȵəbar makəˈrnoŋ kəbe nɛ³³mɛ³³nav⁵³ dəbə 

164 wide dəˈjom kəˈjom kəˈrɟom kəˈrɟom kəˈjaᵐ kəˈjaᵐ ȵəjom kəˈkʰəⁱ kəⁿɡaⁿɡa ləm⁵⁵ ʑindətɕʰæ 
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165 narrow dəˈwer dəˈɡwer kəˈtɕor kəˈtɕer kəˈwoɹ kəˈkoɾ ȵəⁿɡor kəˈkor kətɕi  tsra⁵³ dəsre 

166 play kəˈmbrej təˈmbren kənəˈmbre kənˈcʰaɫjisej kaˈ ᵐbre təˈmbrɪ nənaɣa kanaˈʁa kaˈcʰaɫ ncçhal⁵⁵ 
nbja³³vlɑ⁵³  nəntɕomɑn 

167 sing kʰarɟasˈkapɑ kʰarɟasˈnapaw tatsiriˈkupe kʰazənˈnopesej kʰaˈrɟa kʰaˈʴcʲɛt̚kava tʰənərəχo lajukaˈpe ta rɡaˈkaβsi dʐo³³re⁵³vi³³ ɦləunəvən 

168 dance tarɡaˈkapɑ tarɡɑˈkopaw tarɡeˈkupe tarɡaˈnostsasej taˈrwaʔ taˈɾɡa -kava pərɟa tɕoˈne karaməᵐdia dʑo³³ni⁵³vi³³ nəntɕʰæm 

169 kick taˈzbrok̚ tazbrok̚ tarbrok̚ tazbroˈtolisej taˈzpɾok̚ tabɾok̚kaˈnɛt̚ təʃi təqaiˈsu βʃəᵗ nzbre⁵⁵  ɡo˞tsʰum 

170 hide kaˈwəʃtɑ kawəˈʃtɑʔ kawuˈʃteʔ koˈwəʃtisej kaʃaˈxpiʔ kaɕaˈpkiʔ kanpa kanaˈtsu kanaˈtsʰi spi⁵⁵  nosɡon 

171 seek kaˈru ˈtaraw kanaˈruru koˈru jakanaraˈroʔ kanaˈro tətənəᵐtɕi qaqaˈse təjak̚ˈkəvi ndʐə³³ru⁵⁵ nəɕɑ 

172 find naˈraŋ ŋaˈraŋ nakəˈsare noˈresej naˈraŋ kaməˈtoʔ ʒajotəɣi təjaˈvəⁱ kasəˈβdak̚ vde⁵³ dəɾɑ 

173 repair kaˈsastu taˈspok̚ kɑwaˈxdi kəleˈtopesej kawapˈde kavaˈbti taχaβde kavaˈⁿde kasaβziβzi (ɣzi⁵⁵)vdu³³ nəlele 

174 wash kaˈrtɕi naˈrtɕu kajˈrtɕi noˈrtɕəsej kaˈʂtɕi kaˈɾtɕə nəxtɕi kaɣtɕi kaˈχtɕə ŋrʑə⁵⁵   nəriɡe 

175 tie kaˈsre kwaˈprɑk̚ kaˈprjek̚ koˈpkrak̚sej talak̚-ˈkalat̚ kaˈtsʰi kaoβra kaˈβra kaˈ pra phrɑɣ⁵⁵ ɡɑkʰəsin 

176 stab kaˈmtsoŋ kaˈmtsoŋ kaˈstsə noˈmtsɑsej kaˈᵐtsu kaᵐˈ ᵐtsɨ kasatse kasaˈtse ka ˈdzeɾ kɛ³³rdzo⁵³   

177 cut karaˈntsət karaˈntsəʔk karaˈndzək̚ noˈrantsək̚sej karaˈtsɪk̚ karaˈtsək̚ pərekərik̚ karaˈkruᵒ ka raˈdzeɾ rpɛ⁵⁵tsɛ⁵³ nətsɑŋ 

178 dig kʰənkʰənˈkatoŋ kʰəpok̚ˈnatoŋ kʰeduˈkatə kʰʋˈponotɑsej kʰɛduˈkatu kʰəvok̚ˈkatɕə pəɫɣe kəraˈlwe taɫdokaɫwa slu⁵³ nonlɑʔ 

179 to meet, 
to crush kaˈwardu nakaˈβərdən nakəsawaˈrdu novaɫˈdusej naˈrdaŋ kaˈŋa mʊˈᵐto kaʂpu kaməˈtʰu ˈnəkatʰək̚   ɡodʑoŋ 

180 to wait kaˈnajo konaˈjon kunaˈjo koˈnajo kanaˈjoʔ kanaˈjo kaonaja kanaˈji kanˈⁿca   ɣɯlŋɑ 

181 to hit kaˈstsi taˈrtsap̚ kuˈtop toˈtupsej kaˈtop̚ kaˈto pxoⁿdwa kaˈɣtsu kaˈxdo   rɑŋ 

182 to take kaˈstʰet naˈtʰet kaˈtʰot noˈtʰusej jakaˈroʔ kanʊˈvʲakaˈkʰit natɕəᵗ kaˈtɕat̪̚ kaˈ tcʰaᵗ   tʰɑŋ 

183 to hold kaˈcɑ koraˈʃu koˈpje noˈraɕisej kaˈpʲaʔ kavʲa kaduᵗ kaˈro ka raˈska   nzdɑŋ 

184 to seize təʂtɽɑt təʂtɽɑtˈtalat kuraˈʂɽat tardzə bəˈʂtɽa kaˈnɖʴi  nəraoβra kaməˈrtɕu kaˈβce   kʰʂuŋ 

185 to release kaˈlat dəˈlat kuˈlat ˈdolisej kaˈtaʔ kata nəte kaˈte kaˈptɽi   lɑ 

186 to throw kaˈpʰis  ˈdəpʰjit wuˈnkiʔ noˈpʰjissej kaⁿˈcʸu kaˈpʰʊt̪̚ tʰuβde kavaˈrat̪̚ kawaˈreᵗ    dəkɑ 

187 to touch kanaˈtəptəp̚ tanaˈtɕapjap̚ kanaˈjapjap̚ nonaˈtəptəpsej kana-ˈtsɨlət̚ kanajak̚ nənameme kan-ˈmeme kanaˈməme   ndʐəvɾə 
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188 to rub 
hands kaˈkle təˈklew kəwaˈxtsop̚ koˈklisej kaˈβɕe   nəsəβse kaᵒˈle kaɫde   rnɑlɑ 

189 to wave kəwaˈtsələt təsaˈwalen kəwaˈɟələk̚ kurpʰat 
-ˈdərpʰadopasej tajakˈkasatsəlat̚  kaɕəˈmɹ̩mɹ̩   kasəmiˈmo kanaˈxcəxce   smɑmon 

190 to push kaˈno  ˈkono kuˈcoʔ doˈtɽek̚sej kaˈⁿʈak̚ kacat̪̚ kastʰaʔ kaˈstʰa kastoχ   dəɦɑ 

191 
to carry 
on the 
back  

kaˈpkor  ˈtapkor kaˈʂkor toˈpkorsej kaˈpkɔɾ kaˈpkʰor tapkoɾ kaˈβkor kapˈkoɾ   əsˈpon 
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Appendix B: Representative wordlist from Prins (1997) 

 English P-BX P-BJ P-BW P-MZ 
1 body təˈskrɔŋ t̪əˈskru rəˈcçə ziˈpaʔ 
2 head naˈɡoʔ t̪əˈkuʔ ʁwa ʁəʔ 
3 hair uˈkuʂɔ təˈkusu  ˈʁɔɹmi ʁəˈbdɽa 
4 eye   əˈɲaʔ t̪əˈmɲɔk mow mo 
5 ear əˈrnaʔ t̪eˈrnaʔ ɲaŋ ɲə 
6 nose  nəˈrʂnaʔ təˈrsnaʔ sni snə 
7 mouth  təˈkʰe niˈrʃnɛz ja meʰəʔ 
8 tongue əˈʂmeʔ t̪əˈsmi vʒa vlae 
9 neck əˈnɟy t̪əˈmtçiʔ ˈvʒalɛ vli 
10 belly əˈɡtu təˈktʉ vow vow 
11 arm orˈpaʔ tajaˈkʰʉʔ ʒa ɬa 
12 hand ˈŋajɑɡpaʔ tajakˈpa ʒajˈpa laˈzbjɛ 
13 leg naˈmjɛ taˈmi rkoʔ skoʔ 
14 knee nəˈŋmwaʔ təˈŋwaʔ ɹŋə rŋə 
15 skin əˈdɽi sɛrˈtzɑ ɟiˈja ɟiˈja 
16 bone ʂɑˈri saˈri cçəˈre ɽiˈɽaʔ 
17 heart nəˈʂɲɛʔ kʰɔʔk rɟa ziˈjaʔ 
18 blood taˈʃy ˈtaçiʔ sʰe siʔ 
19 back təˈncɑp təˈ stɛt̪. piˈtʰaʔ ʁoˈɲʉ 
20 liver ˈtowɸʃɛʔ təˈçniʔ rtsʰeʔ vuˈluʔ 
21 village  cʰɔŋ cɔŋˈlaʔ krɑŋ rɔˈwaʔ 
22 house cɛn̪ cɛʔm ju jo 
23 roof ˌcɛnwuˈku cəmˈkʉʔ ɲaˈʁwa no entry 
24 door ɡɔŋ kɔm ʁa  ʁaʔ 
25 carpet  taɑkˈcup. taˈpcʉ ʁaˈmə raˈndaʔ 
26 firewood təˈmi kaˌjuŋəˈçiʔ ʐəʔ məˈsiʔ 
27 broom sɑˈpcɑk sɛpcɑk ʐəʔ zɨˈkraʔ 
28 pot ˈt̪ajɔŋ ˈtajɔŋ ˈɡəɹzi ʁoˈluʔ 
29 hammer no entry səˈlanɟi  tʰaˈcʰɪt. tʰaˈwaʔ 
30 knife mbəˈrtsɑ zaˈɣri zaˈɡrə bəˈrzi 
31 axe ʃɛrˈpaʔ çɛrˈpɑʔ leˈvi rviʔ 
32 rope ˈtowre ˈtowre ˈsəri skuˈluʔ 
33 thread səˈrɪp. taˈrɨʔk wuˈçər rɛsˈkəʔ 
34 needle taˈkɑp. taˈkɑp. ʁa  ʁɑp. 
35 ring no entry sɡroʔsˈtza ʒaˈtʰa ŋɡəɟaʔ 
36 sun ˈkəni kəˈɲiʔ oˈbəʔ əˈbəʔ 
37 moon ˈtsəlɑʔ tzəˈlɑʔ çiˈnaʔ sləˈɣnaʔ 
38 star tsowˈri tzowˈrɨ wuˈɡre zɡri 
39 rain tsʰɑrˈnɑp. təˈmu mwat. maˈkeʔ 
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40 river niŋˈɡɔŋ tsʰu rɲʉʔ ɣrəʔ 
41 cloud zdɛnˈkʰa zdɪm ˈzdomɛ zduˈpɽu 
42 lightning tawˈjut̪. taˌniɛt̪wat̪ çaʔ ɬaˈrtzɨʔ 
43 wind kʰaˈlej kʰaˈli wuˈla poˈljʉ 
44 stone rdəˈlɔk. rdoˈlɔk. kaˈva rɡəˈməʔ 
45 mountain ˈtawat̪ taˈwaʔt̪ qaʔ rəˈŋɡu 
46 path/road drɑʔ tɽaˌlɑkəˈtze ɟɛl cædˈze 
47 sand ˈʂatzɨ  təˈpe ɹbu bjeˈma 
48 fire dəˈmi teˈpe ʁɑˈmə ʁməʔ 
49 smoke taˈkʰu təˈmtʃɨk ˈnkəˈlə mkʰɨʔ 
50 ash ˌtajəɹˈmjɑk taˈkʰʉ  ʁaˈmɔcəsə rməˈflɛʔ 
51 dust ˈtaɬu taˈslup. ˈpʰowçi flɛʔ 
52 turquoise məˈte təˌlɔkraˈsnɑk kɹu əˈʁjʉ 
53 tree  ʂəˈkuʔ çiʔ sɨˈpʉʔ ləˈpuʔ 
54 leaf  ˈʃøimaʔ çeiˈmɔk. ˈpala ləˌpurbaˈlaʔ 
55 root ˈʃərsɔk. çeˈrsɔk sɪsˈqa ləˌpujɛrˈɡa 
56 seed tərˈpuʔ təˈrpʉʔ ɸçɪt. fləʔ 
57 bark    ˈʃɛdɽi  çeˈrkʰɑʔk ˌsiɟiˈɟɑʔ ləˈˌpuɟiˈjæʔ  
58 thorn  ˈtəndzɔŋ mdzɨŋ ndəʔ xcəʔ 
59 flower ˈtapat. taˈpat̪. maˈtɔʔ meˈtɔʔ 
60 barley  no entry swejʔ no entry çi 
61 meat  ʂɑʔ ʂɑʔ ntoʔ bjʉˈnʉʔ 
62 fish ˈdɽojy ˈtzɨɡjuʔk ʁɑˈji ʁjaʔ 
63 chicken pwɑʔ paˈci wɹˈjaʔ ɣraʔ 
64 feather ʂuʔ ʂuʔ ˌʒawʒawməɹˈja ɣraʃɔxˈpa  
65 egg ˌpwaɡɔŋ pejˈɡɔŋ raˈstoʔ zɡəˈŋaʔ 
66 cow dəˈmwɑk. təˈwɑ rɡo/ʃəʔ ɲəˈmɛʔ 
67 horse mbrɔʔ mboˈro ri rjiʔ 
68 milk təˈluʔ ɬəˈwaʔaˌniʔ ʃə ɬəʔ 
69 horns əˈri təˈriʔ qəɹ  
70 tail wiˈmjɔk. wejˈmuʔ ɸt̪zeiʔ rŋaˈmaʔ 
71 goat keˈjɔʔ ˈkesu tsʰaʔ tsʰɛʔ 
72 dog kʰaˈnaʔ kʰi kəˈtaʔ kəˈtæ 
73 snake ˈkʰaoreʔ kʰowˈreʔ mpɽʰiʔ pɽʰiʔ 
74 monkey ˈkətziʔ kəˈtziʔ zəzaʔ ɣzəˈndaʔ 
75 mosquito kʰaˈpwɑs kəˈpes ˈcawəɸçiʔ buˈkuʔ 
76 ant kʰəˈrək. kʰoˈrɔk. skɽʰow skɽʉʔ 
77 spider kʰɑˈʂnɑʔ kʰaˈʂnaʔ krɔˈkɽɔ baˈqara 
78 man təˈtsɔʔ təˈtzɑʔ tze baˈŋaʔ 
79 woman təˈmiʔ teˈmi smiʔ smeʔ 
80 child aˈciʔ taˈpʉʔ ŋa ˈɡede 
81 person təˈrmiʔ təˈrmiʔ dɪsˈkuŋ dziʔ 
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82 father oˈpwa aˈpa aˈjəʔ aˈpaʔ 
83 mother əˈmu aˈmu aˈmɔ aˈmɑʔ 
84 older brother ɔjˈze aˈjiʔ ɟe aˈteʔ 
85 younger brother nəˈciʔ aˈziʔ ɽi çeˈɲize 
86 older sister owˈʒi aˈziʔ aˈmɑ aˈtaʔ 
87 younger sister əˈciʔ əˈcəʔ sqe snuˈze 
88 son əˈtzɑ təˈtzɑʔ pəˈʒə bˈŋaze 
89 daughter əˈmiʔ təˈmiʔ smaˈŋa smeˈzeʔ 
90 husband wuˈndɽiʔ aˈpʰaja tzi bəˈtʰɔʔ 
91 wife wuˈndɽiʔ əˈrapca rjɛ leˈji 
92 boy təˈtzaʔapoʔ teˈtzɑʔ pəˈʒə dabˈdəzi 
93 girl təˈmiʔ təˈmiʔ smɑˈŋa smeˈzi 
94 day snɔŋˈlaʔ ʂɔŋˈlɑk. ˈsɲila sɲiˈleʔ 
95 night təˈmɔr təˈmur kəˈʃɔr çwɛʔ 
96 morning ˈtanej taˈnɑj qaˈɲa kaˈçɛʔ 
97 noon snɔŋˈlaʔ təmtzɔŋˈkʰʉʔ ndzoˈwa sɲəɣˈci 
98 yesterday xwarˈɬu waˈʂlu maˈkəʔ awəˈsɲi 
99 today əˈʂni ɛˈsni bəˈsiʔ bəˈsɲi 
100 tomorrow səˈʂniʔ ˈsoʂni ˈqasi qaˈsiʔ 
101 day təˈʂniʔ tɛˈçniʔ sni aˈʃɲi 
102 month tsoˈla təˈtzelɑʔ ˈɸʃənaʔ aˈsɬə 
103 year təˈpwaʔ təˈpɑʔ kow aˈkuʔ 
104 old  ˈkərtzɑ kəˈnkrɑ ˈrɲɑŋba rɲɔnˈba 
105 new sarˈpa sarˈpɑ ˈsɑrpa xsuʔ 
106 good dəˈlɑ kəˈlɑ ɲir ɡaˈji 
107 bad kəˈle ˌmakəˈlɑ maˌlɛskaˈχo kaˈqamɛʔ 
108 wet ˈdəʂtɽiʔ kəˈsciʔ miˈχo ɬəˈɬəʔ 
109 dry tɪˈɽɔŋ kəˈrɔŋ ciˈtaŋ ɽuˈɽu 
110 long kəˈrse kəˈrse ˈkambu ˈɡəɟi 
111 short naˈɡəbtzen kəˈktçʰɪn kwaˈci rjiˈjiʔ 
112 hot dəˈsalɔk. saˈlɔk. vʒi cuʔ 
113 cold doˈwandɽɔʔ sanaˈndɽoʔ tsʰəl ʂkuʔ 
114 right kəˈcçʰɑʔ aˈti rkɔr cəˈlaʔ 
115 left  kaˈwu aˈlu ʒeˈtə ʁəjuˈkuʔ 
116 near əˈriɡəwat̪. madəˈcçʰe laoˈkwa tʰaˈniʔ 
117 far əˈridəcçi dərˈse cɪˈɲi ɟeˈɟi 
118 big dəɣɔˈpti kɨkˈte cəˈɟi ɡəˈcɛʔ 
119 small dəɣɔˈptzej  dɨˈktze wuˈdɔɹ ɡeˈdeʔ 
120 heavy dəˈlejʔ dəˈliʔ zdəɹ ɡanˈɬəʔ 
121 light  deˈjɔ deˈjo jiɹ ɡɣjiʔ 
122 above ataˈʂej aˈtɑʁ,jaˈkwei cçɛʔ cʰaʔ 
123 below oˈkei woˈkwɑʔi kəˈcçi vəʔ 
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124 full dəˈɲyt. təˈmɲɨʔt̪ amˈtzasi xsɛʔ 
125 round daŋaˈblɑr kaˈpelɛɹ kərˈkərji ʁɑrˈʁɑr 
126 white kaˈprɔŋ kɛrˈpɔŋ pɽʰoˈpɽʰo tɽuˈtɽu 
127 black kəˈnɑk. kəˈnɑʔk ˈnastoʔ ɲæˈɲæ 
128 red oˈrne wɔˈrni ɲiˈɲi ɲɟiˈɲɟi 
129 green/blue dəwɔrˈɲi raˈsnɑk. rŋəlˈrŋəl rŋəˈrŋə 
130 yellow dəˈŋɔj sɛrˈpuʔ ˈsərpu rɲəˈrɲə 
131 one təˈrɡi tɛˈrɡeʔ ɽo rɔʔaˈlu 
132 two təˈjy təˈwu ʁuˈnej ɣniʔ 
133 three kəˈsɔŋ kəˈsɔŋ ʁuˈsu χsu 
134 four kəˈpli kɛˈrpli vʒaʔ ɣləʔ  
135 five kəˈŋɔ kəˈŋmu ŋwa ʁəˈvæʔ 
136 six kəˈtɽɔʔk. kəˈtɽɔk. ʁuˈcow xcu 
137 seven kəˈʂnəs kəˈʂnəʔs sniʔ zɲiʔ 
138 eight wuˈrijɛt̪. wuriˈjaʔt̪. rɟɛ riˈjɛʔ 
139 nine kəˈŋɡu kəˈnɡu nɡa nɡəʔ 
140 ten ʂcy ci zʁa zʁɑʔ 
141 eleven ʂaˈcɑp ʃtɽaˈtɪʔk ʁaˈvɽow ʁɑˈvruʔ 
142 twelve ʂaˈnəs ʂtɽaˈnəs ʁaˈmne ʁaˈmniʔ 
143 fifteen ʂəˈŋɔ ʂtrɔŋˈmu ˈʁawŋwa ʁaˈʁvɛʔ 
144 twenty ˈkəneʂci kənəˈsci no entry nɨˈsqaʔ 
145 one hundred pəˈrʃa pəriˈjɑ rɟəʔ riˈjɑʔ 
146 who ˈsedəŋɔ çɪ səʔ seʔ 
147 what ˈcʰedɑŋɔ tʰe ˈhaɡə aˈcəʔ 
148 where ˈkətej ˈkəti ˈlowɔ ˈluri 
149 when ˈkəʃtɽi kəˈtzawatɔŋ ˈsədi ˈsədeka 
150 how many ˈtʰəste ˈtɛsti ˈʁaze ˈχeʒi 
151 what kind ˈtʰjekɔrcɑ ˈtʰewɔrcɑk ˈləɡə aˈcʰipi 
152 this cəˈtaʔ ˈtɽitə ˈtəɡə aˈtəʔ 
153 that woˈtaʔ wuˈteʔ ˈʁətəɡə aˈtəʔ 
154 these cətaˈɲɛʔ tɽɛˈneʔ təˈɡəzci ˈtiɲi 
155 those wuˈŋɛʔ wuˈneʔ ˈʁɑtəɡə aˈti 
156 same dəˈndɽɑ dəˈɡej ndɽaˈmdra ndɽaˈndɽa 
157 different madəˈndrɑ ˌmadəˈɡej miˈndɽaʔ ˈmindɽaʔ 
158 whole kəˈcə kəˈci ʁaˈqɔʔ cʰaˈtsʰɔŋ 
159 broken dəˈŋantsʰɑ  ˈmidəlak. aˈkursi taˈχjət̪ 
160 few ˈdənzɔʔ ˈdowsti moaɟˈdancəcəɹ aˈɣne 
161 many wədaŋˈdiɛn kənˈmɲɑ moaɟiˈdazɛncəɹ ɡiˈri 
162 all kəˈcɛ kəˈcçe pəɹˈti xsəˈmɔʔ 
163 eat kaˈzaʔ zaʔ staˈɡə nɡə 
164 bite (dog) kantɽakəˈlat. aˈzaʔ rcə ɣrscɛʔ 
165 be hungry dəˈmoʔ dəˈmɔŋ spaɹ mɟy 
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166 drink kaˈmɔt. kəˈmun̪ cʰɛ ptʰi 
167 be thirsty dərʃpɑʔ tɪˈspɑŋ spaʔ spaʔ 
168 sleep dəˈrmɔʔ dəˈrmaʔ ɹɡɑŋ rɡəʔ 
169 lie down pakˈʒaʔ dəˈrmaʔ ˈɟaɟaŋ nɟeˈliʔ 
170 sit down naˈnin koˈnəŋ ʁaŋˈdzwɛn ndzuʔ  
171 give doˈjyn wun aoˈkusi fkʰʉʔ 
172 burn (wood)  doˈtzuk koˈtzuŋ ʁaˈspəsi spəriˈjɛʔ 
173 die naˈʃøʔs kəˈçi aˈsəsi sʰɛʔ 
174 kill kanˈtʂʰap. ˈdəməˌɣjɪn ncu fsɛʔ 
175 fly koˈjɔŋ dəməˈɣjɪn ʁuˈʒəɹ bjʉʔ 
176 walk taˈndɽin dɨwuˈtɽi ˌcaowɔriˈja ɡɔŋtɔˈçə 
177 run taˈpwɔʔs dɪnɛrˈɟuk. rɟɔŋ nɟəˈraʔ 
178 go kuˈʒan eˈcʰɛn aˈçisi çəʔ 
179 come koˈpwɔn eˈpiʔ aˈʒisə ˈlisɨʔ 
180 speak taˈryn tʰaŋˈxwa ʃaˈpɑʔ kacaˈɸçɛt. 
181 hear  noˈmis̪ deˈmɨŋ ˈhaimɔ  
182 see  nanˈtɔŋ naˈmtɔŋ ˈhavdow  
183 swim cʰəˌzaʔskaˈpɑŋ tʐəˈzaʔs ɟyˈwaʔ ɟyˈɛʔ 
184 stand taˈriɛt̪. dəˈrjɑk rdzən riˈjɛʔ 
185 I (ls) ŋɔʔ ŋɔʔ ŋa ŋa 
186 you (2s inf) nɔʔ nɔʔ ɲi  tʰə 
187 he  ˈajɔʔ əˈjoʔ ja tʰu 
188 we (incl) jɔʔ joˈrniʔ ˈʁɔɲe ŋəˈɲɪʔ 
189 we(excl) jɔʔ joˈrniʔ ˈʁɔne  
190 you (pl) ɲɛʔ niˈniʔ ˈiɲe ɲiˈɲiʔ 
191 they ajɔˈɲɛʔ əjoˈniʔ jɛˈɲɛ tʰəˈɲiʔ 
192 not maʔ mɑʔk mɲa mɲɛʔ 
193 louse kʰaoˈreʔ sɛr  no entry ʃoʔ 
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Appendix C: Sample RTT translation from Penner (2007a) 

PENNER 2007A: THE TIBETAN MASTIFF PUPPY WHO WREAKED HAVOC (USED WITH 
PERMISSION) 
 
ENGLISH FREE TRANSLATION 
      

I have a friend in Chéngdū. My friend is Han Chinese. This Chinese guy really likes 
dogs. He has raised maybe more than ten dogs. Recently, before the New Year, he asked 
me to find him a Tibetan Mastiff. And I agreed. After the New Year I gave my friend in 
Hóngyuán/Hong-yon a phone call. He said that maybe he would be able to do this (find a 
dog). After the New Year, the day before yesterday, my Hóngyuán/Hong-yon friend 
called me. He said, “I’ve found a dog and I will send him to you.” Two days ago the dog 
was brought by truck down to here (Hóngyuán/Hong-yon to Mǎ’ěrkāng/'Bar-kams). The 
dog was relatively big. My friend phoned and said, “Please go down to the gate and 
wait.” So I went down to the gate. He said, “The dog is only two months old, but because 
it is a Mastiff the dog is fairly big.” He thought the dog would want to run so he put the 
dog in a bag. Then I went down, picking up the dog in the bag. Since the dog was in a 
bag all its poo and pee were also in the bag, all jumbled together. It was very messy and it 
reeked. Then I opened the top of the bag and carried it up to my home. In the afternoon I 
went to work. Because the dog had no playmates, it bit and wrecked all my curtains. That 
made me really angry! Yesterday, I carried it to a different house, a house that is big—so 
it [the dog] can also be put outside. But I couldn’t find a truck to take him to Chéngdū. I 
kept on thinking, “ship the dog on a truck, or is there another way?” I thought, “maybe it 
would be ok to pay a little money to put him on a truck.” I asked everywhere but no one 
was willing to take such a big dog. Putting him in a cardboard box was bad as he tore the 
box to pieces. Finally, an old friend phoned saying, “this morning there is a truck hauling 
vegetables to Chéngdū.” The driver said he would take the dog, so I got up early to feed 
the dog breakfast. The truck driver said that he had arrived. So I put the dog in the bag 
and took it down. I didn’t know what condition the dog would arrive in by traveling on 
that truck!  
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Appendix D: Participant screening/pre-RTT and post-RTT questionnaires 

PARTICIPANT SCREENING/PRE-RTT QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
A. Personal 
1. Name and gender         名字、性  

2. Interview date                          采访日期 

3. What language variety do you speak?          你的话是哪里的话？ 

4. Age               年龄 
5. Have you spent extended time in another location?   你在 的地方呆过很长时间吗？ 
6. Do you often travel to other places        你经常出去其他地方吗？ 

6a. To what places have you been?         你去过什么地方？ 
6b. How many times have you been there?               你去过那里多少次？ 
6c. What was the reason you went there      你去那里干什么？ 

7. Where were you born?                  你是在哪里出生的？ 
1a. Where did you grow up?                  成长在哪里？ 
1b. Where do you live?           住在哪里？ 

8. What languages do you speak?              你会说什么语言？ 
     (Any others?)        （还有吗？) 

9. Which language did you learn first?            你小时候最先会说哪种话 (语言)？ 
10. Which language do you speak best?       哪一种语言你现在说得最好？ 
11. What language did you speak at home  
       when you were growing up?        你在小的时候在家里说什么话？ 
 
B. Father 
1. Where was your father born?          你的父亲是在哪里出生的？ 
2. What languages does your father speak?                  你的父亲会说什么语言？ 

     (Any others?)        （还有吗？) 
3. Which language did he learn to speak first?        他小时候最先会说哪种话？ 
 
C. Mother 
1. Where was your mother born?          你的母亲是在哪里出生的？ 
2. What languages does your mother speak?             你的母亲会说什么语言？ 
     (Any others?)        （还有吗？) 
3. Which language did she learn to speak first?              她小时候最先会说哪种话？ 
 
D. Spouse 
1. Are you married?               你结婚了没有？ 
2. Where was your spouse born?               你的丈 /妻子在哪里出生？ 
3. What languages does your spouse speak?             他/她会说什么语言？     

     (Any others?)           （还有吗？) 
4. Which language did he/she learn to speak first?        他/她小时候最先会说哪种话？ 
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E. Children 
1. Do you have children?                  有没有孩子？ 
2. What language does your child (children) speak?       他/她/他们说什么语言？ 
3. Which language did he/she/they                             
     learn to speak first?           他/她/他们小时候最先会说哪种话？ 

 
F. Education 
1. What grade did you study to at school?               你读书读到几年级？ 
2. Where was the school(s)?                     那所学校在哪里？ 
    (In the village?)              (在村里？) 
    (Outside the village?)         (在村外？) 
    (Was it a boarding school situation?)          (需要住宿舍？) 
 
G. Occupation 
1. What is your job?                你做什么工作？ 
 
H. Places of residence 
1. What other places have you lived?                  除了这个村落以外，你还住过什么地方？ 
     How long?                 在 —— 多久？ 
     What do they speak there?                                   那边的人说什么语言？ 
2. Have you lived outside of the                          你是不是在本地以外的地方 
    local area continuously for three or more years?                          连续住过三年以上？ 
          

 
POST-RTT QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
1. How much did you understand?              你听懂了多少？ 

A. All                   甲。全部 
B. Most            乙。大部分 
C. A small amount                          丙。很少 
D. None                             丁。几乎没有 

2. Where do you think the storyteller is from?              你觉得讲话的是哪里的人？ 
     Why do you think this way?              你怎么感觉到？ 
3. Do they speak the same as you?     他们说的和你们说的一样还是不一样？ 

3a. In what way is it different?                 那里不一样? 
3b. Does the storyteller speak a little              他讲的跟你说的稍微 
      different or a lot different than you?                        不一样还是很大不一样？ 

3c. In what way is it different?                  那里不一样? 
4. Do you like the language of the storyteller?                                 你喜欢他讲的语言吗？ 
5. Do you think the storyteller  
     speaks the rGyalrong language well?       你觉得他说嘉戎藏语说得好吗？ 
6. Does the storyteller speak                            
    rGyalrong better than you?       你觉得他说的嘉戎藏语说得比你好吗？ 
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7. How much would the storyteller 
    understand your language variety?                            讲话的他会听懂多少你的话吗？ 

A. Very well               甲。全部 
B. Only a little bit                 乙。有些地方听不懂 
C. Not at all                  丙。几乎没有 

8. How old do you think the storyteller is?              你觉得讲话人的年纪多大？ 
9. What level of education do  
     you think the storyteller has?            你觉得他的文化水平怎么样？ 
10. Have you ever seen someone  
      who speaks like the storyteller?       你曾经见过说这样语言的人吗？ 

       If so, who?                在哪里？ 
11. How many times have you traveled to the place  
      where people speak like the storyteller?          你去过多少次说他这样语言的地方？      
      How long did you stay?           呆了多久？ 
12. Has someone who speaks like  
       the storyteller ever come here?                                   说这样语言的人来过这里吗？ 
13. Would you agree to letting your child marry  
       someone who speaks the same language   
       variety as the storyteller?              若你的孩子跟说这样语言的人 

       结婚的话你会同意吗？ 
 

14. Where do people who speak  
       like the storyteller live?               听懂和会讲这样的语言住在哪里？ 
      (Anywhere else?)           （还有吗？） 
15. What language did you like more,  
       the one used in the first story  
       or the one in the second story?              你喜欢哪个语言多点— 

     故事第一的语言或者故事第二的语言?  
 
[Question 15 was only asked after both stories were played. When the RTT tests were 
administered in the southern region the BJ RTT was played first and the JZ RTT was 
played second. When the RTT tests were administered in the east-central region the JZ 
RTT was played first and the BJ RTT was played second.] 
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Appendix E: Base-line score sheets 

JZ RTT BASE-LINE SCORE SHEET 

If ‘or’ occurs give 1 point for either or both elements. 
Elements in parentheses are some variations and should be scored as equivalent to the 
featured element. Keep in mind there may be other equivalent Sìchuānese/rGyalrong 
words for the same elements.  
Elements in quotation marks (“ ”) are Sìchuānese equivalents written in a rough pinyin. 
Elements in brackets ([ ]) are the rGyalrong equivalents in IPA. 
 
Location: 
Subject: 
Section 1 
   1. my friend       我朋友 
   2. in Chéngdū      在成都 
   3. likes dogs      喜欢狗    
   4. raises dogs      养狗 
 
Section 2 
   1. during spring festival (before, during, after) 过年/春节（前、时、后) 
   2. ( I helped my Chéngdū friend)    （我帮成都朋友） 
        or (he) wanted/allowed/asked me   （他）要/让我 

        to help him find a dog (find one, etc.)  帮他找到狗 （ 一条、一只、等） 

   3. friend from Hóngyuán helped me (find a dog)  红原朋友帮我（找狗） 
 
Section 3 
   1. after the new year (or after spring festival)  过年后 （ 春节后） 
   2. friend from Hóngyuán     红原朋友 
   3. friend gave me a call     朋友给我打电话 
   4. found (the dog)             （狗）找到了 
 
Section 4 
   1. the day before yesterday     前  

       (or last time, two days before yesterday,    (上次、上前 、 

       a while ago)       前一段时间） 
   2. the dog was brought     狗带来了 
   3. big dog       狗大 
   4. I went to take/wait     我去拿/等 
 
Section 5 
   1. said the dog is two months old    说狗两个月 

   2. dog big (or comparatively big)    狗大 （比较大） 
   3. put in a bag      装在口袋里 
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   4. brought the dog back     狗带过来 
 
Section 6 
   1. in the bag       在口袋里 
   2. pooed and peed      大便和小便 
   3. smelly       臭 
   4. brought back home     带到家 
   5. went to work      去劳动（or similar)  
 
Section 7 
   1. the dog had no friends     狗没伴儿 
       (dog all alone, by himself, etc.)             （狗单独，一个，等等） 
   2. bit, tears, destroys the curtains     咬/撕/弄 坏了窗帘 
   3. (I’m) angry/upset     (我) 生气/气坏 

   4. brought to another home     带到 的家 
 
Section 8 
   1. brought inside home     带到家里 
   2. home is wide (big)     家里宽 （大） 
   3. brought the dog out  
        (released, put out, sent outside, etc.)   拿狗带出去  

              (方开、开放、带出去， 

        拿到外面) 

   4. brought (the dog) to Chéngdū (sent to)  把(狗)带到成都（运到） 
   5. couldn’t find a car     找不着车 
 
Section 9 
   1. I thought       我想 
   2. give money (transportation fee, etc.)   给钱 (运费、送费) 

   3. a passenger vehicle could take (it)   客车带 
 
Section 10 
   1. big dog       狗大 
   2. put in a cardboard box     装在纸箱子里 
   3. destroyed the box     把/弄箱子坏/烂 
 
Section 11 
   1. friend could bring to Chéngdū    朋友可以带到成都 
   2. vegitables/meat send (sell, buy, bring)   菜/肉 运、(买、卖、拿) 
        to Chéngdū (bring down, etc.)    到成都 (带下，等） 
 
Section 12 
   1. bring down      带下去 
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   2. don’t know (it isn’t clear) how (if)   不知道 (不清楚)怎么样(如何） 
        maybe arrived (possibly arrived)   可能到了（or 会到了） 
 

Score total:    /43 (= out of 43 points) 

BJ RTT BASE-LINE SCORE SHEET 

If ‘or’ occurs give 1 point for either or both elements. 
Elements in parentheses are some variations and should be scored as equivalent to the 
featured element. Keep in mind there may be other equivalent Sìchuānese/rGyalrong 
words for the same elements.  
Elements in quotation marks (“ ”) are Sìchuānese equivalents written in a rough pinyin. 
Elements in brackets ([ ]) are the rGyalrong equivalents in IPA.    
Location:  
Subject:  
Section 1 
   1. long ago      原来 
       (in the past, before,              （过去,以前, 

        at that time, a while, early on)    那阵,前/前头,一端时间，一早） 
      [ˈwarʊsˈnʊm ˈsoi]      ‘long ago’ 
   2. working a side job     搞副业  
        (make a profit, make some money,   (搞副利,挣钱, 
        find a way to make some cash)     找钱的门路) 
      [fʊlin  tsɛ  pho zjez  ʃiro rarotʃhə]    ‘way to make money’  
       
Section 2 
   1. in the valley/inside     沟头/里头 
      [ʝie(r) nakʝie(r) koznu]              ‘the name of the valley in Bājiǎo’ 
   2. cut wood (wood, logging)    砍柴 (木头, “chao” 柴) 

   3. make a log slide      铺洪道 
      (fix a log slide, etc.)      (修洪道,采 “hua” 伐,采伐,    

       一直在那放洪,弄成洪道)  
Section 3 
   1. ten or more young men     十多个小伙子  
    (over ten people, ten of young men,   (十个多人, 几十个小伙, 

     ten young men, several young men)    十个小伙子,小伙子些） 

   2. send the logs down the chute    放洪 
       (etc.)      (冲木头,放柴,  

       放 “huang” 木料 “niao”) 
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Section 4 
   1. morning      早上 
       (there was a morning, today’s morning,   (有一 早上,今早晨, 
       early, one morning early, that morning,   一早晨,一早,那早晨,一个早,  
       tomorrow early, etc.)    明早晨,明 早上）  
   2. it snowed      下雪  

       (it snowed a big snow)    (下了个大雪) 

   3. high efficacy      功效高(效果好得很) 

       or the logs were moving quick    柴肯走（柴肯飙） 
 
Section 5 
   1. early (morning)      早 (一个早,早一下，早晨） 

      [nuse]       ‘morning’ 
   2. blow the whistle      放哨 

      (guards one by one along the road   (站哨的一路路， 

       some people stood guard, ...and blow, etc.) 一些人就看哨, 放哨的有几个人, 

有些看哨,一节一节的有人看哨, 

一路 “kuo” 些个放哨的,一路要放

起哨子)  
 
Section 6 
1. the logs came down     放柴下来 
    (etc.)      (底下朝 “chao”, 柴就范下来了,  

       冲下来了,木头一冲下去,大柴放 

       洪高头放下来了,放洪的时候， 

       “chao” 下去了,放起弄底下,高头 

       上去了放木鸟） 
    [ʃe napi]       ‘wood comes down’ 
2. blow the whistle      打哨子 (嘘一下)  
3. we knew that the logs were being  
    sent down the mountain from up top   晓得高头在放木料  
    half point for only mentioning ‘signal’  意思: 暗号 
   [gamsom]      ‘understand’ 
 
Section 7 
 1. the wood would get blocked at times   柴下来 “kuan” [‘blocked’]/插 到了 
     (etc.)      (木头 “kuan” 到了,柴下来 “kuan”  

到了, etc.) 
     [naras]       ‘blocked’ 
2. up the mountain they wouldn’t know   高头嘘不要忙 
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    and would keep sending logs down  抽 “chao” 
    (etc.)      (给高头打个口哨就说你现在不要

放我们，打个哨子就喊高头不要

“chao”, 底下就打个哨子表示地

下 “kuan” 起了) 
 
Section 8 
1. pick up the log     取了 
    (etc.)       (取出来,取下,拗出来了,  

       把柴取出来了,柴取出去了,  

       把木头取了,把柴取一下) 

   [kasəthət]       ‘pick up’ 
2. and start sending the logs down again  又放  
    (etc.)      (才可以放,放下来了,高头才敢放,

你们木头又可以放了) 
 
Section 9 
1. one morning      有一 早上/晨  

    (that morning, a morning, morning,   (那早晨,有早晨,早上,  
    one day, tomorrow early,      一 , 明早,  
    tomorrow morning, today’s morning,   明早上,今早, 

    early, etc.)      一个早, etc.)     
2. there was heavy snow    下了个大雪  
     (it snowed)      (下雪了) 
3. we were sending the logs down,    放柴去放  
     (etc.)      (去放洪,把柴放下去,  

           都去放一下,去开始放洪） 

    half point for ‘efficacy was a bit better’  效果要好些 (功效高) 
    half point for ‘log moved fast’   肯走得很 (木头就肯走) 
 
Section 10 
1. a log came down      木头/柴下来了 
    (etc.)      (开始放了就冲了个柴下来,  

       他们高头放下来)   

   [atos no lo]        ‘above put down’ 
 
2. jump        跳 
    (etc.)      (一纵就跳过来了,我就跳到那边了,   

       他一下跳过去)  

   [ʔati da staŋ]      ‘to jump’ 
3. almost hit me      差点把他打到了  
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4. snow fell all over     下了个雪  
    (etc.)       (他背后到处都是，那个雪一下就 

“wong” 到我了,雪把我嗡到了) 

   [tajpo diɛk tʰaŋ]      ‘snow spray’ 
 
Section 11 
1. in the morning      来早上/早晨 

   (today’s morning, that morning, etc.)  (今早晨, 那个早晨, 那 早上)  
   [uso]       ‘morning’ 
2. almost got hit      差点/曾点把他打倒了 

    (etc.)      (曾点牺牲在这了,差点把我弄死了) 

   [zʊ məŋos ʃui na sto]    ‘body nearly knocked over’ 
3. snow smothered my head     雪喷 “fen” 到我脑壳上了 

    (etc.)      (下的雪把我 “wong” 到了,雪差点

把他弄没得了,雪垒到我脑壳上,雪

里头打到了,雪撒在我身上) 

   [tajpo nosəpkoŋ]      ‘snow smothered’ 
 
Section 12 
1. I got up       我爬 “ba”起来了  
    (got up)      (起来) 

2. the log did not hit my body    我身上什么(“啥子”)都没有碰 
“pang” 到  

    (etc.)      (没怎样 “zhuazi”,我就曾点性命丢 

       亏了, 没出问题) 

3. my buddies came down     伴儿些下来  
   [ŋandri napi]      ‘friend come down’ 
4. frightened to death      吓很了  
    [təʒdar]       ‘afraid’ 
             
Total score:               /33 (= out of 33 points) 
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